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Abstract Rendering high quality digital terrains at inter-
active rates requires carefully crafted algorithms and data
structures able to balance the competing requirements of re-
alism and frame rates, while taking into account the mem-
ory and speed limitations of the underlying graphics plat-
form. In this survey, we analyze multi-resolution approaches
that exploit a certain semi-regularity of the data. These ap-
proaches have produced some of the most efficient systems
to date. After providing a short background and motivation
for the methods, we focus on illustrating models based on
tiled blocks and nested regular grids, quadtrees and triangle
bin-trees triangulations, as well as cluster based approaches.
We then discuss LOD error metrics and system-level data
management aspects of interactive terrain visualization, in-
cluding dynamic scene management, out-of-core data orga-
nization and compression, as well as numerical accuracy.
Keywords Terrain rendering · Multiresolution triangula-
tion · Semi-regular meshes
1 Introduction
Efficient interactive visualization of very large digital ele-
vation models (DEMs) is important in a number of appli-
cation domains, such as scientific visualization, GIS, map-
ping applications, virtual reality, flight simulation, military
command & control, or interactive 3D games. Due to the
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ever increasing complexity of DEMs, real-time display im-
poses strict efficiency constraints on the visualization sys-
tem, which is forced to dynamically trade rendering qual-
ity with usage of limited system resources. The investiga-
tion of multiresolution methods to dynamically adapt ren-
dered model complexity has thus been, and still is, a very
active computer graphics research area. The concept has ex-
tensively been studied for general 3D triangle meshes and
has been surveyed, for instance, in [25,10,18,39,38], and
more recently in [16]. While general data structure and al-
gorithms are also applicable to digital terrain models, the
most efficient systems to date rely on a variety of methods
specifically tailored to terrain models, i.e., 2.5-dimensional
surfaces.
In this survey, we present and analyze the most com-
mon multiresolution approaches for terrain rendering that
exploit a certain semi-regularity of the data to gain max-
imum efficiency. Reference [11] provides a classic survey
focusing more on multiresolution terrain models over irreg-
ular meshes.
After providing a short background and motivation for
the methods (Section 2), we provide an overview of the most
common approaches. Section 3 provides examples of mod-
els based on tiled blocks and nested regular grids, Section 4
surveys quadtree and triangle bin-trees triangulations, while
Section 5 is devoted to recent GPU friendly cluster based
approaches. We then discuss error metrics (Section 6) and
system-level aspects of interactive terrain visualization (Sec-
tion 7), including dynamic scene management; out-of-core
data organization and compression, as well as numerical ac-
curacy. The paper concludes with a short summary in Sec-
tion 8.
2 Background and Motivation
A multiresolution terrain model supporting view-dependent
rendering must efficiently encode the steps performed by a
mesh refinement or coarsening process in a compact data
structure from which a virtually continuous set of variable
resolution meshes can be extracted, loaded on demand, and
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efficiently rendered at run time. The basic ingredients of a
such a model are a base mesh, that defines the coarsest
approximation to the terrain surface, a set of updates, that,
when applied to the base mesh, provide variable resolution
mesh-based representations, and a dependency relation
among updates, which allows combining them to extract
consistent intermediate representations [16]. Interactive
rendering of large datasets consists in extracting at run time,
through a view-dependent query a consistent minimum
complexity representation that minimizes a view-dependent
error measure, eventually loading it on demand from
external memory. Different specialized multiresolution
models, of various efficiency and generality, are obtained
by mixing and matching different instances of all these
ingredients.
In the most general case, the multiresolution model is
based on a fully irregular approach in which the base mesh
is an irregular triangulation with unrestricted connectivity,
and updates are encoded either explicitly in terms of sets of
removed and inserted triangles, e.g., [17], or implicitly by
the operations through which the model is refined or coars-
ened (i.e., edge collapse/split or vertex insertion/removal),
e.g., [27]. A dimension-independent framework fully cover-
ing this kind of models is the Multi-Tessellation [48,12]. Be-
cause of their flexibility, fully irregular approaches are theo-
retically capable of producing the minimum complexity rep-
resentation for a given error measure. However, this flexibil-
ity comes at a price. In particular, mesh connectivity, hierar-
chy, and dependencies must explicitly be encoded, and sim-
plification and coarsening operations must handle arbitrary
neighborhoods. By imposing constraints on mesh connec-
tivity and update operations it is possible to devise classes
of more restricted models that are less costly to store, trans-
mit, render, and simpler to modify. This is because much of
the information required for all these tasks becomes implicit,
and often, because stricter bounds on the region of influence
of each local modification can be defined.
Using meshes with semi-regular or regular connectiv-
ity, together with fixed subdivision rules, is particularly well
adapted to terrains, since input data from remote sensing
most often comes in gridded form. Moreover, as the cost of
3D transformations is becoming negligible on current hard-
ware, controlling the shape of each rendered triangle starts to
become negligible, favoring methods with the most compact
and efficient host-to-graphics interface. For all these reasons,
regular or semi-regular approaches have produced some of
the most efficient systems to date.
3 Non-conforming and limited adaptivity techniques:
tiled blocks and nested regular grids
A number of successful large scale terrain visualization sys-
tems are based on data structures that do not support fully
adaptive surfaces but are simple to implement and efficient
in communicating with the I/O subsystem and with the un-
derlying graphics hardware.
3.1 Multiple static level-of-detail rendering based on tiled
blocks
Early LOD terrain rendering methods used a fixed repre-
sentation approach. With these methods, multiple represen-
tations of parts of the terrain, typically square blocks, are
precomputed and stored off-line. At run time, the appro-
priate approximation mesh is assembled from precomputed
blocks based on the current view-parameters. Because dif-
ferent parts of the terrain may be using different representa-
tions in the current approximation, cracks can occur at the
boundaries between different-resolution representations.
The NPSNET military simulation system [15], for in-
stance, decomposes the terrain into adjacent blocks repre-
sented at four different levels of details. The representations
are precomputed and stored on disk. A 16x16 grid of blocks
is kept in memory, and a simple distance metric is used to de-
termine the resolution at which each block will be rendered
(Figure 1). No effort is made to stitch blocks. As the viewer
moves, an entire row or column is paged out while the oppo-
site one is paged in. This technique is also used in the most
recent and general work on geometry clipmaps [37]. As the
number of LODs is fixed, the model provides very limited
adaptivity and is tuned to particular applications with nar-
row fields of view.
Fig. 1 Multiresolution rendering in NPSNET.
In [32,50], rather than dividing the terrain into a grid,
the authors represent it using a quadtree. Each level of the
quadtree has a single LOD representation that consists of
uniform grid over a fixed number of sample points. The root-
level mesh represents the entire terrain, while deeper lev-
els represent one quarter of the previous level’s area. At
run time, the quadtree is traversed and a decision is made
about which blocks of terrain should be used to represent the
terrain. To visually deal with discontinuities at tile bound-
aries, vertical wall polygons are constructed between the
tile edges. This work was then extended in [6] by associat-
ing at each block a precomputed fixed representation, which
is chosen among uniform meshes, non-uniform grids, and
TINs. This allows nodes that are deep in the tree to repre-
sent fine-grained features (such as river beds or roadways)
using a TIN representation, while allowing a uniform mesh
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representation to be at shallower levels in the tree. As in [32],
cracks between adjacent blocks of terrain are filled by verti-
cal wall polygons. Other visual crack filling methods include
adding flanges around blocks, so that neighboring meshes
interpenetrate slightly, as well as joining blocks with special
meshes at run-time [59],
Even if these methods may seem overly simplistic, since
they do not produce continuous levels-of-detail and require
work to fix the cracks at block boundaries, and introduce
hard to control visual artefacts, they are still very popular, es-
pecially for networked applications, mostly because of scal-
ability, ease of implementation, and simplicity of integration
with an efficient tile based I/O system.
3.2 Nested regular grids
Losasso and Hoppe [37] have recently proposed the
geometry clipmap, a simple and efficient approach that
parallels with the LOD treatment of images. A pre-filtered
mipmap pyramid is a natural representation of terrain
data. The pyramid represents nested extents at successive
power-of-two resolutions. Geometry clipmaps cache in
video memory nested rectangular extents of the pyramid
to create view-dependent approximations (see Figure 2).
As the viewpoint moves, the clipmap levels shift and
are incrementally refilled with data. To permit efficient
incremental updates, the array is accessed toroidally, i.e.
with 2D wraparound addressing using mod operations on
x and y. Transition regions are created to smoothly blend
between levels, and T-junctions are avoided by stitching
the level boundaries using zero-area triangles. The LOD
transition scheme allows independent translation of the
clipmap levels, and lets levels be cropped rather than
invalidated atomically. Since LODs are purely based on
2D distance from clipmap center, the terrain data does not
require precomputation of refinement criteria. Together
with the simple grid structure, this allows the terrain to
be synthesized on-the-fly, or to be stored in a highly
compressed format. For compression, the residuals between
levels are compressed using an advanced image coder that
supports fast access to image regions.
Storing in a compressed form just the heights and re-
constructing at runtime both normal and color data (using a
simple height color mapping) provides a very compact rep-
resentation that can be maintained in main memory even for
large datasets. The pyramidal scheme limits however adap-
tivity. In particular, as with texture clipmap-based methods,
the technique works best for wide field of views and nearly
planar geometry, and would not apply to planetary recon-
structions that would require more than one nesting neigh-
borhood for a given perspective.
3.3 Discussion
The methods surveyed in this section strive to provide a sim-
ple and efficient implementation at the cost of imposing lim-
Fig. 2 Geometry clipmap.
itations in adaptivity and approximation quality. In the next
sections we will see methods that rely on more complex,
but also more powerful data structures. We will first sur-
vey quadtree and bin-tree triangulations, i.e. methods able to
construct fully continuous levels of details by imposing con-
sistency rules on local subdivision. We will then show how
these methods can be made more efficient in terms of raw
triangle throughput by employing a cluster based approach.
4 Variable resolution triangulation using quadtree and
triangle bin-tree subdivision
From the point of view of the rapid adaptive construction
and display of continuous terrain surfaces, some of the most
successful examples are based on quadtree or triangle bin-
tree triangulation. As we will see, the scheme permits the
creation of continuous variable resolution surfaces without
having to cope with the gaps created by other regular grid
schemes, as those in Section 3. The main idea shared by all
of these approaches is to build a regular multiresolution hi-
erarchy by refinement or by simplification. The refinement
approach starts from an isosceles right triangle and proceeds
by recursively refining it by bisecting its longest edge and
creating two smaller right triangles. In the simplification ap-
proach the steps are reversed: given a regular triangulation
of a gridded terrain, pairs of right triangles are selectively
merged. The regular structure of these operations enables to
implicitly encode all the dependencies among the various re-
finement/simplification operations in a compact and simple
way.
Depending on the definition of the triangulation rule,
there is potentially a difference in the adaptive triangula-
tion power of quadtree based triangulations versus triangle
bin-trees. Generally, any of the discussed quadtree triangu-
lations can be considered a special case of recursive triangle
bisection. Nevertheless, from the refined definition of a re-
stricted quadtree triangulation as presented in [58,57] and
the following works [34,42] one can arguably consider the
restricted quadtree triangulation and triangle bin-tree to pro-
duce the same class of adaptive grid triangulations. Hence
we use the term restricted quadtree triangulation more in
line with [57] rather than with the more strict definition as in
[49].
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4.1 Quadtree Triangulation
In this section we discuss the various algorithms of quadtree
based adaptive triangulation of height-fields (or parametric
two-dimensional surfaces). The closely related triangle
bisection approaches are discussed in Section 4.2. A typical
example of a simplified triangulated surface that can be
constructed using this class of multiresolution triangulation
methods is given in Figure 3.
Fig. 3 Adaptive quadtree based terrain triangulation.
Restricted Quadtrees. Hierarchical, quadtree based
adaptive triangulation of 2-manifold surfaces has first
been presented in [62] and applied to adaptively sample
and triangulate curved parametric surfaces. In parameter
space, the quadtree subdivision is performed recursively
until for each sampled region the Lipschitz condition for
the parametric curve is met that bounds the accuracy of
the resulting polygonal approximation. Furthermore, the
quadtree subdivision is restricted such that neighboring
regions must be within one level of each other in the
quadtree hierarchy as shown in Figure 4.
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bin-tree based hierarchical multiresolution triangulation
methods with respect to efficiency according to the points
listed above. For more detailed explanations and in-depth
analysis the reader is referred to the original referenced arti-
cles introducing the different algorithms and data structures.
The remainder of this review is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we briefly review the most closely related work
on multiresolution meshing and terrain visualization.
Section 3 and Section 4 describe the different triangulation
algorithms and LOD hierarchies while Section 5 discusses
the LOD error metrics. Additionally, in Section 6 we review
cluster based approaches, and Section 7 discusses system-
level data management aspects of interactive terrain visual-
ization. The paper concludes with a discussion in Section 8.
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and multiresolution triangulation have been developed over
the last decade, and a thorough discussion is beyond the
scope of this article. For detailed overviews on general mesh
simplification and multiresolution modeling see [HG97,
CMS98, Gar99, Lue01, LRC+03]. Here we want to focus more
on adaptive triangulation and mesh simplification particularly
aimed at grid-digital terrain height-field triangulation and visu-
alization.
Since height-fields are so called 2.5-dimensional sur-
faces – no overlap in elevation is possible for a particular
geographical location – related work on terrain triangulation
is often based on the principle of 2D 
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 triangula-
tions [Del34] to create 
 
triangular irregular networks
 
 (TINs)
that represent the terrain surface. In [Lee91] and [GH95] sev-
eral incremental point insertion and point removal methods are
discussed and compared that can be used to create TINs effi-
ciently from height-field data. The Delaunay pyramid [DF89,
VBH94] is a multiresolution extension of Delaunay based
TINs in which groups of connected triangles are hierarchi-
cally replaced by sets with fewer triangles, see also
[dBD95]. Other hierarchical triangulations as discussed in
[DFP95], [DFMP96] and [Pup96] are mainly based on recur-
sive subdivision of triangles. In [Hop98] a hierarchical multi-
resolution terrain triangulation method is presented that is
based on progressive application of edge-collapse and vertex-
split mesh simplification and refinement operations
[Hop96].
Similar to the approaches surveyed in this paper, a
quadtree hierarchy is imposed on the height-field grid by the
2D wavelet transform applied in [GGS95] to simplify the ter-
rain. In this approach elevation points are basically removed
from the grid based on the significance of their wavelet coef-
ficients, and the remaining quadtree-like point set is locally
triangulated using look-up tables. Quadtree based triangula-
tions as discussed here for terrain visualization have also
been applied to image compression, for example in conjunc-
tion with wavelet decomposition [HK95].
In fact, several of these proposed terrain simplification
and triangulation methods are particularly efficient with
respect to triangulation performance (i.e. [GH95] or
[Hop98]) or LOD adaptivity (i.e. [Hop98] or [GGS95]).
Nonetheless, the quadtree based triangulation methods outlined
in here provide a more compact representation of the terrain
(including all LODs up to full resolution), better spatial access,
faster LOD triangulation and rendering, and are easier to
implement as well. Note that these advantages come at some
expense of increased complexity (size) of the rendered trian-
gle mesh, with the exception of [PAL02].
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Fig. 4 Exa ple of an unrestricted quadtree subdivision in parameter
space in a), and the restricted subdivision in b).
The basic approach for triangulation and visualization
uses the following steps:
1. Initial sampling of function on a uniform grid.
2. Evaluation of each region with respect to some accep-
tance criteria (approximation error metric).
3. 4-split of unacceptable regions.
4. Repetition of Steps 2 and 3 until adaptive sampling sat-
isfies acceptance criteria over the entire surface.
5. Triangulation and rendering of all quadtree regions.
To prevent possible cracks in the polygonal represen-
tation of a restricted quadtree as shown in Figure 5, every
quadtree region is triangulated with respect to the resolution
of its adjacent regions. Due to the constraint of the restricted
quadtree hierarchy that the levels of adjacent regions differ
at most by one, the regions can be triangulated such that no
cracks appear as outlined below. Such a crack-free triangu-
lation is also called conforming.
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FIGURE 3.
 
Cracks (shaded in grey) resulting from a
quadrilateral polygonal representation of a restricted
quadtree.
 
The triangulation rule as stated in [VHB87] is the fol-
lowing: Each square is subdivided into eight triangles, two
triangles per edge, unless the edge borders a larger square in
which case a single triangle is formed along that edge.
Figure 4 shows a triangulation of a restricted quadtree fol-
lowing this rule.
 
FIGURE 4.
 
Matching triangulation of a restricted quadtree
subdivision as in [VHB87].
 
No detailed algorithms and data structures are given in
[VHB87] to construct and triangulate a restricted quadtree.
Nevertheless, the presented restricted quadtree subdivision
and its triangulation forms the fundamental basis on which
most of the surveyed triangulation approaches are built.
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points on a regular grid are provided. One method is performed
bottom-up and the other top-down to generate the restricted
quadtree hierarchy. Furthermore, in [SS92] it is also observed
that edges shared by two quadtree nodes on the same hierarchy
level do not have to be split to guarantee a matching triangula-
tion as shown in Figure 5 in comparison to Figure 4.
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Improved matching triangulation of a restricted
quadtree subdivision as in [SS92].
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 construction method, the (square) input
grid is partitioned into atomic nodes of 3x3 elevation points
as shown in Figure 6. These nodes form the leaf nodes of a
complete and balanced quadtree over the entire input grid.
 
FIGURE 6.
 
Atomic leaf-node for bottom-up construction of
restricted quadtree.
 
The main phase of this method then consists of coalesc-
ing all mergible nodes bottom-up to create the restricted
quadtree. Nodes must pass two main criteria before they can
be merged:
 
1.
 
Error measure
 
: The approximation error introduced
by removing the edge mid-point vertices of the nodes
being merged must be within the tolerance of a given
error threshold.
 
2.
 
Quadtree constraints
 
: The size of the node is equal to
the size of its three siblings in the quadtree hierarchy,
and neither the node nor its siblings have any
smaller-sized neighbors.
The approximation error of Criterion 1 used in [SS92] is
further discussed in Section 5. The algorithm terminates if
no more merges can be performed, and it has a linear space
and time cost O(
 
n
 
) in the size 
 
n
 
 of the input data set.
The second algorithm presented in [SS92] is a 
 
top-down
 
construction of the restricted quadtree hierarchy. This
method starts with representing the entire data set simplified
by one root node and splits nodes recursively, never merges
any, as necessary to approximate the data set. The method
maintains at all time the restricted quadtree property that
adjacent leaf nodes do not differ by more than one level in
the hierarchy.
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being merged must be within the tolerance of a given
error threshold.
 
2.
 
Quadtree constraints
 
: The size of the node is equal t
the size of its three siblings in the quadtr e hierarchy,
and neither the node nor its siblings have any
smaller-sized neighbors.
The approximation error of Criterion 1 used in [SS92] is
further discussed in Section 5. The algorithm terminates if
no more merges can be performed, and it has a linear space
and time cost O(
 
n
 
) in the size 
 
n
 
 of the input data set.
The second algorithm presented in [SS92] is a 
 
top-down
 
construction of the restricted quadtree hierarchy. This
method starts with representing the entire data set simplified
by one root node and splits nodes recursively, never merges
a y, as neces ary to approximate the data s t. The method
maintains at all time the restricted quadtree property that
adjacent leaf nodes do not differ by more than one level in
the hierarchy.
Fig. 5 Cracks (shaded in grey) resultin from a q adrilateral polygonal
representation of a restricted quadtree.
The triangulation rule as stated in [62] is the following:
Each square is subdivided into eight triangles, two triangles
per edge, unless the edge borders a larg r square in which
case a single triangle is formed along that edge. Figure 6
shows a triangulation of a restricted quadtree following this
rule.
 
3
 
The basic approach for triangulation and visualization
uses the following steps:
 
1.
 
Initial sampling of funct  on a uniform grid.
 
2.
 
Evaluation of e ch regi n with respect to some
acceptance criteria (ap roximation error metric).
 
3.
 
4-split of unacceptable regions.
Repetition of Steps 2 and 3 until adaptive sampling
satisfies acceptance criteria over the entire surface.
 
4.
 
Triangulation and rendering of all quadtree r gions.
To prevent possible 
 
cracks
 
 in the polygonal representa-
tion of a r stri ted quadtr e as h wn in Figur  3, every
quadtree region is triangulated with respect to the resolution
of its adjac nt regions. Due to the constraint of the stricted
quadtree hierarchy that the levels of adjacent regions differ
at most by one, the regions can be triangulated such that no
cracks appear as outlined below. Such a crack-free triangu-
lation is also called 
 
matching
 
.
 
FIGURE 3.
 
Cracks (shaded in grey) resulting from a
quadrilateral polygonal rep es ntation of a restricted
quadtree.
 
The triangulation rul  as stated in [VHB87] is the fol-
lowin : Each squar  is ubdivi d i to eight triangles, t o
triangles per edge, unles  the edge borders a larger square in
which case a single triangle is formed along that ed e.
Figure 4 shows a triangulation of a restricted quadtree fol-
lowing this rule.
 
FIGURE 4.
 
Matching triangulation of a restricted quadtree
subdivision as in [VHB87].
 
No detailed algorithm  an d ta structures are given in
[VHB87] to construct and triangulate a restricted quadtree.
Nevertheless, the presented restricted quadtree subdivision
and its triangulation forms the fundamental basis on which
most of the surveyed triangulation approaches are built.
 
3.2 Quadtree Surface Maps
 
In [SS92], the restricted quadtree technique is applied to 2.5-
dimensional surface data consisting of points on a regular 2D-
grid and each having a 
 
height
 
 value associated with it. This is
the common representation of grid-digital terrain elevation
models. In addition to the basic method as presented in
[VHB87], in [SS92] two efficient construction algorithms to
generate and triangulate a restricted quadtree from a set of
points on a regular grid are provided. One method is performed
bottom-up and the other top-down to generate the restricted
quadtree hierarchy. Furthermore, in [SS92] it is also observed
that edges sh ed by tw  quadtre  nodes on the same hierarchy
level do not have to be split to guarantee a matching triangula-
tion as shown in Figure 5 in comparison to Figure 4.
 
FIGURE 5.
 
Improved matching triangulation of a restricted
quadtree subdivision as in [SS92].
 
In the 
 
b ttom-up
 
 constructi n method, the (square) input
grid is partitioned into atomic nodes of 3x3 elevation points
as shown in Figure 6. These nodes form the leaf nodes of a
complete and balanced quadtree over the entire input grid.
 
FIGURE 6.
 
Atomic leaf-node for bottom-up construction of
restricted quadtree.
 
The main phase of this method then consists of coalesc-
ing all mergible nodes bottom-up to create the restricted
quadtr e. Nodes st pass two main criteria b fore they can
be merged:
 
1.
 
Error measure
 
: The approximation error introduced
by r moving the edge mid-point vertices of the nodes
being merged must be within the tolerance of a given
er r threshold.
 
2.
 
Quadtree constraints
 
: The size of the node is equal to
the size of its three siblings in the quadtree hierarchy,
and neither the node nor its siblings have any
smaller-sized neighbors.
The approximation error of Criterion 1 used in [SS92] is
further discussed in Section 5. The algorithm terminates if
no more merges can be performed, and it has a linear space
nd tim  cost O(
 
n
 
) in the size 
 
n
 
 of e input data set.
The second algorithm presented in [SS92] is a 
 
top-down
 
construction of the restricted quadtree hierarchy. This
method starts with representing the entire data set simplified
by one root node and splits nodes recursively, never merges
any, as necessary to approximate the data set. The method
maintains at all time the restricted quadtree property that
adjacent leaf nodes do not differ by more than one level in
the hierarchy.
 
3
 
The basic approach fo  triangulation and visualization
uses the f llowing steps:
 
1.
 
Initial sampling of functi  on a uniform grid.
 
2.
 
Ev luation of each region with respect to s me
acceptan e criteri  (approximation e ror metric).
 
3.
 
4-split of unacceptabl  regions.
Repetition of Steps 2 and 3 until adaptive sampling
satisfies acceptan e criteria over the entire surface.
 
4.
 
Triangulatio  a d rendering of all quadtre  regio s.
To prevent pos ible 
 
cracks
 
 in the polyg nal representa-
tion of a restricted quadtr e as show  in Figure 3, every
quadtre  region is triangulated with respect o th  resolu ion
of its dj cen  r gio s. Due to th  constraint of th  restr cted
quadtree hierarchy that th  levels of djacent regions differ
at most by one, th  regions can be triangulated suc  that no
racks appe r as outlined below. Such a rack-free triangu-
lation is also called 
 
matching
 
.
 
FIGURE 3.
 
Cracks (shaded in grey) resulting from a
quadrilateral poly onal r presentation of a re tricted
quadtree.
 
The triangul tion rule as stated in [VHB87] is the fol-
lowing: Each square is subdivided into eight triangles, two
triangles p r edge, unless the edge borders a larger square in
ich case a single triangle is formed along that edge.
Figure 4 shows a triangulation of a restricted quadtree fol-
lowing this rule.
 
FIGURE 4.
 
Matching triangulati n f  restricted quadtree
subdivision as in [VHB87].
 
No detailed algorithms and ata str ctures are give  in
[VHB87] t  construct and triangulate a restricted quadtree.
Nevertheless, the pres nted restricted quadtree subdivision
and its triangulation forms the fundamental basis on w ich
most of the surveyed triangulation approaches are built.
3.2 Quadtree Surface Maps
 
In [SS92], th  restricted quadtre  technique is applied to 2.5-
dimensional surface data consisting of points on a regular 2D-
grid and each having a 
 
height
 
 value associated with it. This is
the common presentation of grid-digital terrain elevation
models. In addition to the basic method as pres nted in
[VHB87], in [SS92] two efficient construction algorithms to
generate and triangulate a restricted quadtree from a set of
points on a regula  grid are provided. One method is pe formed
b ttom-up and the other top-down to genera e th  restricted
quadtree hierarchy. Furthermore, in [SS92] it is also obs rved
hat edges shared by two quadtre  nodes on the same hierarchy
level d  not have to be split to guarantee a matching triangula-
tion as show  in Figure 5 in comparison to Figure 4.
 
FIGURE 5.
 
Improved matching triangulati n of a restricted
quadtree ubdivision as in [SS92].
 
In the 
 
b ttom-up
 
 construction method, the (square) input
gr d is partitioned into atomic nodes of x3 elevation points
as show  in Figure 6. These nodes form th  leaf nodes of a
complete and balanced quadtree over the entire input grid.
 
FIGURE 6.
 
Atomic leaf-node for bottom-up constructi n of
restricted quadtree.
 
The main phase of this method then consists of coalesc-
ing all mergible nodes b ttom-up to cr a e th  restricted
quadtree. No es must pass two m in criteria before they can
be merged:
 
1.
 
Error measure
 
: The approximation e ror introduced
by r movi g the edge mid-point ertices of the nodes
being m rged must be w thin the tolerance of a given
e ror threshold.
 
2.
 
Quadtree constraints
 
: The size of the node is equal to
the size of its three s blings in the quadtree hierarchy,
and neither the node nor it  s blings have any
smaller-sized neighbors.
The approximation e r r of Criterion 1 used in [SS92] is
further discussed in Section 5. The algorithm terminates if
o more merges can b  pe form d, and it h s a linear space
and time co t O(
 
n
 
) in the size 
 
n
 
 of the input data set.
Th  second algorithm pres nted in [SS92] is a 
 
top-down
 
construction of the restricted quadtree hierarchy. This
method s arts with represe ting the entire data set simplified
by one root node and splits nodes recursively, never merges
any, as necessary to approxima e the data set. The method
maintains t all time th  restricted quadtree proper y that
djacent leaf nodes do not differ by more than on  level in
t e hierarchy.
Fig. 6 Confor ing triangulation of restricted quadtree s bdivision
as in [62].
No detaile algorit ms nd dat structur s are given in
[62] to construct and triangulate a restricted quadtree. Never-
theless, the presented restricted quadtree subdivision and its
triangulation forms the fundamental basis on which a num-
ber of the surveyed triangulation approaches are built.
Quadtree Surface Maps. In [58,57], the restricted quadtree
technique is refined and applied to 2.5-dimensional surface
data consisting of oints on a regular 2D-grid and each hav-
ing a h ight value associated with it. This is the commo
representation of grid-digital terrain elevation models. In ad-
dition to the basic method as presented in [62], in [58] two
efficient construction algorithms to generate and triangulate
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a restricted quadtree from a set of points on a regular grid
are provided. One method is performed bottom-up and the
other top-down to generate the restricted quadtree hierarchy.
Furthermore, in [58] it is also observed that edges shared by
two quadtree nodes on the same hierarchy level do not have
to be split to guarantee a conforming triangulation as shown
in Figure 7 in comparison to Figure 6.
 
3
 
The basic approach for triangulation and visualization
uses the following steps:
 
1.
 
Initial sampling of function on a uniform grid.
 
2.
 
Evaluation of each region with respect to some
acceptance criteria (approximation error metric).
 
3.
 
4-split of unacceptable regions.
Repetition of Steps 2 and 3 until adaptive sampling
satisfies acceptance criteria over the entire surface.
 
4.
 
Triangulation and rendering of all quadtree regions.
To prevent possible 
 
cracks
 
 in the polygonal representa-
tion of a restricted quadtree as shown in Figure 3, every
quadtree region is triangulated with respect to the resolution
of its adjacent regions. Due to the constraint of the restricted
quadtree hierarchy that the levels of adjacent regions differ
at most by one, the regions can be triangulated such that no
cracks appear as outlined below. Such a crack-free triangu-
lation is also called 
 
matching
 
.
 
FIGURE 3.
 
Cracks (shaded in grey) resulting from a
quadrilateral polygonal representation of a restricted
quadtree.
 
The triangulation rule as stated in [VHB87] is the fol-
lowing: Each square is subdivided into eight triangles, two
triangles per edge, unless the edge borders a larger square in
which case a single triangle is formed along that edge.
Figure 4 shows a triangulation of a restricted quadtree fol-
lowing this rule.
 
FIGURE 4.
 
Matching triangulation of a restricted quadtree
subdivision as in [VHB87].
 
No detailed algorithms and data structures are given in
[VHB87] to construct and triangulate a restricted quadtree.
Nevertheless, the presented restricted quadtree subdivision
and its triangulation forms the fundamental basis on which
most of the surveyed triangulation approaches are built.
 
3.2 Quadtree Surface Maps
 
In [SS92], the restricted quadtree technique is applied to 2.5-
dimensional surface data consisting of points on a regular 2D-
grid and each having a 
 
height
 
 value associated with it. This is
the common representation of grid-digital terrain elevation
models. In addition to the basic method as presented in
[VHB87], in [SS92] two efficient construction algorithms to
generate and triangulate a restricted quadtree from a set of
points on a regular grid are provided. One method is performed
bottom-up and the other top-down to generate the restricted
quadtree hierarchy. Furthermore, in [SS92] it is also observed
that edges shared by two quadtree nodes on the same hierarchy
level do not have to be split to guarantee a matching triangula-
tion as shown in Figure 5 in comparison to Figure 4.
 
FIGURE 5.
 
Improved matching triangulation of a restricted
quadtree subdivision as in [SS92].
 
In the 
 
bottom-up
 
 construction method, the (square) input
grid is partitioned into atomic nodes of 3x3 elevation points
as shown in Figure 6. These nodes form the leaf nodes of a
complete and balanced quadtree over the entire input grid.
 
FIGURE 6.
 
Atomic leaf-node for bottom-up construction of
restricted quadtree.
 
The main phase of this method then consists of coalesc-
ing all mergible nodes bottom-up to create the restricted
quadtree. Nodes must pass two main criteria before they can
be merged:
 
1.
 
Error measure
 
: The approximation error introduced
by removing the edge mid-point vertices of the nodes
being merged must be within the tolerance of a given
error threshold.
 
2.
 
Quadtree constraints
 
: The size of the node is equal to
the size of its three siblings in the quadtree hierarchy,
and neither the node nor its siblings have any
smaller-sized neighbors.
The approximation error of Criterion 1 used in [SS92] is
further discussed in Section 5. The algorithm terminates if
no more merges can be performed, and it has a linear space
and time cost O(
 
n
 
) in the size 
 
n
 
 of the input data set.
The second algorithm presented in [SS92] is a 
 
top-down
 
construction of the restricted quadtree hierarchy. This
method starts with representing the entire data set simplified
by one root node and splits nodes recursively, never merges
any, as necessary to approximate the data set. The method
maintains at all time the restricted quadtree property that
adjacent leaf nodes do not differ by more than one level in
the hierarchy.
 
3
 
The basic approach fo  triangulation and visualization
uses the f llowing steps:
 
1.
 
Initial sampling of function on a uniform grid.
 
2.
 
Evaluation of each region with respect to some
acceptan e criteri  (approximation error metric).
 
3.
 
4-split of unacceptabl  regions.
R petition of Steps 2 and 3 until daptive sampling
sat sfies acceptan e criteria over the entire surface.
 
4.
 
Triangulatio  and rendering of all quadtre  regions.
To pr vent possible 
 
cracks
 
 in the polygonal representa-
tion of a restricted quadtree as shown in Figure 3, very
quadtre  region is triangulated with respect o th  resolution
of its adjacent regions. Due o the constraint of th  restricted
quadtree hierarchy that th  l vels of adjacent regions differ
at most by one, th  regions can be triangulated suc  that no
cracks appe r as outlined below. Such a crack-free triangu-
lation is also called 
 
matching
 
.
 
FIGURE 3.
 
Cracks (shaded in grey) resulting from a
quadrilateral polygonal r presentation of a restricted
quadtree.
 
The triangulation rule as stated in [VHB87] is the fol-
lowing: Each square is subdivi ed into eight triangles, two
triangles p r edge, unless the edge borders  larger square in
which case a single triangle is formed along that edge.
Figure 4 shows a triangulation of a restricted quadtree fol-
lowing this rule.
 
FIGURE 4.
 
Matching triangulation of a restricted quadtree
subdivision as in [VHB87].
 
No detailed algorithms and data structures are give  in
[VHB87] to construct and triangulate a restricted quadtree.
N vertheless, the presented restricted quadtree subdivision
and i s triangulation forms the fundamental basis on which
most of the surv yed triangulation approaches are built.
3.2 Quadtree Surface Maps
 
In [SS92], th  restricted quadtre  technique is applied to 2.5-
dimensional surface data consisting of points on a regular 2D-
grid and each having a 
 
height
 
 value associated with it. Thi  is
the common representation of grid-digital terrain elevation
models. In addition to the basic method as pres nted in
[VHB87], in [SS92] two efficient construction algorithms to
g nerate and triangulate a restricted quadtree from a set of
points on a regula  grid are provi ed. One method is pe formed
b ttom-up and the other top-down to g nera e th  restricted
quadtree hierarchy. Furthermore, in [SS92] it is also observed
that edges shared by two quadtree nodes on the same hierarchy
l vel do not have to be split to guarantee a matching triangula-
tion as show  in Figure 5 in comparison to Figure 4.
 
FIGURE 5.
 
Improved matching triangulation of a restricted
quadtree subdivision as in [SS92].
 
In the 
 
b ttom-up
 
 construction method, the (square) input
gr d is partitioned into atomic nodes of x3 elevation points
as show  in Figure 6. These nodes form th  leaf nodes of a
complete and balanced quadtree over the entire input grid.
 
FIGURE 6.
 
Atomic leaf-node for bottom-up construction of
restricted quadtree.
 
The main phase of this method then consists of coalesc-
ing all mergible nodes b ttom-up to cr ate the restricted
quadtree. Nodes must pass two main criteria before they can
be merged:
 
1.
 
Error measure
 
: The approximation error introduced
by removing the edge mid-point vertices of the nodes
being merged must be w thin the tolerance of a given
error threshold.
 
2.
 
Quadtree constraints
 
: The size of the node is equal to
the size of its three s blings in the quadtree hierarchy,
and neither the node nor it  s blings have any
smaller-sized neighbors.
The approximation err r of Criterion 1 used in [SS92] is
further discussed in Section 5. The algorithm terminates if
no more merges can be performed, and it h s a linear space
and time cost O(
 
n
 
) in the size 
 
n
 
 of the input data set.
Th  second algorithm presented in [SS92] is a 
 
top-down
 
construction of the restricted quadtree hierarchy. This
method s arts with represe ting the entire data set simplified
by one root node and splits nodes recursively, n ver merges
any, as necessary to approxima e the data set. The method
maintains t all time the restricted quadtree property that
adjacent leaf nodes do not differ by more than on  l vel in
t e hierarchy.
Fig. 7 Improved conf rming triangulation of a restricted quadtree sub-
division as in [58].
In the bottom-up construction method, the (square) input
grid is partitioned into atomic nodes of 3x3 elevation points
as shown in Figure 8. These nodes form the leaf nodes of a
complete and balanced quadtree over the entire input grid.
 
3
 
The basic approach for triangulation and visualization
uses the following steps:
 
1.
 
Initial sampling of function on a niform grid.
 
2.
 
Evaluation of each region with respect to some
acceptance criteria (approximation error metric).
 
3.
 
4-split of unacceptable regions.
Repetition of Steps 2 and 3 until adaptive sampling
satisfies accep ance cri ria over the entire surf ce.
 
4.
 
Triangulation and rendering of all quadtree regions.
To prevent possible 
 
cracks
 
 in the polygonal representa-
tion of a restricted quadtree as shown in Figure 3, every
quadtree region is triangulated wi h respect to the r solution
of its adjacent regions. Due to the constraint of the restricted
quadtree hierarchy that the levels of adjacent regions differ
at most by one, the regions can be triangulated such that no
cracks appear as outlined b low. Such a crack-free triangu-
lation is also called 
 
matching
 
.
 
FIGURE 3.
 
Cracks (shaded in grey) resulting from a
quadrilateral polygonal pre entat on of a restrict d
quadtree.
 
The triangulation rule as stated in [VHB87] is the fol-
lowing: Each square is subdivided into eight triangles, two
triangles per edge, unless the edge borders a larger square in
which case a single triangle is formed along that edge.
Figure 4 shows a triangulation of a restricted quadtree fol-
lowing this rule.
 
FIGURE 4.
 
Matching triangulation of a restricted quadtree
subdivision as in [VHB87].
 
No detailed algorithms and data structures are given in
[VHB87] to construct and triangulate  restri ted quadtree.
Nevertheless, the present d r stricted quadtree subdivision
and its triangulation forms the fundamental basis on which
most of the surveyed triangulation approaches are built.
 
3.2 Quadtree Surface Maps
 
In [SS92], the restricted quadtree technique is applied to 2.5-
dimensional surface data consisting of points on a regular 2D-
grid and each having a 
 
height
 
 value associated with it. This is
the common representation of grid-digital terrain elevation
models. In addition to the basic method as presented in
[VHB87], in [SS92] two efficient construction algorithms to
generate and triangulate a restricted quadtree from a set of
points on a regular grid re provided. O e method is performed
bottom-up and the oth r top-down to generat the restricted
quadtree hierarchy. Furthermore, in [SS92] it is also observed
that edges shared by two quadtree nodes on the same hierarchy
level do not have to be split to uarantee a m tching triangula-
tion as shown in Figure 5 in comp rison to Figure 4.
 
FIGURE 5.
 
Improved matching triangulation of a restricted
quadtree subdivision as in [SS92].
 
In the 
 
b ttom-up
 
 construction method, th  (square) input
grid is partitioned into atomic nodes of 3x3 elevation points
as shown in Figure 6. These nodes form the leaf nodes of a
complete and balanced quadtree over the entire input grid.
 
FIGURE 6.
 
Atomic leaf-node for bottom-up construction of
restricted quadtree.
 
The main phase of this method then consists of coalesc-
ing all mergible nodes bottom-up to create the restricted
quadtre . Nod  must pass two main criteria before they can
be merge :
 
1.
 
Error measure
 
: The approximation error introduced
by removing the edge mid-point vertices of the nodes
being merged must be within the tolerance of a given
error threshold.
 
2.
 
Quadtree constraints
 
: The s ze of the nod  is equal to
the size of its three siblings in the quadtree hierarchy,
and neither th  o e nor its siblings have any
smaller-sized neighbors.
Th appr ximation err r of Criterion 1 used in [SS92] is
further discussed in Section 5. The algorith  terminates if
no more merges can be performed, and it has a linear space
and time cost O(
 
n
 
) in the size 
 
n
 
 of the input data set.
The second algorithm presented in [SS92] is a 
 
top-down
 
construction of the restricted quadtree hierarchy. This
method starts with representing the entire data set simplified
by one root node and splits nodes recursively, never merges
any, as necessary to approximate the data set. The method
maintains at all time the restricted quadtree property that
adjacent leaf nodes do not differ by more than one level in
the hierarchy.
Fig. 8 Atomic leaf-node for bottom-up construction of restricted
quadtree.
The main phase of this method then consists of coa-
lescing all ergible nodes bottom-up to create the restricted
quadtree. Nodes must pass two main criteria before th y can
be merged:
1. Error measure: The approximation error introduced by
removing the edge mid-point vertices of the nodes be-
ing merged must be within the tolerance of a given error
threshold.
2. Quadtree constraints: The size of the node is equal to the
size of its three siblings in the quadtree hierarchy, and
neither the node nor its siblings have any smaller-sized
neig bors
The approximation error of Criterion 1 used in [58] is
further discussed in Section 6. The algorithm terminates if
no more merges can be performed, and it has a linear space
and time cost O(n) in the size n of the input data set.
The second algorithm presented in [58] is a top-down
co struction of the restricted quadtree hierarchy. This
method starts with representing the entire data set simplified
by one root node and splits nodes recursively, never merges
any, as necessary to approximate the data set. The method
maintains at all time the restricted quadtree property that
adjacent leaf nodes do not differ by more than one level in
the hierarchy.
Vertices that can conceptually be removed by merging
four sibling nodes are called non-persistent. Starting with
the root node as shown in Figure 9-a, for each node of the
partially constructed restricted quadtree the non-persistent
vertices are identified in the input data set and their error
metric compared to the given approximation threshold. If
any non-persistent vertex is not within the tolerated thresh-
old it is added to the current quadtree. However, insertion
of vertices can lead to complex updates of the quadtree as
outlined below.
 
4
 
Vertices that can conceptually be removed by merging
four sibling nodes are called 
 
non-persistent
 
. Starting with
the root node as shown in Figure 7-a, for each node of the
partially constructed restricted quadtree the non-persistent
vertices are identified in the input data set and their error
metric compared to the give  approximation thr shold. If
any non-persistent vertex is ot within the tolerated th esh-
old it is added to the current quadtree. However, inser ion of
vertices can lead to complex updates of the quadtree as out-
lined below.
 
FIGURE 7.
 
Vertices of the root node (level 0) shown in a),
as well as the non-persistent vertices of level 1 in b) and
level 2 in c).
 
To permanently maintain a restricted quadtree, the inser-
tion of a vertex can lead to propagated splits in the parent
and adjacent quadtree nodes. As shown in Figure 8, it may
happen that a node on level 
 
l
 
 is not split because no vertices
of level 
 
l
 
+1 are inserted, however,
 
 
 
a vertex 
 
v
 
2
 
 on level 
 
l
 
+2
has to be added. This insertion cannot be performed directly
since no parent node covering 
 
v
 
2
 
 has been created yet on
level 
 
l
 
+1. First the parent node of 
 
v
 
2
 
 and its siblings on level
 
l
 
+1 have to be inserted by splitting the smallest node on
level 
 
l
 
 enclosing 
 
v
 
2
 
 into four nodes. Such propagated splits
can occur over multiple levels.
 
FIGURE 8.
 
Starting triangulation of a node on level 
 
l
 
 is
shown in a). No vertices are initially selected on level 
 
l
 
+1.
The selection of a vertex on level 
 
l
 
+2 leads to forced splits
and added vertices on previous levels as shown in b).
 
Not fully covered in [SS92] is the situation where splits
do not only have to be propagated vertically up in the hierar-
chy but also horizontally to other adjacent nodes as shown
in Figure 9. To resolve such conflicts, all adjacent nodes of
any quadtree node that is split have to be visited and updated
accordingly. This split propagation to spatially adjacent
nodes can in the worst case affect all nodes of the current
quadtree, however, in the expected case will only influence
quadtree nodes within a limited neighborhood.
 
FIGURE 9.
 
Initial triangulation of level 
 
l
 
 shown in a).
Addition of vertex 
 
v
 
2
 
 on level 
 
l
 
+2 can lead to inconsistencies
not only within the parent nodes of 
 
v
 
2
 
 as shown in b).
 
The proposed top-down algorithm to create an adaptive
surface mesh processes the entire data set and thus its cost is
O(
 
n
 
), linear in the size 
 
n
 
 of the input. While the number of
generated quadtree nodes is indeed output sensitive, the
overall run-time is still directly proportional to the input
data set since all vertices have to be visited. However, in
contrast to the bottom-up algorithm, this top-down method
correctly calculates the approximation error at each vertex
as discussed in Section 5.
Both methods presented in [SS92] operate on a hierar-
chical quadtree data structure that must provide functional-
ity for inserting vertices, calculating distance of a vertex to a
piece-wise linear surface approximation, neighbor finding,
and for merging and splitting nodes. Furthermore, the
restricted quadtree nodes must be post-processed to generate
the resulting matching triangulation. The presented algo-
rithms are capable of creating adaptive and continuous LOD
triangulations within the limits of the error metric. However,
efficiency is not optimized for real-time rendering of very
large terrain data sets due to the input sensitiveness of the
basic triangulation algorithms.
 
3.3 Continuous LOD Quadtree
 
A different approach to generate and triangulate a restricted
quadtree is presented in [LKR+96] based on the notion of
 
triangle fusion
 
. Starting with a triangulation of the entire
grid-digital terrain data set the triangle mesh is simplified
bottom-up by consecutive merging of symmetric triangle
pairs. The full resolution grid triangulation as shown in
Figure 10-a is equivalent to the atomic leaf nodes of the bot-
tom-up triangulation method in [SS92]. Triangle merging is
performed in two phases as shown in Figure 10-b and c.
First, in an atomic node pairs of isosceles triangles (i.e. 
 
a
 
l
 
and 
 
a
 
r
 
 in Figure 10-b) sharing a short edge are coalesced
and the mid-point on the boundary edge of the quad is
removed. In the second phase the center vertex of a quad
region is removed by merging isosceles triangle pairs along
the diagonal (i.e. 
 
e
 
l 
 
and 
 
e
 
r
 
 in Figure 10-c). However, to pre-
vent cracks from occurring due to triangle merging, always
two pairs of isosceles triangles that all share the same
removed 
 
base vertex
 
 must be coalesced at the same time
(i.e. both pairs 
 
e
 
l
 
, 
 
e
 
r
 
 and 
 
f
 
l
 
, 
 
f
 
r
 
 in Figure 10-c).
c)a) b)
a) b)
selected vertices on level l
not selected vertices on level l + 1
not selected vertices on level l + 2
selected vertex v2 on level l + 2
added vertices on level l + 1
added vertices on level l
selected vertices on level l
selected vertex v2 on level l + 2
added vertices on level l + 1
added vertices on level l
a) b)
4
ertices that can conceptua ly be re oved by erging
four sibling nodes are ca led non-persistent. Starting ith
the root node as sho n in Figure 7-a, for each node of the
partia ly constructed restricted quadtree the non-persistent
vertices are identified in the input data set and their e ror
etric co pared to th  given approxi ati n threshold. If
any non-persistent vertex is not ithin the tolerated thresh-
old it is added to the cu rent quadtree. o ever, insertion of
vertices can lead to co plex updates of the quadtree as out-
lined belo .
FIGURE 7. Vertices of the root node (level 0) shown in a),
as we l as the non-persistent vertices of level 1 in b) and
level 2 in c).
To per anently aintain a restricted quadtree, the inser-
tion of a vertex can lead to propagated splits in the parent
and adjacent quadtree nodes. s sho n in Figure 8, it ay
happen that a node on level l is not split because no vertices
of level l+1 are inserted, ho ever, a vertex v2 on level l+2
has to be added. This insertion cannot be perfor ed directly
since no parent node covering v2 has been created yet on
level l+1. First the parent node of v2 and its siblings on level
l+1 have to be inserted by spli ting the s a lest node on
level l enclosing v2 into four nodes. Such propagated splits
can occur over ultiple levels.
FIGURE 8. Starting triangulation of a node on level l is
shown in a). No vertices are initia ly selected on level l+1.
The selection of a vertex on level l+2 leads to forced splits
and added vertices on previous levels as shown in b).
ot fu ly covered in [SS92] is the situation here splits
do not only have to be propagated vertica ly up in the hierar-
chy but also horizonta ly to other adjacent nodes as sho n
in Figure 9. To resolve such conflicts, a l adjacent nodes of
any quadtree node that is split have to be visited and updated
accordingly. This split propagation to spatia ly adjacent
nodes can in the orst case a fect a l nodes of the cu rent
quadtree, ho ever, in the expected case i l only influence
quadtree nodes ithin a li ited neighborhood.
FIGURE 9. Initial triangulation of level l shown in a).
Addition of vertex v2 on level l+2 can lead to inconsistencies
not only within the parent nodes of v2 as shown in b).
The proposed top-do n algorith  to create an adaptive
surface esh processes the entire data set and thus its cost is
(n), linear in the size n of the input. hile the nu ber of
generated quadtree nodes is indeed output sensitive, the
overa l run-ti e is sti l directly proportional to the input
data set since a l vertices have to be visited. o ever, in
contrast to the bo to -up algorith , this top-do n ethod
co rectly calculates the approxi ation e ror at each vertex
as discussed in Section 5.
Both ethods presented in [SS92] operate on a hierar-
chical quadtree data structure that ust provide functional-
ity for inserting vertices, calculating distance of a vertex to a
piece- ise linear surface approxi ation, neighbor finding,
and for erging and spli ting nodes. Further ore, the
restricted quadtree nodes ust be post-processed to generate
the resulting atching triangulation. The presented algo-
rith s are capable of creating adaptive and continuous L
triangulations ithin the li its of the e ror etric. o ever,
e ficiency is not opti ized for real-ti e rendering of very
large te rain data sets due to the input sensitiveness of the
basic triangulation algorith s.
3.3 ontinuous L  uadtree
 di ferent approach to generate and triangulate a restricted
quadtree is presented in [L R+96] based on the notion of
triangle fusion. Starting ith a triangulation of the entire
grid-digital te rain data set the triangle esh is si plified
bo to -up by consecutive erging of sy etric triangle
pairs. The fu l resolution grid triangulation as sho n in
Figure 10-a is equivalent to the ato ic leaf nodes of the bot-
to -up triangulation ethod in [SS92]. Triangle erging is
perfor ed in t o phases as sho n in Figure 10-b and c.
First, in an ato ic node pairs of isosceles triangles (i.e. al
and ar in Figure 10-b) sharing a short edge are coalesced
and the id-point on the boundary edge of the quad is
re oved. In the second phase the center vertex of a quad
region is re oved by erging isosceles triangle pairs along
the diagonal (i.e. el and er in Figure 10-c). o ever, to pre-
vent cracks fro  occu ring due to triangle erging, al ays
t o pairs of isosceles triangles that a l share the sa e
re oved base vertex ust be coalesced at the sa e ti e
(i.e. both pairs el, er and fl, fr
 
 in Figure 10-c).
c)a) b)
a) b)
selected vertices on level l
not selected vertices on level l + 1
not selected vertices on level l + 2
selected vertex v2 on level l + 2
added vertices on level l + 1
added vertices on level l
selected vertices on level l
selected vertex v2 on level l + 2
added vertices on level l + 1
added vertices on level l
a) b)
4
Vertices that can conceptua ly be removed by merging
four sibling nodes are ca led non-per istent. Starting with
the r ot node as shown in Figure 7-a, for each node of the
partia ly constructed restricted quadtr e the non-per istent
vertices are ident fied in the input data set and their e ror
metric compared to the given a proximation thres old. If
any non-per istent v rtex is not within the tolerated thresh-
ld it is a ded to the cu rent quadtr e. Howev r, inse tion of
vertices can lead to complex updates of the quadtr e as out-
lined below.
 
FIGURE 7. Vertices of the r ot node (level 0) shown in a),
as well as the non-per istent vertices of level 1 in b) and
level 2 in c).
To permanently maintain a restricted quadtr e, the inser-
tion of a vertex can lead to propagated splits in the parent
and adjacent quadtr e nodes. As shown in Figure 8, it may
ha pen that a node on leve l is not split because no vertices
of leve  l+1 are inserted, however, a vertex 
 
v2 on leve  l+2
has to be a ded. This insertion ca not be performed directly
since no parent node covering 
 
v2 has b en created yet on
leve  l+1. Firs  the parent node of 
 
v2 and it  siblings on level
l+1 have to be inserted by spli ting the sma lest node on
lev l enclosing 
 
v2 into four nodes. Such propagated splits
can o cur over multiple levels.
 
FIGURE 8. Starting triangulation of a node on level l is
shown in a). No vertices are initially s lected on leve  
 
l+1.
The s lection of a vertex on level l+2 leads to forced splits
and a ded vertices on previous levels a  shown in b).
 
Not fu ly covered in [ S92] is the situation where splits
do not only have to be propagated vertica ly up in the hierar-
chy but also horizonta ly to other adjacent nodes as shown
in Figure 9. To resolve such conflicts, a l adjacent nodes of
any quadtr e node that i  split have to be visited and updated
a cordingly. This split propagation to spatia ly adjacent
nodes can in the worst case a fect a l nodes of the cu rent
quadtr e, however, in the expected case wi l only influence
quadtr e nodes within a limited neighborh od.
FIGURE 9. Initial triangulation of level l shown in a).
A dition of vertex v
 
2
 
 on level l+2 can lead to incon istencies
not only within the parent nodes of v
 
2
 
 a  shown in b).
The proposed top-down algorithm to create an adaptive
surface mesh proce ses th  entire data set and thus its cost is
O(n), linear in the size n of the input. While the number of
generated quadtr e nodes is ind ed output sens tive, the
overa l run-time is sti l directly proportional to the input
data set since a l vertices have to be visited. However, in
contras  to the bo tom-up algorithm, this top-down method
co rectly calculates the a proximation e ror at each vertex
as discu sed in Section 5.
Both methods presented in [ S92] operate on a hierar-
chical quadtr e data structure that must provide functional-
ity for inserting vertices, calculating distance of a vertex to a
piece-wise linear surface a proximation, neighbor finding,
and for merging and spli ting nodes. Furthermore, the
restricted quadtr e nodes must be post-proce sed to generate
the resulting matching triangulation. The presented algo-
rithms are capable of creating adaptive and continuous LOD
triangulations within the limits of th  e ror metric. However,
e ficiency is not optimized for real-time rendering of very
large te rain data sets due to the input sens tivene s of the
basic triangulation algorithms.
3.3 Continuous LOD Quadtr e
A di ferent a proach to generate and triangulate a restricted
quadtr e is presented in [LKR+96] based on the notion of
triangle fusion. Starting with a triangulation of the entire
grid-digital te rain data set the triangle mesh is simpl fied
bo tom-up by consecutive merging of sy metric triangle
pairs. The fu l resolution grid triangulation as shown in
Figure 10-a is equivalen  to the atomic leaf nodes of the bot-
tom-up triangulation method in [ S92]. Triangle merging is
performed in two phases as shown in Figure 10-b and c.
First, in an atomic node pairs of isosceles triangles (i.e. 
 
al
and 
 
ar in Figure 10-b) sharing a short edge are coalesced
and the mid-point on the boundary edge of the quad is
removed. In the second phase the center vertex of a quad
region is removed by merging isosceles triangle pairs along
the diagonal (i.e. 
 
el and 
 
er in Figure 10-c). However, to pre-
vent cracks from o cu ring due to triangle merging, always
two pairs of isosceles triangles that a l share the same
removed base vertex must be coalesced at the same time
(i.e. both pairs 
 
el, 
 
er and 
 
fl, 
 
f
 
r
 
 in Figure 10-c).
c)a) b)
a) b)
s lected vertices on leve  l
not s lected vertices on leve l + 1
not s lected vertices on leve l + 2
s lected vertex v2 on leve l + 2
a ded vertices on leve l + 1
a ded vertices on leve  l
s lected vertices on leve  l
s lected vertex v2 on leve l + 2
a ded vertices on leve l + 1
a ded vertices on leve  l
a) b)
a) b) c)
Fig. 9 Vertices of the root node (level 0) shown in a), as well as the
non-persistent vertices of level 1 in b) and level 2 in c).
To permanently maintain a restricted quadtree, the inser-
tion of a vertex can lead to propagated splits in the parent
nd adjacent qua tree nod s. As shown in Fig re 10, it may
happ n that nod on level l is not split because no ver-
tices of level l+1 are inserted, however, a vertex v2 on level
l + 2 has to be added. This insertion cannot be performed
directly since no parent node covering v2 has been created
yet on level l+1. First the parent node of v2 and its siblings
on level l + 1 have to be inserted by splitting the smallest
node on level l enclosing v2 into four nodes. Such propa-
gated splits can occur over multiple levels.
For further details, in particular of th top-d wn algo-
rithm algorithm we refer to the detailed description of sur-
face maps from restricted quadtrees in [57].
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Vertices that can conceptually be removed by merging
four sibling nodes are called 
 
non-persistent
 
. Starting with
the root node as shown in Figure 7-a, for each node of the
partially constructed restricted quadtree the non-persistent
vertices are identified in the input data set and their error
metric compared to the given approximation threshold. If
any non-persistent vertex is not within the tolerated thresh-
old it is added to the current quadtree. However, insertion of
vertices can lead to complex updates of the quadtree as out-
lined below.
 
FIGURE 7.
 
Vertice  of the root node (level 0) shown in a),
as well as the non-persi tent v rtices of level 1 in ) and
level 2 in c).
 
To permanently maintain a restricted quadtree, the inser-
tion of a vertex can lead to propagated splits in the parent
and adjacent quadtree nodes. As shown in Figure 8, it may
happen that a node on level 
 
l
 
 is not split because no vertices
of level 
 
l
 
+1 are inserted, however,
 
 
 
a vertex 
 
v
 
2
 
 on level 
 
l
 
+2
has to be added. This insertion cannot be performed directly
sin  no par nt od  covering 
 
v
 
2
 
 has be n r ated y t on
l v l 
 
l
 
+1. First the par nt node of 
 
v
 
2
 
 an  its siblings  e
 
l
 
+1 have to be inserted by splitting the smallest node on
level 
 
l
 
 enclosing 
 
v
 
2
 
 into four nodes. Such propagated splits
can occur over multiple levels.
 
FIGURE 8.
 
Starting triangulation of a node on level 
 
l
 
 is
shown in a). N  vertic s are initially elected n level 
 
l
 
+1.
The selection of a vertex on level 
 
l
 
+2 leads to forced splits
and added vertices on previous levels as shown in b).
 
Not fully covered in [SS92] is the situation where splits
do not only have to be propagated vertically up in the hierar-
chy but also horizontally to other adjacent nodes as shown
in Figure 9. T  resolve such o fli ts, all dj cent nodes of
any quadtree node that is split have to be visited and updated
accordingly. This split propagation to spatially adjacent
nodes can in the worst case affect all nodes of the current
quadtree, o ever, in the xpected c se will only influence
quadtree nodes within a limited neighborhood.
 
FIGURE 9.
 
Initial triangulation of level 
 
l
 
 shown in a).
Addition of vertex 
 
v
 
2
 
 on level 
 
l
 
+2 can lead to inconsistencies
ot only within the par nt nodes of 
 
v
 
2
 
 as shown in b).
 
The proposed top-down algorithm to create an adaptive
surface mesh processes the entire data set and thus its cost is
O(
 
n
 
), linear in the size 
 
n
 
 of the input. While the number of
generated quadtree nodes is indeed output sensitive, the
overall run-time is still directly proportional to the input
data set since all vertices have to be visited. However, in
contrast to the bottom-up algorithm, this top-down method
correctly calculates the approximation error at each vertex
as discussed in Section 5.
Both methods presented in [SS92] operate on a hierar-
chical quadtree data structure that must provide functional-
ity for inserting vertices, calculating distance of a vertex to a
piece-wise linear surface appr ximat on, n ighb  finding,
and for merging and splitting nodes. Furthermore, the
restricted quadtree nodes must be post-processed to generate
the resulting matching triangulation. The presented algo-
rithms are capable of creating adaptive and continuous LOD
triangulations within the limits of the error metric. However,
efficiency is not optimized for real-time rendering of very
large terrain data sets due to the input sensitiveness of the
basic triangulation algorithms.
 
3.3 Continuous LOD Quadtree
 
A different approach to generate and triangulate a restricted
quadtree is presented in [LKR+96] based on the notio  of
 
triangle fusion
 
. Starting with a triangulation of the entire
grid-digital terrain data set the triangle mesh is simplified
bottom-up by consecutive merging of symmetric triangle
pairs. The full resolutio  grid tria gulation as shown in
Figure 10-a is equivalent to the atomic leaf nodes of the bot-
tom-up triangulation method in [SS92]. Triangle merging is
performed in two phases as shown in Figure 10-b and c.
First, in an atomic node pairs of isosceles tri ngles (i.e. 
 
a
 
l
 
and 
 
a
 
r
 
 in Figure 10-b) sharing a short edge are coalesced
and the mid-point on the boundary edge of the quad is
removed. In the second phase the center vertex of a quad
r gi n is removed by m rging isosceles trian le pairs along
the diagonal (i.e. 
 
e
 
l 
 
and 
 
e
 
r
 
 in Figure 10-c). However, to pre-
vent cracks from occurring due to triangle merging, always
two pairs of isosceles triangles that all share the same
r moved 
 
base vertex
 
 must be c alesc d at the sam  time
(i.e. both pairs 
 
e
 
l
 
, 
 
e
 
r
 
 and 
 
f
 
l
 
, 
 
f
 
r
 
 in Figure 10-c).
c)a) b)
a) b)
selected vertices on level l
not selected vertices on level l + 1
not selected vertices on level l + 2
selected vertex v2 on level l + 2
added vertices on level l + 1
added vertices on level l
selected vertices on level l
selected vertex v2 on level l + 2
added vertices on level l + 1
added vertices on level l
a) b)
a) b)
Fig. 10 Starting triangulation of a nod on level l is shown in a). No
vertices are initially selected on level l+1. The selection of a vertex on
level l+ 2 leads t forced splits and added vertices previous levels
as shown in b).
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The proposed top-down algorithm to create an adaptive
surface mesh processes the entire data set and thus its cost
is O(n), linear in the size n of the input. While the num-
ber of generated quadtree nodes is indeed output sensitive,
the overall run-time is still directly proportional to the in-
put data set since all vertices have to be visited. However, in
contrast to the bottom-up algorithm, this top-down method
correctly calculates the approximation error at each vertex
as discussed in Section 6.
Both methods presented in [58,57] operate on a hierar-
chical quadtree data structure that must provide functional-
ity for inserting vertices, calculating distance of a vertex to
a piece-wise linear surface approximation, neighbor finding,
and for merging and splitting nodes. Furthermore, the re-
stricted quadtree nodes must be post-processed to generate
the resulting conforming triangulation. The presented algo-
rithms are capable of creating adaptive and continuous LOD
triangulations within the limits of the error metric. However,
efficiency is not optimized for real-time rendering of very
large terrain data sets due to the input sensitiveness of the
basic triangulation algorithms.
Continuous LOD Quadtree. A different approach to gener-
ate and triangulate a restricted quadtree is presented in [34]
based on the notion of triangle fusion. Starting with a tri-
angulation of the entire grid-digital terrain data set the tri-
angle mesh is simplified bottom-up by consecutive merging
of symmetric triangle pairs. The full resolution grid triangu-
lation as shown in Figure 11-a is equivalent to the atomic
leaf nodes of the bottom-up triangulation method in [58].
Triangle merging is performed in two phases as shown in
Figure 11-b and c. First, in an atomic node pairs of isosceles
triangles (i.e. al and ar in Figure 11-b) sharing a short edge
are coalesced and the mid-point on the boundary edge of the
quad is removed. In the second phase the center vertex of a
quad region is removed by merging isosceles triangle pairs
along the diagonal (i.e. el and er in Figure 11-c). However,
to prevent cracks from occurring due to triangle merging, al-
ways two pairs of isosceles triangles that all share the same
removed base vertex must be coalesced at the same time (i.e.
both pairs el , er and fl , fr in Figure 11-c).
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FIGURE 10.
 
Full resolution triangulation shown in a).
Merging of triangle pairs along the bottom boundary edge
shown in b) and along the diagonal in c).
 
One of the main contributions of [LKR+96] is the intro-
duction of vertex dependencies that can be used to prevent
cracks and create matching triangulations at variable LOD.
For example, considering Figures 10-b and 10-c it is clear
that the midpoint of the bottom edge on level 
 
l
 
, the base ver-
tex of triangles 
 
a
 
l
 
 and 
 
a
 
r
 
, cannot be part of a matching trian-
gulation if the center vertex of the quad region, the base
vertex of 
 
e
 
l
 
, 
 
e
 
r
 
, is missing. Or from the opposite viewpoint,
the base vertex of triangles 
 
e
 
l
 
, 
 
e
 
r
 
 and 
 
f
 
l
 
, 
 
f
 
r
 
 cannot be removed
if any of the base vertices of triangle pairs 
 
a
 
l
 
,
 
a
 
r
 
, 
 
b
 
l,br, cl,cr
or dl,dr persists. These constraints of a matching restricted
quadtree triangulation define a binary, hierarchical depen-
dency relation between vertices as shown in Figure 11. Each
vertex to be included in a triangulation depends on two other
vertices (on the same or lower resolution level) to be
included first. Therefore, a triangulation of a (restricted)
quadtree is a matching triangulation only if no such depen-
dency relation is violated. The triangulation method pro-
posed in [LKR+96] recursively resolves the dependency
relations of a set S of selected vertices (i.e. all vertices
exceeding a given error tolerance) as follows: For each ver-
tex , all its dependent parents according to the depen-
dency rules shown in Figure 11 are recursively activated
and included in the triangulation as well.
FIGURE 11. Dependency relation of a restricted quadtree
triangulation. The center vertex in a) depends on the
inclusion of two corners of its quad region. The boundary
edge midpoints in b) depend on the center vertex of the
quad region. Dependencies within and between the next
resolution levels are shown in c) and d).
Another important feature presented in [LKR+96] is the
construction of triangle strips for fast rendering. In fact, a
triangulation of a restricted quadtree can be represented by
one single generalized triangle strip.1 The triangle strip
generation method described in [LKR+96] is based on a
recursive pre-order traversal of the triangular quadrants of
quadtree blocks. Starting with a counterclockwise ordering
of triangular quadrants of the root node as shown in
Figure 12-a, each quadrant is recursively traversed and the
traversal is stopped when a triangle is not further subdi-
vided. In alternating order, children of triangular quadrants
are visited left-first as for quadrant q0 (and in Figure 12-c),
or right-first as for the triangles in the next level shown in
Figure 12-b. Based on this traversal, vertices can be ordered
and outputted to form a generalized triangle strip for effi-
cient rendering (see [LKR+96] for code details).
FIGURE 12. Recursive quadtree traversal for triangle strip
generation. Initial order of triangular quadrants shown in a)
with left-first traversal for odd subdivisions shown in b), and
right-first traversal of even subdivision steps shown in c).
Despite the fact that an entire triangulated restricted
quadtree can be represented by one triangle strip, triangle
strips are formed for individual blocks only in [LKR+96].
For each frame a block-based view-dependent image-space
error metric is used (see Section 5) to form a (non-
restricted) quadtree subdivision S of the terrain. For each
block  of this subdivision, a vertex-based error metric
is applied to achieve a fine-grain selection of vertices to be
included in the triangulation. Furthermore, the vertex depen-
dencies are resolved at this stage to guarantee a matching
triangulation. Finally, for each quadtree block  a trian-
gle strip is generated and used for rendering.
The triangulation method presented in [LKR+96] is very
efficient in terms of rendering performance. The triangula-
tion algorithm is output sensitive since the quadtree subdivi-
sion is performed top-down and does not need to examine
all vertices on the highest resolution. Furthermore, efficient
rendering primitives in form of triangle strips are generated
for optimized rendering. Despite the fact that the view-
dependent error metric does not provide a guaranteed error
bound, it is very efficient in practice and provides good ter-
rain simplification while maintaining plausible visual
results.
3.4 Restricted Quadtree Triangulation
The Restricted Quadtree Triangulation (RQT) approach
presented in [Paj98a, Paj98b] is focused on large scale real-
time terrain visualization. The triangulation method is based
on a quadtree hierarchy as in [SS92] and exploits the depen-
dency relation presented in [LKR+96] to generate minimally
matching quadtree triangulations. Both, top-down and bottom-
up triangulation algorithms are given for a terrain height-field
maintained in a region quadtree, and where each vertex has a an
approximation error associated with it. It is observed that the
quadtree hierarchy can be defined implicitly on an array of the
regular grid input data set by appropriate point indexing and
recursive functions, and no hierarchical data structure actually
1. generalized triangle strips allow swap operations.
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FIGURE 10. Fu l resolution triangulation shown in a).
Merging of triangle pairs along the bo tom boundary edge
shown in b) and along the diagonal in c).
ne of the ain contributions of [L R+96] is the intro-
duction of vertex dependencies that can be used to prevent
cracks and create atching triangulations at variable L .
For exa ple, considering Figures 10-b and 10-c it is clear
that the idpoint of the bo to  edge on level l, the base ver-
tex of triangles al and ar, cannot be part of a atching trian-
gulation if the center vertex of the quad region, the base
vertex of el, er, is issing. r fro  the opposite vie point,
the base vertex of triangles el, er and fl, fr cannot be re oved
if any of the base vertices of triangle pairs al,ar, b
 
l,br, cl,cr
or dl,dr persists. These constraints of a atching restricted
quadtree triangulation define a binary, hierarchical depen-
dency relation bet een vertices as sho n in Figure 11. Each
vertex to be included in a triangulation depends on t o other
vertices (on the sa e or lo er resolution level) to be
included first. Therefore, a triangulation of a (restricted)
quadtree is a atching triangulation only if no such depen-
dency relation is violated. The triangulation ethod pro-
posed in [L R+96] recursively resolves the dependency
relations of a set S of selected vertices (i.e. a l vertices
exceeding a given e ror tolerance) as fo lo s: For each ver-
tex , a l its dependent parents according to the depen-
dency rules sho n in Figure 11 are recursively activated
and included in the triangulation as e l.
FIGURE 11. Dependency relation of a restricted quadtree
triangulation. The center vertex in a) depends on the
inclusion of two corners of its quad region. The boundary
edge midpoints in b) depend on the center vertex of the
quad region. Dependencies within and between the next
resolution levels are shown in c) and d).
nother i portant feature presented in [L R+96] is the
construction of triangle strips for fast rendering. In fact, a
triangulation of a restricted quadtree can be represented by
one single generalized triangle strip.1 The triangle strip
generation ethod described in [L R+96] is based on a
recursive pre-order traversal of the triangular quadrants of
quadtree blocks. Starting ith a counterclock ise ordering
of triangular quadrants of the root node as sho n in
Figure 12-a, each quadrant is recursively traversed and the
traversal is stopped hen a triangle is not further subdi-
vided. In alternating order, children of triangular quadrants
are visited left-first as for quadrant q0 (and in Figure 12-c),
or right-first as for the triangles in the next level sho n in
Figure 12-b. Based on this traversal, vertices can be ordered
and outpu ted to for  a generalized triangle strip for e fi-
cient rendering (see [L R+96] for code details).
FIGURE 12. Recursive quadtree traversal for triangle strip
generation. Initial order of triangular quadrants shown in a)
with left-first traversal for odd subdivisions shown in b), and
right-first traversal of even subdivision steps shown in c).
espite the fact that an entire triangulated restricted
quadtree can be represented by one triangle strip, triangle
strips are for ed for individual blocks only in [L R+96].
For each fra e a block-based vie -dependent i age-space
e ror etric is used (see Section 5) to for  a (non-
restricted) quadtree subdivision S of the te rain. For each
block  of this subdivision, a vertex-based e ror etric
is applied to achieve a fine-grain selection of vertices to be
included in the triangulation. Further ore, the vertex depen-
dencies are resolved at this stage to guarantee a atching
triangulation. Fina ly, for each quadtree block  a trian-
gle strip is generated and used for rendering.
The triangulation ethod presented in [L R+96] is very
e ficient in ter s of rendering perfor ance. The triangula-
tion algorith  is output sensitive since the quadtree subdivi-
sion is perfor ed top-do n and does not need to exa ine
a l vertices on the highest resolution. Further ore, e ficient
rendering pri itives in for  of triangle strips are generated
for opti ized rendering. espite the fact that the vie -
dependent e ror etric does not provide a guaranteed e ror
bound, it is very e ficient in practice and provides good ter-
rain si plification hile aintaining plausible visual
results.
3.4 estricted uadtree Triangulation
The Restricted uadtree Triangulation (R T) approach
presented in [Paj98a, Paj98b] is focused on large scale real-
ti e te rain visualization. The triangulation ethod is based
on a quadtree hierarchy as in [SS92] and exploits the depen-
dency relation presented in [L R+96] to generate ini a ly
atching quadtree triangulations. Both, top-do n and bo to -
up triangulation algorith s are given for a te rain height-field
aintained in a region quadtree, and here each vertex has a an
approxi ation e ror associated ith it. It is observed that the
quadtree hierarchy can be defined i plicitly on an a ray of the
regular grid input data set by appropriate point indexing and
recursive functions, and no hierarchical data structure actua ly
1. generalized triangle strips a low swap operations.
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Fig. 11 Full resolution triangulation shown in a). Merging of triangle
pairs along the bottom boundary edge shown in b) and along the diag-
onal in c).
One of the main contributions of [34] is the introduction
of vertex dependencies that can be used to prevent cracks
and create conforming trian lations at variable LOD. Fo
example, considering Figures 11-b a d 11-c it is clear that
the midpoint of the bottom edge on level l, the base vertex
of triangles al and ar, cannot be part of a conforming tri-
angulation if the center vertex of the quad region, the base
vertex of el , er, is missing. Or from the opposite viewpoint,
the base vertex of triangles el , er and fl , fr cannot be re-
moved if any of the base vertices of triangle pairs al ,ar,
bl ,br, cl ,cr or dl ,dr persists. These constraints of a con-
forming restricted quadtree triangulation define a binary, hi-
erarchical dependency relation between vertices as shown
in Figure 12. Each vertex to be included in a triangulation
depends on two other vertices (on the same or lower reso-
lution level) to be included first. Therefore, a triangulation
of a (restricted) quadtree is a conforming triangulation only
if no such dependency relation is violated. The triangula-
tion method proposed in [34] recursively resolves the de-
pendency relations of a set S of selected vertices (i.e. all ver-
tices exceeding a given error tolerance) as follows: For each
vertex v ∈ S, all its dependent parents according to the de-
pendency rules shown in Figure 12 are recursively activated
and included in the triangulation as well.
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FIGURE 10.
 
Full resolution triangulation shown in a).
Merging of triangle pairs along the bottom boundary edge
shown in b) and along the diagonal in c).
 
One of the main contributions of [LKR+96] is the intro-
duction of vertex dependencies that can be used to prevent
cracks and create matching triangulations at variable LOD.
For example, considering Figures 10-b and 10-c it is clear
that the midpoint of the bottom edge on level 
 
l
 
, the base ver-
tex of triangles 
 
a
 
l
 
 and 
 
a
 
r
 
, cannot be part of a matching tria -
gulation if the center vertex of the quad region, th  base
vertex of 
 
e
 
l
 
, 
 
e
 
r
 
, is missing. Or from the opposite viewpoint,
the base vertex of triangles 
 
e
 
l
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e
 
r
 
 and 
 
f
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f
 
r
 
 cannot be removed
if any of the base vertices of triangle pairs 
 
a
 
l
 
,
 
a
 
r
 
, 
 
b
 
l,br, cl,cr
or dl,dr persists. These constraints of a matching restricted
quadtree triangulation define a binary, hierarchical depen-
dency relation between vertices as shown in Figure 11. Each
vertex to be included in a triangulation depends on two other
vertices (on the same or lower resolution level) to be
included first. Therefore, a triangulation f a (restricted)
quadtre  is a matching triangulation only if no such depen-
dency relation is violated. The triangulation method pro-
posed in [LKR+96] recursively resolves the dependency
relations of a set S of selected vertices (i.e. all vertices
exceeding a given error tolerance) as follows: For each ver-
tex , all its dependent parents according to the depen-
dency rules shown in Figure 11 are recursively activated
and included in the triangulation as well.
FIGURE 11. Dependency relation of a restricted quadtree
triangulation. The center vertex in a) depends on the
inclusion of two corners of its quad region. The boundary
edge midpoints in b) depend on the center vertex of the
quad region. Dependencies within and between the next
resolution levels are shown in c) and d).
Another important feature presented in [LKR+96] is the
construction of triangle strips for fast rendering. In fact, a
triangulation of a restricted quadtree can be represented by
one single generalized triangle strip.1 The triangle strip
generation method described in [LKR+96] is based on a
recursive pre-order traversal of the triangular quadrants of
quadtree blocks. Starting with a counterclockwise ordering
of triangular quadrants of the root node as shown in
Figure 12-a, each quadrant is recursively traversed and the
traversal is stopped when a triangle is not further subdi-
vided. In alternating order, children of triangular quadrants
are visited left-first as for quadrant q0 (and in Figure 12-c),
or right-first as for the triangles in the next level shown in
Figure 12-b. Based on this traversal, vertices can be ordered
and outputted to form a generalized triangle strip for effi-
cient rendering (see [LKR+96] for code details).
FIGURE 12. Recursive quadtree traversal for triangle strip
generation. Initial order of triangular quadrants shown in a)
with left-first traversal for odd subdivisions shown in b), and
right-first traversal of even subdivision steps shown in c).
Despite the fact that an entire triangulated restricted
quadtree can be represented by one triangle strip, triangle
strips are formed for individual blocks only in [LKR+96].
For each frame a block-based view-dependent image-space
error metric is used (see Section 5) to form a (non-
restricted) quadtree subdivision S of the terrain. For each
block  of this subdivision, a vertex-based error metric
is applied to achieve a fine-grain selection of vertices to be
included in the triangulation. Furthermore, the vertex depen-
dencies are resolved at this stage to guarantee a matching
triangulation. Finally, for each quadtree block  a trian-
gle strip is generated and used for rendering.
The triangulation method presented in [LKR+96] is very
efficient in terms of rendering performance. The triangula-
tion algorithm is output sensitive since the quadtree subdivi-
sion is performed top-down and does not need to examine
all vertices on the highest resolution. Furthermore, efficient
rendering primitives in form of triangle strips are generated
for optimized rendering. Despite the fact that the view-
dependent error metric does not provide a guaranteed error
bound, it is very efficient in practice and provides good ter-
rain simplification while maintaining plausible visual
results.
3.4 Restricted Quadtree Triangulation
The Restricted Quadtree Triangulation (RQT) approach
presented in [Paj98a, Paj98b] is focused on large scale real-
time terrain visualization. The triangulation method is based
on a quadtree hierarchy as in [SS92] and exploits the depen-
dency relation presented in [LKR+96] to generate minimally
matching quadtree triangulations. Both, top-down and bottom-
up triangulation algorithms are given for a terrain height-field
maintained in a region quadtree, and where each vertex has a an
approximation error associated with it. It is observed that the
quadtree hierarchy can be defined implicitly on an array of the
regular grid input data set by appropriate point indexing and
recursive functions, and no hierarchical data structure actually
1. generalized triangle strips allow swap operations.
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FIGURE 10. Full resolution triangulation show in a).
Merging of triangle pairs along the bottom boundary dge
shown in b) and along the diagonal in c).
One of the main contributions of [LKR+96] is the intro-
ducti n of vertex dependencies hat can be used to prevent
racks and cr ate matching triangulations at variable LOD.
For example, considering Figures 10-b and 10-c it is clear
hat the midpoint of the bottom edge on level l, the bas  ver-
tex of triangles a
 
l and a
 
r, cannot be part of a matching trian-
gulation if th  c nt r vertex of th  quad region, the base
vertex of
 
l e
 
r, is missing. Or from the opposite viewpoint,
the bas  vertex of triangles 
 
l, e
 
r and f
 
l, f
 
r cannot be removed
if any of the bas  vertices of triangle pairs a
 
l,
 
a
 
r
 
 
 
b
 
l,br  cl,cr
or dl,dr per ists. These constraints of a matching res ricted
quadtree triangulation define a binary, hierar hical depen-
dency relation between vertices as shown in Figure 11. Each
vertex to be included in a triangulation depends on two other
vertices (on the same or lower resolution level) to be
included first. Th refore, a ria gulation of a (res ricted)
quadtree is a matching triangulati  only if no such d pen-
dency relation is violated. The triangulation method pro-
posed in [LKR+96] recursively resolves the dependency
relations of a set S of sel cted vertices (i.e. all vertices
xceeding a giv n e r r tolerance) as follows: For each ver-
tex , all its dependent parents according to th  depen-
dency rules show in Figure 11 a  recursively activated
and included in the triangulation as well.
FIGURE 11. Dep dency relati n of a restricted quadtree
triangulation. The c nter vertex in a) depends on the
inclusi n of tw  co ners of its quad region. The boundary
dge midpoints in b) depend on th  c nter vertex of the
quad region. Dep dencies withi  and b tween th  next
resolution levels are shown in c) and d).
Another impor ant feature pres nted in [LKR+96] is the
constructi n of triangle strips for fast rendering. In fact, a
triangulati n of a res ricted quadtree can b  pres nted by
one single generalized triangle strip.1 The triangle strip
generation method described in [LKR+96] is based on a
recursive pre-o der traversal of the triangular qu drants of
quadtree blocks. Starting with a counter lockwise o dering
of triangular qu drants of the root node as show  in
Figure 12-a, each qu drant is recursively trav rsed and the
traversal is stopped when a triangle is not further subdi-
vided. In alternating o der, children of triangular qu drants
are visited left-first as for qu drant q0 (and in Figure 12-c),
or right-first as for the triangles in th  next level show  in
Figure 12-b. Based on this traversal, vertices can be o dered
and o putted t  form a generalized triangle strip for effi-
cient rendering (see [LKR+96] for co  details).
FIGURE 12. Recursive quadtree traversal for triangle strip
generatio . Initial o der of triangular qu drants shown in a)
with left-first traversal for odd subdivisions shown in b), and
right-first traversal of even subdivision steps shown in c).
Despi e the fact h t an entire triangulated res ricted
quadtree can b  pres nted by one triangle strip, triangle
strips are formed for ndividua  blocks only in [LKR+96].
F r each frame a block-based view-dependent image-space
e ror metric is used (see Section 5) to form a (non-
res ricted) quadtree subdivision S of th  terrain. For each
block  of this subdivision, a vertex-bas d e ror metric
is applied to achieve a fine-grain selecti n of vertices to be
included in the triangulation. Furthermore, th  vertex depen-
dencies a  resolved at this stage to guarantee a matching
triangulation. Finally, for each quadtree block  a trian-
gle strip is generated and used for rendering.
The triangulation method pres nted in [LKR+96] is very
efficie t in terms of rendering pe formance. The triangula-
tion algorithm is o put ensitive since the quadtree subdivi-
sion is pe formed top-dow  and does not need to examine
all vertices on t e ighest resolution. Furthermore, efficient
rendering primitives in form of triangle strips ar  generated
f r optimized rendering. Despi e the fact hat the view-
dependent e ror metric does not provide a guarante d e ror
bound, it is very efficie t in practice and provides good ter-
rain simplification while maintaining plausible visual
results.
3.4 Restricted Quadtree Triangulation
The Restricted Quadtree Triangulation (RQT) approach
pres nted in [Paj98a, Paj98b] is focused on large scale real-
time terrain visualization. The triangulation method is based
on a quadtree hierarchy as in [SS92] and exploits th  depen-
dency relation pres nted in [LKR+96] to generate minimally
matching quadtree triangulations. Bo h, top-dow  and bottom-
up triangulation algorithms are given for a terrain height-field
maintained in a region quadtree, and wh re each vertex has a an
approximation error associated with it. It is obs rved hat the
quadtree hierarchy can b  defined implicitly o n array of the
regula  grid input data set by ap opriate poi t indexing and
recursive functions, a d no hierar hical data str cture actually
1. generalized triangle strips allo  swap operations.
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FIGURE 10. Full res lution triangulation show  in a).
Merging of tri ngle pairs along he bottom boundary dge
shown in b) and along the diago al in c).
On of the main contributions of [LKR+96] is the intro-
ducti n of vert x dep dencies th t can be used to prevent
racks and create matchi  triangul tions t variable LOD.
For example, co sidering Figures 10-b and 10-  it is clear
that the midpoint of the bottom dge on lev l l, th  base ver-
ex of triangles l nd ar, cannot be part of  matchi g rian-
gulation if th  cent r vert x of the quad re ion, the b se
vertex of el er, is missing. Or from the pposite viewpoint,
the base vertex of triangles el, er and fl, fr cannot be removed
if any of the bas  vertices of triangle p irs al
 
,
 
a
 
r
 
 
 
b
 
l,br, cl,cr
or dl,dr per ist . The e con traints of a matching es ricted
quadtree triangulatio  define a bina y, ierar hical depen-
dency relation b tween vertices as shown in Figure 11. Each
ver x to be included i  a triangulatio  depends on two other
vertices (on th same or l wer resolution level) t  be
in luded first. Therefo e, a triangulati n of a ( es ricted)
quadtree is a matchi  triangulati  o ly if no such depen-
d ncy relation is violated. The triangulation method pro-
posed in [LKR+96] recursively resolves th  dep dency
relations of a set S of selected vertices (i.e. all vertices
xceedin  a giv n err r tolerance) as foll ws: For ach ver-
tex , all its dep dent p rents according to th  depen-
dency rules show  in Figure 11 ar  recursively activated
a  included in the triangulation as well.
FIGURE 11. Dep dency relati n of a estricted quadtree
triangulation. Th  cen r vertex in a) depends on the
i clusi n of two c rners of its quad region. The boundary
ge midpoints in b) depend on the c nt r vertex of the
quad region. Dep d ncies withi  and b ween th  next
res lution levels are shown in c) and d).
Anothe  important feature pres nted in [LKR+96] is the
constructi n of triangle st ips fo  fast r ndering. In fact, a
triangulati n of a es ricted quadtree can be pres nted by
one singl  generalized triangle strip.1 The triangle strip
ge eration method described in [LKR+96] is based on a
recursive pre-o d  traversal of the triangula  qu drants of
quadtree blocks. Starting with a counter lockwise o dering
of triang lar qu drants of the root node as show  in
Figure 12- , e ch qu drant is recursively traversed and the
traver al is stopp d when a triangle is not further subdi-
vided. I  alter ating o der, children of triangula  qu drants
ar  visi ed left-fir t as fo  qu drant q0 (and in Figure 12-c),
or right-fir t as for the tria gles in th  next level shown in
Figure 12-b. Based on this traversal, vertices can be o dered
and o putted t  form a general zed triangle strip for effi-
cient r ndering (see [LKR+96] f r code details).
FIGURE 12. R cursive quadtr e traversal for triangle strip
genera on. Initial order of triangular quadrants shown in a)
w th left-fi st traversal for odd ubdivi ions shown in b), and
right-fi st traversal of even ubdivision steps shown in c).
Despite the f ct th t a  entire triangulated es ricted
quadtree can be pres nted by o e triangle strip, triangle
strips are formed for ndividual blocks only in [LKR+96].
For each frame a lock-based view-dep dent im g -space
erro  metr c is used (see Section 5) t form a (non-
es ricte ) quadtree subd vision S of the terrain. For each
lock  of this subd vision, a vert x-bas d error metric
s applied to achiev  a fine-grain selecti n of vertic s to be
included in he triangulation. Furthermore, the v rt x depen-
dencies are resolved at this sta e to guar ntee a matching
triangulation. Finally, for e ch quadtree lock  a trian-
gle strip is gen rated and used for r ndering.
The triangulation method pres nted in [LKR+96] is very
eff cie t in terms of r ndering performance. The triangula-
ti n algorithm is o pu  nsitive sinc  the quadtree subdivi-
sion is p rforme  top-dow  and does not need to examine
all vertices on t  ighest resolution. Furthermore, efficient
r ndering primitives in form of triangle strips ar  gen rated
f r optimized r ndering. Despite the fact that the view-
dep dent error metric does not provide  guarante d error
bound, it is very efficie t in pr ctice and provides good ter-
rain simplif cation while m i taining plausible visual
re ults.
3.4 Restricted Quadtree Tri ngulation
The R s ricted Quadtree Triangulation (RQT) approach
pres nted in [Paj98 , Paj98b] is focused on large scale real-
time terrain visu l zation. The triangulation method is based
on a quadtree ier rchy as in [SS92] and exploits the depen-
d ncy relation presented in [LKR+96] to gen rate minimally
matching quadtree triangulati ns. Both, top-down and bottom-
up triangulation algorithms are given for a terrain height-field
m tained in a region quadtree, and wh re each vertex has a an
approximation error associated w h it. It is observed that the
quadt e  ierarchy can b  d fined imp icitly on an array of the
regular grid input data set by ap o r ate po t indexing and
r cursive functions, a d no erarchic l da a stru re actually
1. g ne alized triangle trips allow swap operations.
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FIGURE 10. Full res lution tria gulation show  in a).
Merging of tri ngle pairs along the ttom boundary dg
shown in b) and along the diago al in c).
On  of the main contributions of [LKR+96] is the intro-
ducti n of v rt x d p dencies th t can be used to prevent
racks and create ma chi  triangul ions t variable LOD.
For example, co sidering Figures b and 10-  it is clear
that the midpoin  f he bott  dge n level l, the base ver-
tex of tri ngles l a d ar, cann t be p rt of m chi g trian
gulation if th  c n r vertex of the quad region, the b se
vertex of el er, s missing. Or from the pposite viewpoint,
the base vertex of triangles el, er d fl, fr cannot be removed
if any of the ba  ve tices of triangle p irs al
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l,br, cl,cr
or dl,dr per ists. The e constraints of a ma ching es ricted
quadtree triangulation define a bina y, erar hical depen-
dency rela ion b w en vertices as shown in Figure 11. Each
ver x to be included i  a triangulatio  depends on two other
vertic s (on th sam or l wer resolution level) t  be
included first. Therefo e,  triangulati n of a ( es ricted)
quadtree is a ma chi  triangulati  only if no such depen
d ncy relation is viola d. The triangulation method pro-
posed in [LKR+96] recursively resolves th  dep dency
relations of a t S of sele ted v rtices (i.e. all vertices
xceed n  a giv n err r tolerance) as foll ws: For ach ver-
tex , all its dep d  p ents according to th  depen-
dency rules show  in Figure 11 ar  recursively activated
a  included in the triangulation as well.
FIGURE 11. Dep dency relati n of a estrict d quadtree
tria gulatio . Th c nt r vertex i  a) depends on the
inclusi n of two c rners of its quad regio . The boundary
dge midpoints in b) depend on h  c nt r v rtex of the
quad r gion. Dep d cies withi  a d b tween th  next
res lution l vels are show  in c) and d).
An the  important feature pres nted in [LKR+96] is the
constructi n of triangle st ips for fast r dering. In fact, a
triangulati n of a es ricted quadtre  can be pres nted by
one sing  gener l zed angle strip.1 The angle strip
ge ration method described in [LKR+96] is based on a
recu sive p e-o d  traversal of the triangula  qu drants of
quadtree blocks. S arting with a counter lockwise o dering
of triang lar qu dran s of the root node as show  in
Figure 12-a, e ch qu drant i  recursively travers d and the
traver al is stopp d when a triangle is not further subdi-
vided. I  alter ating o der, children of triangular qu drants
ar  visited le t-fir t as for qu drant q0 (and in Figure 12-c),
or ight-fir t as for the tria gles in th  n xt level shown in
Figure 12-b. Ba ed on this tra ersal, vertices can b  o dered
and o putted t  form a general z d triangle strip for effi-
cie t r ndering (see [LKR+96] f r code details).
FIGURE 12. Recu sive quadtree travers l for triangle strip
generation. Initial order of tri ngular quadrants shown in a)
with l ft-fi st traver al for odd ubdivi io s shown in b), and
right-fi st trav r al of even subdivisi n steps shown in c).
Despite the fact th t a entire triangulated es ricted
quadtree can be pres ted by o e triangle strip, triangle
strips ar  formed for ndividual blocks only in [LKR+96].
For ach frame a block-bas d view-dep dent im ge-space
error metr c i  us d (see Section 5) t  form a (non-
es ric e ) quadtree subd vision S of the terrain. For each
lock  of this subd vision,  vert x-bas d error metric
s appl d to achiev  a fi e-grai  selecti n of vertic s to be
included in he triang lation. Furt rmor , h v rt x depen-
dencies are resolved at this st ge to guar ntee a matching
triangul tion. Fin lly, for e ch quadtree lock  a trian-
gle strip is gen rated and used fo  r ndering.
The triangulation metho  pres nted in [LKR+96] is very
efficie t in terms of r nde ing p rformance. The triangula-
tion alg rithm is o tput nsi ive sinc  the quadtree subdivi-
si n is p rformed top-dow and does not n ed to examine
all vertices on the ighest resolution. Furthermore, efficient
r nder ng primitives in o m of triangl strips ar  gen rated
f r optimized r ndering. Despite the fac  that the view-
d p dent error metric d es not provide a gua ante d error
bound, it is very efficie t in pr ctice an  pr vides good ter-
rain s mplif cation while m i t ining plaus ble visual
re ults.
3.4 Restricte  Quadtree Tri gulation
Th  Res ric e  Quadtree Triangulation (RQT) approach
pres nted in [Paj98 , Paj98b] is focus d on l ge scale real-
time terrain visu l zatio . The triangulation method is based
on a quadt ee ierarchy as in [SS92] and xploits the depen-
dency relatio presented in [LKR+96] to gen r te minimally
m tching quadtree triangulations. Both, top-d wn and bottom-
up trian ula ion algorithms are given for a terra n h ight-field
m tained n a region qu dtr e, and wh r  each vertex has a an
approximation error associated w h it. It is observed that the
qu dtre  ier rchy can b  d fined imp icitly on an array of the
regular grid input data set by app opr a e po t i exing and
r cursive functi ns, a d no ierarchic l da a stru t re actually
1. gener lized tri ngle trips allow swap operations.
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Fig. 12 Depe de cy relation of a restricte qua tree tria gulation. The
center vertex i a) depends on th inclusion of tw c r rs f its quad
region. The bou dary edg mi points i b) depend on c nter v rtex
of the quad regi . d ncies within and betwe the next r solu-
tion levels are sh wn in c) and d).
Another important feature presented in [34] is the
construction of triangle strips, similar to the earlier wo k
in [24], for fast rendering. In fact, a triangulation of
rest i t d qua tree can be represented by one single
gener lized t iangle st p1. T e triangle st ip ge eration
method describe i [34] is based a recursive pre-order
traversal of the triangular quadrants of quadtree blocks.
Starting with a counterclockwise ordering of triangular
quadrants of the root node as hown n Figu e 13-a, each
qu drant is recursiv ly trav rsed and th traversal is stopped
when a triangle is not further subdivided. In alternating
order, children of triangular quadrants are visited left-first
as for quadrant q0 (and in Figure 13-c), or em right-first as
for the triangles in the next level shown in Figure 13-b.
Based on this traversal, vertices can be ordered and output
to form a generalized triangle strip for efficient rendering
(see [34] for code details).
Despite the fact that an entire triangulated restricted
quadtree can be represented by one triangle strip, triangle
strips are formed for individual blocks only in [34]. For each
frame a block-based view-dependent image-space error
metric is used (see Section 5) to form a (non-restricted)
1 generalized triangle strips allow swap operations
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FIGURE 10.
 
Full resolution triangulation shown in a).
Merging of triangle pairs along the bottom boundary edge
shown in b) and along the diagonal in c).
 
One of the main contributions of [LKR+96] is the intro-
duction of vertex dependencies that can be used to prevent
cracks and create matching triangulations at variable LOD.
For example, considering Figures 10-b and 10-c it is clear
that the midpoint of the bottom edge on level 
 
l
 
, the base ver-
tex of triangles 
 
a
 
l
 
 and 
 
a
 
r
 
, cannot be part of a matching trian-
gulation if the center vertex of the quad region, the base
vertex of 
 
e
 
l
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e
 
r
 
, is missing. Or from the opposite viewpoint,
the base vertex of triangles 
 
e
 
l
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e
 
r
 
 and 
 
f
 
l
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f
 
r
 
 cannot be removed
if any of the base vertices of triangle pairs 
 
a
 
l
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a
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b
 
l,br, cl,cr
or dl,dr persists. These constraints of a matching restricted
quadtree triangulation define a binary, hierarchical depen-
dency relation between vertices as shown in Figure 11. Each
vertex to be included in a triangulation depends on two other
vertices (on the same or lower resolution level) to be
included first. Therefore, a triangulation of a (restricted)
quadtree is a matching triangulation only if no such depen-
dency relation is violated. The triangulation method pro-
posed in [LKR+96] recursively resolves the dependency
relations of a set S of selected vertices (i.e. all vertices
exceeding a given error tolerance) as follows: For each ver-
tex , all its dependent parents according to the depen-
dency rules shown in Figure 11 are recursively activated
and included in the triangulation as well.
FIGURE 11. Dependency relation of a restricted quadtree
triangulation. The center vertex in a) depends on the
inclusion of two corners of its quad region. The boundary
edge midpoints in b) depend on the center vertex of the
quad region. Dependencies within and between the next
resolution levels are shown in c) and d).
Another important feature presented in [LKR+96] is the
construction of triangle strips for fast rendering. In fact, a
triangulation of a restricted quadtree can be represented by
one single generalized triangle strip.1 The triangle strip
generation method described in [LKR+96] is based on a
recursive pre-order traversal of the triangular quadrants of
quadtree blocks. Starting with a counterclockwise ordering
of triangular quadrants of the root node as shown in
Figure 12-a, each quadrant is recursively traversed and the
traversal is stopped when a triangle is not further subdi-
vided. In alternating order, children of triangular quadrants
are visited left-first as for quadrant q0 (and in Figure 12-c),
or right-first as for the triangles in the next level shown in
Figure 12-b. Based on this traversal, vertices can be ordered
and outputted to for  a generalized triangle strip for effi-
cient rendering (see [LKR+96] for code details).
FIGURE 12. Recursive quadtree traversal for triangle strip
generation. Initial order of triangular quadrants shown in a)
with left-first traversal for odd subdivisions shown in b), and
right-first traversal of even subdivision steps shown in c).
Despite the fact that an entire triangulated restricted
quadtree can be represented by one triangle strip, triangle
strips are formed for individual blocks only in [LKR+96].
For each frame a block-based view-dependent image-space
error metric is used (see Section 5) to form a (non-
restricted) quadtree subdivision S of the terrain. For each
block  of this subdivision, a vertex-based error metric
is applied to achieve a fine-grain selection of vertices to be
included in the triangulation. Furthermore, the vertex depen-
dencies are resolved at this stage to guarantee a matching
triangulation. Finally, for each quadtree block  a trian-
gle strip is generated and used for rendering.
The triangulation method presented in [LKR+96] is very
efficient in terms of rendering performance. The triangula-
tion algorithm is output sensitive since the quadtree subdivi-
sion is performed top-down and does not need to examine
all vertices on the highest resolution. Furthermore, efficient
rendering primitives in form of triangle strips are generated
for optimized rendering. Despite the fact that the view-
dependent error metric does not provide a guaranteed error
bound, it is very efficient in practice and provides good ter-
rain simplification while maintaining plausible visual
results.
3.4 Restricted Quadtree Triangulation
The Restricted Quadtree Triangulation (RQT) approach
presented in [Paj98a, Paj98b] is focused on large scale real-
time terrain visualization. The triangulation method is based
on a quadtree hierarchy as in [SS92] and exploits the depen-
dency relation presented in [LKR+96] to generate minimally
matching quadtree triangulations. Both, top-down and bottom-
up triangulation algorithms are given for a terrain height-field
maintained in a region quadtree, and where each vertex has a an
approximation error associated with it. It is observed that the
quadtree hierarchy can be defined implicitly on an array of the
regular grid input data set by appropriate point indexing and
recursive functions, and no hierarchical data structure actually
1. generalized triangle strips allow swap operations.
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FIGURE 10.
 
Full resolution triangulation shown in a).
Merging of triangle pairs along the bot om boundary edge
shown in b) and along the diagonal in c).
 
One of the main contributions of [LKR+96] is the intro-
duction of vertex dependencies that can be used to prevent
cracks and create matching triangulations at variable LOD.
For example, considering Figures 10-b and 10-c it is clear
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or dl,dr persists. These constraints of a matching restricted
quadtree triangulation define a binary, hierarchical depen-
dency relation between vertices as shown in Figure 11. Each
vertex to be included in a triangulation depends on two other
vertices (on the same or lower resolution level) to be
included first. Therefore, a triangulation of a (restricted)
quadtree is a matching triangulation only if no such depen-
dency relation is violated. The triangulation method pro-
posed in [LKR+96] recursively resolves the dependency
relations of a set S of selected vertices (i.e. al  vertices
exceeding a given er or tolerance) as fol ows: For each ver-
tex , al  its dependent parents according to the depen-
dency rules shown in Figure 11 are recursively activated
and included in the triangulation as wel .
FIGURE 11. Dependency relation of a restricted quadtree
triangulation. The center vertex in a) depends on the
inclusion of two corners of its quad region. The boundary
edge midpoints in b) depend on the center vertex of the
quad region. Dependencies within and between the next
resolution levels are shown in c) and d).
Another important feature presented in [LKR+96] is the
construction of triangle strips for fast rendering. In fact, a
triangulation of a restricted quadtree can be represented by
one single generalized triangle strip.1 The triangle strip
generation method described in [LKR+96] is based on a
recursive pre-order traversal of the triangular quadrants of
quadtree blocks. Starting with a counterclockwise ordering
of triangular quadrants of the root node as shown in
Figure 12-a, each quadrant is recursively traversed and the
traversal is stopped when a triangle is not further subdi-
vided. In alternating order, children of triangular quadrants
are visited left-first as for quadrant q0 (and in Figure 12-c),
or right-first as for the triangles in the next level shown in
Figure 12-b. Based on this traversal, vertices can be ordered
and output ed to for  a generalized triangle strip for ef i-
cient rendering (see [LKR+96] for code details).
FIGURE 12. Recursive quadtree traversal for triangle strip
generation. Initial order of triangular quadrants shown in a)
with left-first traversal for odd subdivisions shown in b), and
right-first traversal of even subdivision steps shown in c).
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ne of the ain contributions of [L R+96] is the intro-
duction of vertex dependencies that can be used to prevent
cracks and create atching triangulations at variable L .
For exa ple, considering Figures 10-b and 10-c it is clear
that he idpoint of the bot o  edge on level , the base ver-
tex of triangles al and ar, can ot be part of a atching trian-
gulation if the center vertex of the quad region, the base
vertex of el, er, is is ing. r fro  the op osite vie point,
the base vertex of triangles el, er and fl, fr can ot be re oved
if any of the base vertices of triangle pairs al,ar, bl,br, cl,cr
or dl,dr persists. These constraints of a atching restricted
quadtre  triangulation define a binary, hierarchical depen-
dency relation bet e n vertices as ho n in Figure 1 . Each
vertex to be included in a triangulation depends on t o other
vertices (on the sa e or lo er resolution level) to be
included first. Therefore, a triangulation of a (restricted)
quadtre  is a atching triangulation only if no such depen-
dency relation is violated. The triangulation ethod pro-
posed in [L R+96] recursively resolves the dependency
relations of a set S of selected vertices (i.e. al  vertices
exce ding a given er or tolerance) as fol o s: For each ver-
tex , al  its dependent parents ac ording to the depen-
dency rules sho n in Figure 1  are recursively activated
and included in the triangulation as el .
FIGURE 1 . Dependency relation of a restricted quadtre
triangulation. The center vertex in a) depends on the
inclusion of two corners of its quad region. The boundary
edge midpoints in b) depend on the center vertex of the
quad region. Dependencies within and betwe n the next
resolution levels are shown in c) and d).
nother i portant feature presented in [L R+96] is the
construction of triangle strips for fast rendering. In fact, a
triangulation of a restricted quadtre  can be represented by
one single generalized triangle strip.1 The triangle strip
generation ethod described in [L R+96] is based on a
recursive pre-order traversal of the triangular quadrants of
quadtre  blocks. Starting ith a counterclock ise ordering
of triangular quadrants of the ro t node as sho n in
Figure 12-a, each quadrant is recursively traversed and the
traversal is stop ed hen a triangle is not further subdi-
vided. In alternating order, children of triangular quadrants
are visited left-first as for quadrant q0 (and in Figure 12-c),
or right-first as for the triangles in the next level sho n in
Figure 12-b. Based on this traversal, vertices can be ordered
and output ed to form a generalized triangle strip for ef i-
cient rendering (se  [L R+96] for code details).
FIGURE 12. Recursive quadtre  traversal for triangle strip
generation. Initial order of triangular quadrants shown in a)
with left-first raversal for od  subdivisions shown in b), and
right-first raversal of even subdivision steps hown in c).
espite the fact that an entire triangulated restricted
quadtre  can be represented by one triangle strip, triangle
strips are for ed for individual blocks only in [L R+96].
For each fra e a block-based vie -dependent i age-space
er or etric is used (se  Section 5) to for  a (non-
restricted) quadtre  subdivision S of the ter ain. For each
block  of this subdivision, a vertex-based er or etric
is ap lied to achieve a fine-grain selection of vertices to be
included in the triangulation. Further ore, the vertex depen-
dencies are resolved at this stage to guarante  a atching
triangulation. Final y, for each quadtre  block  a trian-
gle strip is generated and used for endering.
The triangulation ethod presented in [L R+96] is very
ef icient in ter s of rendering perfor ance. The triangula-
tion algorith  is output sensit ve since the quadtre  subdivi-
sion is perfor ed top-do n and does not ne d to exa ine
al  vertices on the highest resolution. Further ore, ef icient
rendering pri it ves in for  of triangle strips are generated
for opti ized rendering. espite the fact that the vie -
dependent er or etric does not provide a guarante d er or
bound, it is very ef icient in practice and provides go d ter-
rain si plification hile aintaining plausible visual
results.
3.4 estricted uadtre  Triangulation
The Restricted uadtre  Triangulation (R T) ap roach
presented in [Paj98a, Paj98b] is focused on large scale real-
ti e ter ain visualization. The triangulation ethod is based
on a quadtre  hierarchy as in [S 92] and exploits the depen-
dency relation presented in [L R+96] to generate ini al y
atching quadtre  triangulations. Both, top-do n and bot o -
up triangulation algorith s are given for a ter ain height-field
aintained in a region quadtre , and here ach vertex has a n
ap roxi ation er or associated ith it. It is observed that the
quadtre  hierarchy can be defined i plicitly on an ar ay of the
regular grid input data set by ap ropriate point indexing and
recursive functions, and no hierarchical data structure actual y
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Fig. 13 Recursive quadtree traversal for triangle strip generation. Ini-
tial order f triangular quadrants shown in a) with left-first traversal for
odd subdiv s ons shown in b), an right-first traver al of eve subdivi-
sion steps shown in c).
quadtree subdivision S of the terrain. For each block b ∈ S
of this subdivision, a vertex-based error metric is applied
to achieve a fine-grain selection of vertices to be included
in the triangulation. Furthermore, the vertex dependencies
are resolved at this stage to guarantee a conforming
t angulation. Finally, for each quadtre block b ∈ S a
triangle strip is generated and used for rendering.
The triangulation method presented in [34] is very effi-
cient in terms of rendering performance. The triangulation
algorithm is output sensitive since the quadtree subdivision
is performed top-down and does not need to examine all ver-
tices on the highest res lution. Furthe more, efficient rende -
ing rimitiv s in form of triangle strips ar generated for op-
timized rendering. Despite the fact that the view-dependent
error metric does not provide a guaranteed error bound, it is
very efficient in practice and provides good terrain simplifi-
c tion w ile maintaining plaus bl visual r sults.
Restricted Quadtree Triangulation. The Restricted
Quadtree Triangulation (RQT) approach p esented in [42,
43] is focused o large scale real-time terrain visualization.
The triangulation method is based on a quadtree hierarchy
as in [58,57] and exploits the dependency relation presented
in [34] to generate minimally conforming quadtree
triangulations. Both, top-down and bottom-up triangulation
a gorithms are given for a terrain height-field maintained
in a region quadtree, and where each vertex has a an
approximation error associated with it. It is observed that
the quadtre hierarchy can be defined implicitly on an
array of the regular grid input data set by appropriate point
indexing and recursive functions, and no hierarchical data
structure actually needs to be stored. For such an implicit
quadtree, this reduces the storage cost effectively down to
the el v ti and approximation error values p v rtex.
As shown in [43], for e ch point Pi, j of the 2k+1×2k+1
height-field grid its level l in the implicit quadtree hierarchy
can efficiently be determined by arithmetic and logical oper-
ations on the integer index values i and j, see also Figure 14.
Furthermore, it is also observed that the dependency relation
of Figure 12 can be expressed by arithmetic expressions as
f nctions of the point index i, j. The implic t defi itio of
quadtree levels and dependency relations between points by
arithmetic functions allows the top-down and bottom-up al-
gorithms presented in [42] to run very fast and directly on
the array of the height-field grid data instead of relying on a
hierarchical pointer-based data structure. (See also [56] for
efficient operations on quadtrees.)
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needs to be stored. For such an implicit quadtree, this reduces
the storage cost effectively down to the elevation and approxi-
mation error values per vertex.
As shown in [Paj98b], for each point Pi,j of the
 height-field grid its level l in the implicit
quadtree hierarchy can efficiently be determined by arith-
metic and logical operations on the integer index values i
and j, see also Figure 13. Furthermore, it is also observed
that the dependency relation of Figure 11 can be expressed
by arithmetic expressions as functions of the point’s index
i,j. The implicit definition of quadtree levels and depen-
dency relations between points by arithmetic functions
allows the top-down and bot om-up algo ithms pr sented in
[Paj98a] to run very fast and directly on the array of the
height-field grid data instead of relying on a hierarchical
pointer-based data structure (i.e. as in [SS92]).
FIGURE 13. Implicit quadtree hierarchy and point indexing
defined on the height-field grid.
An optimal output-sensitive triangulation algorithm is
presented in [Paj98a] that exploits the strict error monotonicity
achieved by error saturation (see Section 5). This allows for
a simple top-down vertex selection algorithm which does
not have to resolve any restricted quadtree dependencies or
propagate triangle splits at run-time. The proposed saturated
error metric guarantees that the set of initially selected verti-
ces for a given threshold automatically satisfy the restricted
quadtree constraint and hence allow for a crack-free match-
ing triangulation.
To improve rendering performance, a triangle strip con-
struction algorithm is presented in [Paj98a] that traverses the
entire quadtree hierarchy instead of blocks as proposed in
[LKR+96]. As shown in Figure 14, the RQT triangle strip
that recursively circles counterclockwise around each
quadtree block’s center vertex is a space filling curve that
visits all triangles exactly once. It also represents a Hamilto-
nian path in the dual graph of the triangulation. This triangle
strip can be generated by a depth-first traversal of the
quadtree in linear time, proportional to the size of the gener-
ated triangle strip. Moreover, the proposed error saturation
technique in [Paj98a] and the quadtree based triangle strip
generation support a highly efficient unified vertex selec-
tion, triangle strip generation and rendering algorithm based
on a single depth-first traversal of the implicit height-field
quadtree.
FIGURE 14. Generalized RQT triangle strip shown in a) and
its Hamiltonian path on the dual graph in b).
3.5 4-8 Meshes
The class of 4-8 meshes [BLV01, VG00, Vel01] is based on
a quadtree subdivision and triangulation as illustrated in
Figure 15, which in its triangulation power is basically
equivalent to the previously outlined quadtree and triangle
bin-tree meshing approaches.
FIGURE 15. Recursive 4-8 triangle mesh subdivision.
However, instead of a vertex dependency graph as in
[LKR+96], a merging domain Mv is defined for each vertex
v in [BLV01] for the purpose of satisfying the triangulation
constraints that avoid cracks in the surface mesh. As shown
in Figure 16, the merging domain Mv is basically the transi-
tive hull of all vertices depending on v in the dependency
graph [LKR+96]. Consequently Mv is used to define all verti-
ces that must be removed from the triangulation jointly with v.
And hence the removal of multiple vertices is constrained by
the joint removal of the union of their merging domains. A sim-
ilar concept, the splitting domain, is introduced for inserting
vertices into the triangulation.
FIGURE 16. A vertex v and its merging domain Mv are
highlighted in a). The adaptive triangle mesh after removal
of v and Mv is shown in b).
The triangulation algorithms presented in [BLV01,
BAV98] require O(n log n) time to refine or merge n nodes.
This is in contrast to the algorithms presented in [LKR+96]
and [Paj98a] which can generate an adaptive mesh of n tri-
angles optimally in linear O(n) time.
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Fig. 14 Implicit quadtree hierarchy and point indexing defined on the
height-field grid.
An optimal output-sensitive triangulation algorithm is
presented in [42] that exploits the s ict error monotonic-
ity achieved by error aturation (see Section 6). This allows
for a simple top-down vertex selection algorithm which does
not have to resolve any restricted quadtree dependencies or
propagate triangle splits at run-time. The proposed saturated
error metric guarantees that the set of initially selected ver-
tices for a g ven threshold automatically satisfy th restricted
quadtree constraint and ence allow for a crack-free con-
forming triangulation.
To improve rendering performance, a triangle strip con-
struction algorithm is presented in [42] that traverses the en-
tire quadtree ierarchy instead of blocks as proposed in [34].
As shown in Figure 15, the RQT triangle strip that recur-
sively circles counterclockwise around each quadtree blocks
c nter vertex is a space filling curve that visits all triangles
exactly once. It als represents a Hamiltonian path in the
dual graph of the triangulatio . This tri ngle strip can be
generated by a depth-first traversal of the quadtree in lin-
ear time, proportional to the size of the generated triangle
strip. Moreover, the proposed error saturation technique in
[42] and the quadtree based triangle strip generation support
a highly efficient unified vertex selection, triangle strip gen-
eration and rendering algorithm based on a single depth-first
traversal of the implicit height-field quadtree.
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tion, triangle strip generation and rendering algorithm based
on a single depth-first traversal of the implicit height-field
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bin-tree meshing approaches.
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However, instead of a vertex dependency graph as in
[LKR+96], a merging domain Mv is defined for each vertex
v in [BLV01] for the purpose of satisfying the triangulation
constraints that avoid cracks in the surface mesh. As shown
in Figure 16, the merging domain Mv is basically the transi-
tive hull of all vertices depending on v in the dependency
graph [LKR+96]. Consequently Mv is used to define all verti-
ces that must be removed from the triangulation jointly with v.
And hence the removal of multiple vertices is constrained by
the joint removal of the union of their merging domains. A sim-
ilar concept, the splitting domain, is introduced for inserting
vertices into the triangulation.
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The triangulation algorithms presented in [BLV01,
BAV98] require O(n log n) time to refine or merge n nodes.
This is in contrast to the algorithms presented in [LKR+96]
and [Paj98a] which can generate an adaptive mesh of n tri-
angles optimally in linear O(n) time.
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However, instead of a vertex dependency graph as in
[LKR+96], a merging domain Mv is defined for each vertex
v in [BLV01] for the purpose of satisfying the triangulation
constraints that avoid cracks in the surface mesh. A  shown
in Figure 16, the merging domain Mv is basically the transi-
tive hull of all vertices depending on v in the dependency
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of v and Mv is show  in b).
The triangulation algorithms pr sented in [BLV01,
BAV98] require O(n log n) time to refine or merge  nodes.
This is in contrast to the algorithms pr sented in [LKR+96]
and [Paj98a] which can generate an adaptive mesh of n tri-
angles optimally in linear O(n) time.
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4-8 Meshes. The class of 4-8 meshes [61,3,60] is based
on a quadtree subdivision and triangulation as illustrated
in Figure 16, which in its triangulation power is basically
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equivalent to the other outlined quadtree and triangle
bin-tree meshing approaches.
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needs to be stored. For such an implicit quadtree, this reduces
the storage cost effectively down to the elevation and approxi-
mation error values per vertex.
As shown in [Paj98b], for each point Pi,j of the
 height-field grid its level l in the implicit
quadtree hierarchy can efficiently be determined by arith-
metic and logical operations on the integer index values i
and j, see also Figure 13. Furthermore, it is also observed
that the dependency relation of Figure 11 can be expressed
by arithmetic expressions as functions of the point’s index
i,j. The implicit definition of quadtree levels and depen-
dency relations between points by arithmetic functions
allows the top-down and bottom-up algorithms presented in
[Paj98a] to run very fast and directly on the array of the
height-field grid data instead of relying on a hierarchical
pointer-based data structure (i.e. as in [SS92]).
FIGURE 13. Implicit quadtree hierarchy and point indexing
defined on the height-field grid.
An optimal output-sensitive triangulation algorithm is
presented in [Paj98a] that exploits the strict error monotonicity
achieved by error saturation (see Section 5). This allows for
a simple top-down vertex selection algorithm which does
not have to resolve any restricted quadtree dependencies or
propagate triangle splits at run-time. The proposed saturated
error metric guarantees that the set of initially selected verti-
ces for a given threshold automatically satisfy the restricted
quadtree constraint and hence allow for a crack-free match-
ing triangulation.
To improve rendering performance, a triangle strip con-
struction algorithm is presented in [Paj98a] that traverses the
entire quadtree hierarchy instead of blocks as proposed in
[LKR+96]. As shown in Figure 14, the RQT triangle strip
that recursively circles counterclockwise around each
quadtree block’s center vertex is a space filling curve that
visits all triangles exactly once. It also represents a Hamilto-
nian path in the dual graph of the triangulation. This triangle
strip can be generated by a depth-first traversal of the
quadtree in linear time, proportional to the size of the gener-
ated triangle strip. Moreover, the proposed error saturation
technique in [Paj98a] and the quadtree based triangle strip
generation support a highly efficient unified vertex selec-
tion, triangle strip generation and rendering algorithm based
on a single depth-first traversal of the implicit height-field
quadtree.
FIGURE 14. Generalized RQT triangle strip shown in a) and
its Hamiltonian path on the dual graph in b).
3.5 4-8 Meshes
The class of 4-8 meshes [BLV01, VG00, Vel01] is based on
a quadtree subdivision and triangulation as illustrated in
Figure 15, which in its triangulation power is basically
equivalent to the previously outlined quadtree and triangle
bin-tree meshing approaches.
FIGURE 15. Recursive 4-8 triangle mesh subdivision.
However, instead of a vertex dependency graph as in
[LKR+96], a merging domain Mv is defined for each vertex
v in [BLV01] for the purpose of satisfying the triangulation
constraints that avoid cracks in the surface mesh. As shown
in Figure 16, the merging domain Mv is basically the transi-
tive hull of all vertices depending on v in the dependency
graph [LKR+96]. Consequently Mv is used to define all verti-
ces that must be removed from the triangulation jointly with v.
And hence the removal of multiple vertices is constrained by
the joint removal of the union of their merging domains. A sim-
ilar concept, the splitting domain, is introduced for inserting
vertices into the triangulation.
FIGURE 16. A vertex v and its merging domain Mv are
highlighted in a). The adaptive triangle mesh after removal
of v and Mv is shown in b).
The triangulation algorithms presented in [BLV01,
BAV98] require O(n log n) time to refine or merge n nodes.
This is in contrast to the algorithms presented in [LKR+96]
and [Paj98a] which can generate an adaptive mesh of n tri-
angles optimally in linear O(n) time.
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Fig. 16 Recursive 4-8 triangle mesh subdivision.
However, instead of a vertex dependency graph as in
[34], a merging domain Mv is defined for each vertex v in
[3] for th purpose of satisfying the triangulation co straints
that avoid cracks in the surface mesh. As show in Figure 17,
the merging domain Mv is basically the transitive hull of all
ertices depending on v in the dependency graph [34]. Con-
sequently Mv is used to define all vertices that must be re-
moved from the triangulation jointly with v. And hence the
removal of multiple vertices is constrained by the joint re-
moval of the union of their merging domains. A similar con-
cept, the splitting domain, is introduced for inserting vertices
into the triangulation.
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a quadtree subdivision and triangulation as illustrated in
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bin-tree meshing approaches.
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However, instead of  vertex dependency graph as in
[LKR+96], a merging domain Mv is defined for each vertex
v in [BLV01] for the purpose of satisfying the triangulation
constraints that avoid cracks in the surface mesh. As shown
in Figure 16, the merging domain Mv is basically the transi-
tive hull of all vertices depending on v in the dependency
graph [LKR+96]. Consequently Mv is used to define all verti-
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FIGURE 16. A vertex v and its merging domain Mv are
highlighted in a). The adaptive triangle mesh after removal
of v and Mv is shown in b).
The triangulation algorithms presented in [BLV01,
BAV98] require O(n log n) time to refine or merge n nodes.
This is in contrast to the algorithms presented in [LKR+96]
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Fig. 17 A vertex v a d its merging domain Mv r highlighted in a).
The adaptive triangle mesh after removal of v and Mv is shown in b).
The triangulation algorithms presente in [2,3] require
O(n log ) time to refine or merge n nod s. T is is n con-
trast to the algorithms presented in [34] and [42] which can
generate an adaptive mesh of n triangles optimally in linear
O(n) time.
Irregular Quadtree Hierarchy. In [61,60] it has been shown
that arbitrary 3D surfaces can adaptively be triangulated by
a hierarchical 4-8 triangulation approach, given a parame-
terization of the manifold surface is known. The QuadTIN
approach presented in [44] goes one step further and defines
a restricted quadtree hierarchy on top of any irregular point
set in 2D, i.e. given from a preprocessed triangulated irreg-
ular network (TIN). As in [61,60], the idea of QuadTIN [44]
is based on the fact that points do not have to lie on a regular
grid to allow for a regular hierarchical triangle subdivision
as shown in Figure 18.
At each subdivision step, the diagonal edge of a quadri-
lateral is not necessarily split at its midpoint, but using a
nearby point from the input data set as shown in Figure 19-a.
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3.6 Irregular Quadtree Hierarchy
In [VG00, Vel01] it has been shown that arbitrary 3D sur-
faces can adaptively be triangulated by a hierarchical 4-8 tri-
angulation approach, given a parameterization of the
manifold surface is known. The QuadTIN approach pre-
sented in [PAL02] goes one step further and defines a
restricted quadtree hierarchy on top of any irregular point
set in 2D, i.e. given from a preprocessed triangulated irreg-
ular network (TIN). As in [VG00, Vel01], the idea of Quad-
TIN [PAL02] is based on the fact that points do not have to
lie on a regular grid to allow for a regular hierarchical trian-
gle subdivision as shown in Figure 17.
FIGURE 17. Irregular recursive QuadTIN subdivision.
At each subdivision step, the diagonal edge of a quadri-
lateral is not necessarily split at its midpoint, but using a
nearby point from the input data set as shown in
Figure 18 a). To avoid badly shaped triangles and inversion
of orientation, however, the domain for searching for good
input vertices is restricted as illustrated in Figure 18 b). If no
good candidate vertices exist, artificial Steiner Points are
inserted to guarantee a coherent restricted quadtree triangu-
lation hierarchy.
FIGURE 18. a) Vertex closest to the midpoint of diagonal
edge et,t’ is selected for recursive subdivision. b) Only
vertices from a restricted search domain are considered.
An example adaptive QuadTIN based terrain triangula-
tion is shown in Figure 19 which demonstrates its flexibility
to adapt to an irregular input point data set. This added flex-
ibility comes at the expense of extra points inserted into the
data set.
FIGURE 19. Adaptive QuadTIN triangulation of an irregular
distribution of elevation samples.
4. Triangle Bin-Trees
In this section we discuss alternative triangle bisection
based algorithms which generate equivalent triangulations
of grid-digital terrain height-fields as the methods presented
in the previous section.
4.1 Real-time Optimally Adapting Meshes
The Real-time Optimally Adapting Meshes (ROAM) trian-
gulation method presented in [DWS+97] is conceptually
very close to [LKR+96]. However, it is strictly based on the
notion of a triangle bin-tree hierarchy as shown in Figure 20,
which is a special case of the longest side bisection triangle
refinement method described in [Riv93, Riv95]. This
method recursively refines triangles by splitting their long-
est edge at the base vertex (see also Figure 10).
FIGURE 20. Binary longest side bisection hierarchy of
isosceles triangles with indicated split vertices on the
longest side.
As shown in Figure 21, for a refinement operation a pair
of triangles are split at the common base vertex of their
shared longest edge, and a simplification operation consists
of merging two triangle pairs at their common base vertex.
FIGURE 21. Split and merge operations on a bin-tree
triangulation.
An important observation is that in a matching triangula-
tion, all neighbors of a triangle t on level l in the bin-tree
hierarchy must be either on the same level as t, or on levels
l+1 or l-1 of the bin-tree hierarchy. Therefore, two pairs of
triangles ta,tb and tc,td sharing the same base vertex can only
be merged if they are all on the same level in the bin-tree
hierarchy as shown in Figure 21. Furthermore, a triangle t
cannot be split immediately if its neighbor tlong across its
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Fig. 18 Irregular recursive QuadTIN subdivision.
To avoid badly shaped triangles and inversion of orientation,
however, the domain for searching for good input vertices is
restricted as illustrat d in Figure 19-b. If no good candidate
vertices exist, artificial Steiner Points are inserted to guaran-
tee a coherent restricted quadtree triangulation hierarchy.
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to adapt to an irregular input point data set. This added flex-
ibility comes at the expense of extra points inserted into the
data set.
FIGURE 19. Adaptive QuadTIN triangulation of an irregular
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very close to [LKR+96]. However, it is strictly based on the
notion of a triangle bin-tree hierarchy as shown in Figure 20,
which is a special case of the longest side bisection triangle
refinement method described in [Riv93, Riv95]. This
method recursively refines triangles by splitting their long-
est edge at the base vertex (see also Figure 10).
FIGURE 20. Binary longest side bisection hierarchy of
isoscel  triangles with indicated split vertices on the
longest side.
As shown in Figure 21, for a refinement operation a pair
of triangles are split at the common base vertex of their
shared longest edge, and a simplification operation consists
of merging two triangle pairs at their common base vertex.
FIGURE 21. Split and merge operations on a bin-tree
triangulation.
An important observation is that in a matching triangula-
tion, all neighbors of a triangle t on level l in the bin-tree
hierarchy must be either on the same level as t, or on levels
l+1 or l-1 of the bin-tree hierarchy. Therefore, two pairs of
triangles ta,tb and tc,td sharing the same base vertex can only
be merged if they are all on the same level in the bin-tree
hierarchy as shown i  Figure 21. Furthermore, a triangle t
cannot be split m ediately if its neighbor tlong across it
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Fig. 19 a) Vertex clos st o the midpoint of diagonal edge et,t is se-
lected for recursive subdivision. b) Only v rtices from a restricted
search domain are considered.
An example adaptive QuadTIN based terrain triangula-
tion is shown in Figure 20 which demonstrates its flexibility
to adapt to an irregular input point data set. This added flex-
ibility comes at the expense of extra points inserted into the
data set.
Fig. 20 Adaptive QuadTIN triangulation of an irregular distribution of
elevation samples.
4.2 Triangle Bin-Trees
In this section we discuss triangle bisection based algorithms
which generate equivalent triangulations of grid-digital ter-
rain height-fields as the methods presented previously.
Real-time Optimally Adapting Meshes. The Real-time Opti-
mally Adapting Meshes (ROAM) triangulation method pre-
sented in [13] is conceptually very close to [34]. However, it
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is strictly based on the notion of a triangle bin-tree hierarchy
as shown in Figure 21, which is a special case of the longest
side bisection triangle refinement method described in [51,
52]. This method recursively refines triangles by splitting
their longest edge at the base vertex (see also Figure 11).
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shared longest edge, and a simplification operation consists
of merging two triangle pairs at their common base vertex.
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Fig. 21 Binary longest side bisection hierarchy of isosceles triangles
with indicated split vertices on the longest side.
As shown in Figure 22, for a refinement operation a pair
of triangles are split at the common base verte of their
shared longest edge, and a simplification operation consists
of merging two triangle pairs at their common base vertex.
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of grid-digital terrain height-fields as the methods presented
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An important observation is that in a matching triangula-
tion, all neighbors of a triangle t on level l in the bin-tree
hierarchy must be either on the same level as t, or on levels
l+1 or l-1 of the bin-tree hierarchy. Therefore, two pairs of
triangles ta,tb and tc,td sharing the same base vertex can only
be merged if they are all on the same level in the bin-tree
hierarchy as shown in Figure 21. Furthermore, a triangle t
cannot be split immediately if its neighbor tlong across its
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Fig. 22 Split and merge operations on a bin-tree triangulation.
An important observation is that in a conforming trian-
gulation, all neighbors of a triangle t on level l in the bin-tree
hierarchy must be either on the same level as t, or on levels
l+ 1 or l− 1 of the bin-tree hierarchy. Therefore, two pairs
of triangles ta, tb and tc, td sharing the same base vertex can
only be merged if they are all on the same level in the bin-
tree hierarchy as shown in Figure 22. Furthermore, a triangle
t cannot be split immediately if its neighbor tlong across its
longest edge is from a coarser level as shown in Figure 23.
In that case, triangle t can only be split if its corresponding
neighbor is forced to split first. These forced splits are con-
ceptually the same as the split propagation of [58] shown in
Figure 10. Moreover, the dependency relation of [34] in Fig-
ure 12 denotes exactly the same forced split propagation of
a bin-tree or restricted quadtree triangulation. All these con-
cepts for assuring a conforming triangulation are equivalent
in this context.
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longest edge is from a coarser level as shown in Figure 22.
Triangle t can only be split if its corresponding neighbor is
forced to split first. These forced splits are conceptually the
same as the split propagation of [SS92] shown in Figure 8.
Moreover, the dependency relation of [LKR+96] in
Figure 11 denotes exactly the same forced split propagation
of a bin-tree or restricted quadtree triangulation. All these
concepts for assuring a matching triangulation are equiva-
lent in this context.
FIGURE 22. Propagation of forced triangle splits.
The run-time triangulation algorithm of ROAM is based
on a greedy algorithm using two priority queues of the trian-
gles  of the current mesh T: The split queue Qs stores
the triangles  according to their priority to be split next,
and the merge queue Qm maintains the mergible triangle
pairs of T. For each frame the priority queues Qm and Qs are
consulted and the current triangle mesh is adaptively refined
or simplified accordingly to satisfy the given error threshold
τ. The priorities are based on an error metric defined on tri-
angles.
To guarantee an ε-approximation with respect to a par-
ticular error metric, the proposed greedy algorithm requires
the error metric, and thus the priorities of Qm and Qs, to be
strictly monotonic. This means that the error or priority of
any triangle in the bin-tree hierarchy cannot be larger than
its parent’s priority. This monotonicity requirement limits
the direct applicability of many standard error metrics. For
example, neither the view-dependent error metric in
[LKR+96] nor the vertical distance measure of [SS92] or the
Hausdorff distance error metric defined hierarchically on
removed vertices or triangles initially satisfy this monoto-
nicity requirement (see also Section 5). Special care has to
be taken to enforce monotonicity of any error metric by a
bottom up traversal of the triangle bin-tree hierarchy in a
preprocess and calculating bounding priorities at each node.
Besides the two main contributions of ROAM which are
the priority-queue driven triangle-bin-tree based triangula-
tion method and a screen distortion error metric, the paper
[DWS+97] contains a number of interesting contributions. A
list of twelve criteria is given that generally apply to mesh
simplification and in particular to large scale terrain visual-
ization. Furthermore, a few performance enhancements that
are implemented in ROAM are described including view-
frustum culling, incremental triangle strip generation,
deferred priority recomputation, and progressive optimiza-
tion.
4.2 Right-Triangulated Irregular Networks
Right-Triangulated Irregular Networks (RTIN) as presented
in [EKT01] is a multiresolution triangulation framework for
the same class of triangle bin-tree meshes [DWS+97] as pre-
sented above. The RTIN approach is particularly focused on
the efficient representation of the binary triangle hierarchy,
and fast mesh traversal for neighbor-finding. Starting with a
square triangulated by choosing one diagonal, triangles are
split recursively at the base vertex or midpoint of their long-
est edge, identical to the method described above in
Section 4.1. To guarantee a matching triangulation without
cracks the same propagation of forced splits as shown in
Figure 22 is imposed on the RTIN triangulation. In [EKT01]
it is observed that split propagation caused by splitting a tri-
angle t on level lt cannot cause triangles smaller than t to be
split (on levels l > lt), and that at most two triangles on each
level l ≤ lt are split. Thus split propagation terminates in the
worst case in O(log n) steps, with n being the size of the tri-
angle bin-tree hierarchy (number of leaf nodes).
One of the main contributions of [EKT01] is an efficient
data structure to represent right-triangular surface approxi-
mations. Similar to Figure 10, child triangles resulting from
a split are labelled as left and right with respect to the split
vertex of their parent triangle. A binary labelling scheme as
shown in Figure 23 is used in RTIN to identify triangular
regions of the approximation. A RTIN triangulation is thus
represented by a binary tree denoting the triangle splits and
the elevation values (z coordinate) of the triangle vertices.
The geographical (x and y) coordinates do not have to be
stored for each vertex but can be computed from the trian-
gle’s label. As noted in [EKT01], a main memory imple-
mentation of such a binary tree structure with two pointers
and three vertex indices1 per node is space inefficient if used
to represent one single triangulated surface approximation.
However, a triangle bin-tree actually represents an entire
hierarchy of triangulations. To reduce the storage cost of a
triangle bin-tree hierarchy it is proposed to remove child
pointers by storing the nodes in an array and using an array
indexing scheme based on the node labels.
FIGURE 23. RTIN triangle bin-tree labelling using 0 for left
and 1 for right.
Based on the binary tree representation of the RTIN
hierarchy as shown in Figure 23, an efficient neighbor find-
ing scheme is the second main contribution of [EKT01].
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Fig. 23 Propagation of forced triangle splits.
The run-time triangulation algorithm of ROAM is based
on a greedy algorithm using two priority queues of the trian-
gles t ∈ T of the current mesh T : The split queue Qs stores
the triangles t ∈ T according to their priority to be split next,
and the merge queue Qm maintains the mergible triangle
pairs of T . For each frame the priority queues Qm and Qs are
consulted and the current triangle mesh is adaptively refined
or simplified accordingly to satisfy the given error thresh-
old τ . The priorities are based on an error metric defined on
triangles.
To guarantee an e-approximation with respect to a par-
ticular error metric, the proposed greedy algorithm requires
the error metric, and thus the priorities of Qm and Qs, to be
strictly monotonic. This means that the error or priority of
any triangle in the bin-tree hierarchy cannot be larger than
its parents priority. This monotonicity requirement limits the
direct applicability of many standard error metrics. For ex-
ample, neither the view-dependent error metric in [34] nor
the vertical distance measure of [58] or the Hausdorff dis-
tance error metric defined hierarchically on removed vertices
or triangles initially satisfy this monotonicity requirement
(see also Section 6). Special care has to be taken to enforce
monotonicity of any error metric by a bottom up traversal of
the triangle bin-tree hierarchy in a preprocess and calculat-
ing bounding priorities at each node.
Besides the two main contributions of ROAM which are
the priority-queue driven triangle-bin-tree based triangula-
tion method and a screen distortion error metric, the paper
[13] contains a number of interesting contributions. A list of
twelve criteria is given that generally apply to mesh simpli-
fication and in particular to large scale terrain visualization.
Furthermore, a few performance enhancements that are im-
plemented in ROAM are described including view-frustum
culling, incremental triangle strip generation, deferred prior-
ity recomputation, and progressive optimization.
Right-Triangulated Irregular Networks. Right-Triangulated
Irregular Networks (RTIN) as presented in [14] is a mul-
tiresolution triangulation framework for the same class of
triangle bin-tree meshes [13] as presented above. The RTIN
approach is particularly focused on the efficient representa-
tion of the binary triangle hierarchy, and fast mesh traversal
for neighbor-finding. Starting with a square triangulated by
choosing one diagonal, triangles are split recursively at the
base vertex or midpoint of their longest edge, identical to the
method described above.To guarantee a conforming triangu-
lation without cracks the same propagation of forced splits
as shown in Figure 23 is imposed on the RTIN triangula-
tion. In [14] it is observed that split propagation caused by
splitting a triangle t on level lt can ot cause triangles smaller
than t to b split (on levels l > lt), and that at most two tri-
angles on each level l ≤ lt are split. Thus split propagation
terminates in the worst case in O(logn) steps, with n being
the size of the triangle bin-tree hierarchy (number of leaf
nodes).
One of the main contributions of [14] is an efficient
data structure to represent right-triangular surface
approximations. Similar to Figure 11, child triangles
resulting from a split are labelled as left and right with
respect to the split vertex of their parent triangle. A binary
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labelling scheme as shown in Figure 24 is used in RTIN
to identify triangular regions of the approximation. A
RTIN triangulation is thus represented by a binary tree
denoting the triangle splits and the elevation values (z
coordinate) of the triangle vertices. The geographical
(x and y) coordinates do not have to be stored for each
vertex but can be computed from the triangles label. As
noted in [14], a main memory implementation of such a
binary tree structure with two pointers and three vertex
indices2 per node is space inefficient if used to represent
one single triangulated surface approximation. However,
a triangle bin-tree actually represents an entire hierarchy
of triangulations. To reduce the storage cost of a triangle
bin-tree hierarchy it is proposed to remove child pointers by
storing the nodes in an array and using an array indexing
scheme based on the node labels.
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longest edge is from a coarser level as shown in Figure 22.
Triangle t can only be split if its corresponding neighbor is
forced to split first. These forced splits are conceptually the
same as the split propagation of [SS92] shown in Figure 8.
Moreover, the dependency relation of [LKR+96] in
Figure 11 denotes exactly the same forced split propagation
of a bin-tree or restricted quadtree triangulation. All these
concepts for assuring a matching triangulation are equiva-
lent in this context.
FIGURE 22. Propagation of forced triangle splits.
The run-time triangulation algorithm of ROAM is based
on a greedy algorithm using two priority queues of the trian-
gles  of the current mesh T: The split queue Qs stores
the triangles  according to their priority to be split next,
and the merge queue Qm maintains the mergible triangle
pairs of T. For each frame the priority queues Qm and Qs are
consulted and the current triangle mesh is adaptively refined
or simplified accordingly to satisfy the given error threshold
τ. The priorities are based on an error metric defined on tri-
angles.
To guarantee an ε-approximation with respect to a par-
ticular error metric, the proposed greedy algorithm requires
the error metric, and thus the priorities of Qm and Qs, to be
strictly monotonic. This means that the error or priority of
any triangle in the bin-tree hierarchy cannot be larger than
its parent’s priority. This monotonicity requirement limits
the direct applicability of many standard error metrics. For
example, neither the view-dependent error metric in
[LKR+96] nor the vertical distance measure of [SS92] or the
Hausdorff distance error metric defined hierarchically on
removed vertices or triangles initially satisfy this monoto-
nicity requirement (see also Section 5). Special care has to
be taken to enforce monotonicity of any error metric by a
bottom up traversal of the triangle bin-tree hierarchy in a
preprocess and calculating bounding priorities at each node.
Besides the two main contributions of ROAM which are
the priority-queue driven triangle-bin-tree based triangula-
tion method and a screen distortion error metric, the paper
[DWS+97] contains a number of interesting contributions. A
list of twelve criteria is given that generally apply to mesh
simplification and in particular to large scale terrain visual-
ization. Furthermore, a few performance enhancements that
are implemented in ROAM are described including view-
frustum culling, incremental triangle strip generation,
deferred priority recomputation, and progressive optimiza-
tion.
4.2 Right-Triangulated Irregular Networks
Right-Triangulated Irregular Networks (RTIN) as presented
in [EKT01] is a multiresolution triangulation framework for
the same class of triangle bin-tree meshes [DWS+97] as pre-
sented above. The RTIN approach is particularly focused on
the efficient representation of the binary triangle hierarchy,
and fast mesh traversal for neighbor-finding. Starting with a
square triangulated by choosing one diagonal, triangles are
split recursively at the base vertex or midpoint of their long-
est edge, identical to the method described above in
Section 4.1. To guarantee a matching triangulation without
cracks the same propagation of forced splits as shown in
Figure 22 is imposed on the RTIN triangulation. In [EKT01]
it is observed that split propagation caused by splitting a tri-
angle t on level lt cannot cause triangles smaller than t to be
split (on levels l > lt), and that at most two triangles on each
level l ≤ lt are split. Thus split propagation terminates in the
worst case in O(log n) steps, with n being the size of the tri-
angle bin-tree hierarchy (number of leaf nodes).
One of the main contributions of [EKT01] is an efficient
data structure to repres nt right-triangular surface approx -
mations. Similar to Figure 10, child triangles resulting from
a split are labelled as left and right with respect to the split
vertex of their parent triangle. A binary labelling scheme as
shown in Figure 23 is used in RTIN to identify triangular
regions of the approximation. A RTIN triangulation is thus
represented y a binary tr e den ting t  triangle splits nd
the elevation values (z coordinate) of the triangle vertices.
The geographical (x and y) coordinates do not have to be
stored for each vertex but can be computed from the trian-
gle’s label. As noted in [EKT01], a main memory imple-
mentation of such a binary tree structure with two pointers
and three vertex indices1 per node is space inefficient if used
to represe t one single triangulated surface approximation.
How ver, a triangle bin-tree actually represents an entire
hierarchy of triangulations. To reduce the storage cost of a
triangle bin-tree hierarchy it is proposed to remove child
pointers by storing the nodes in an array and using an array
indexing scheme based on the node labels.
FIGURE 23. RTIN triangle bin-tree labelling using 0 for left
and 1 for right.
Based on the binary tree representation of the RTIN
hierarchy as shown in Figure 23, an efficient neighbor find-
ing scheme is the second main contribution of [EKT01].
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Fig. 24 RTIN triangle bin-tree labelling using 0 for left and 1 for right.
Based on the binary tree representati f the RTIN hi-
erarchy as shown in Figure 24, an efficient neighbor find-
ing scheme is the second main contribution of [14]. Given
a counterclockwise numbering from v1 to v3 of the vertices
of triangle t with vertex v3 being the right-angled vertex, the
i− neighbor of triangle t is defined as the adjacent triangle
ti that does not share vertex i. Furthermore, the same-size
i-neighbors of any triangle are the edge adjacent triangles
at the same level in the bin-tree hierarchy. For example, tri-
angle 10 in Figure 24 is the same-size 1-neighbor of trian-
gle 11, and triangle 001 is the 3-neighbor of triangle 0000
but not a same-size neighbor. The neighbor-finding function
NI(t) presented in [14] first finds the same-size i-neighbor of
a triangle and then determines the actual i-neighbor for a par-
ticular triangulation. The recursive neighbor-finding func-
tion NI(t), that returns the label of the same-size i-neighbor
of a given triangle t, is conceptually identical to a recur-
sive tree traversal for finding adjacent regions in any bi-
nary space partition (BSP-tree), see also [54,53]. An effi-
cient non-recursive implementation of NI(t) based on arith-
metic and logical operations is also given in [14].
For terrain visualization, each triangle is assigned
an approximation error during the preprocess phase of
constructing the RTIN hierarchy. At run-time, starting
with the two triangles at the root of the RTIN hierarchy
a depth-first traversal recursively splits triangles whose
approximation errors exceed a given tolerance threshold.
2 could be reduced to only one vertex index, others are known from
parent triangle nodes
Forced splits are propagated to the corresponding
i-neighbors to avoid cracks in the triangulated surface
approximation.
The main focus of RTIN is efficient representation of the
triangle bin-tree hierarchy and neighbor finding techniques
on the adaptively triangulated surface. Similar to [34,13,42],
RTIN is efficient in creating an adaptive surface triangula-
tion since its top-down algorithm is output sensitive. In fact,
the RTIN approach is almost identical to the ROAM method
and only differs in notation and representation of the trian-
gle bin-tree hierarchy. No detailed algorithms are given in
[14] on how to incorporate propagation of forced splits to
generate a conforming triangulation.
Right-Triangular Bin-Tree. In [19], the class of restricted
quadtree or right-triangular bin-tree triangulations is studied
with respect to efficient data storage and processing, search
and access methods, and data compression. It is proposed
to always manage the data in compressed form, even inter-
active processing is performed on the compressed data. The
multiresolution triangulation framework in [19] follows the
binary triangle hierarchy approach as used in [13] and [14].
To prevent cracks in the triangulation resulting from recur-
sive triangle bisection, error saturation is used as presented
in [42].
The main contribution of [19] is a compressed represen-
tation of the triangle bin-tree hierarchy based on an efficient
mesh traversal and triangle numbering scheme. The traversal
order of triangles in the bin-tree hierarchy is equivalent to the
triangle strip ordering as shown in Figure 15. Furthermore,
each triangle is numbered such that the left child of a trian-
gle with number n receives the number 2n and the right child
is numbered 2n+1 if the level l of the parent triangle is odd
and vice versa if it is even as shown in Figure 25. For a given
triangle, bitwise logical operations can be used to compute
the adjacent triangle that shares the common refinement ver-
tex. Each vertex is associated with the two numbers of the
triangles that it refines.
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Given a counterclockwise numbering from v1 to v3 of the
vertices of triangle t with vertex v3 being the right-angled
vertex, the i-neighbor of triangle t is defined as the adjacent
triangle ti that does not share vertex i. Furthermore, the
same-size i-neighbors of any triangle are the edge adjacent
triangles at the same level in he bin-tree hierarchy. For
example, triangle 10 in Figure 23 is the same-size 1-neigh-
bor of triangle 11, and triangle 001 is the 3-neighbor of tri-
angle 0000 but not a same-size neighbor. The neighbor-
finding function NI(t) presented in [EKT01] first finds the
sam -size i-neighbor of a triangle and then determines the
actual i-neighbor for a particular triangulation. The recursive
neighbor-finding function NI(t), that returns the label of the
same-size i-neighbor of a given triangle t, is conceptually iden-
tical to a recursive tree traversal for finding adjacent regions in
any binary spac  partiti n (BSP-tree), see also [Sam89b,
Sam89a]. An efficient non-recursive implementation of NI(t)
based on arithmetic and logical operations is also given in
[EKT01].
For terrain visualization, each triangle is assigned an
approximation error during the preprocess phase of con-
structing the RTIN hierarchy. At run-time, starting with the
two triangles at the root of the RTIN ierarchy a depth-first
traversal recursively splits triangles whose approximation
errors exceed a given tolerance threshold. Forced splits are
propagated to the corresponding i-neighbors to avoid cracks
in the triangulated surface approximation.
The main focus of RTIN is efficient representation of the
triangle bin-tree hierarchy and neighbor finding techniques
on the adaptively triangulated surface. Similar to [LKR+96,
DWS+97, Paj98a], RTIN is efficient in creating an adaptive
surface triangulation since its top-down algorithm is output
sensitive. In fact, the RTIN approach is almost identical to
the ROAM method and only differs in notation and repre-
sentation of the triangle bin-tree hierarchy. No detailed algo-
rithms are given in [EKT01] on how to incorporate propagation
of forced splits to generate a matching triangulation.
4.3 Right-Triangular bin-tree
In [Ger99], the class of restricted quadtree or right-triangular
bin-tree triangulations is studied with respect to efficient
data storage and processing, search and access methods, and
data compression. It is proposed to always manage the data
in compressed form, even interactive processing is per-
formed on the compressed data. The multiresolution trian-
gulation framework in [Ger99] follows the binary triangle
hierarchy approach as used in [DWS+97] and [EKT01]. To
prevent cracks in the triangulation resulting from recursive
triangle bisection, error saturation is used as presented in
[Paj98a].
The main contribution of [Ger99] is a compressed repre-
sentation of the triangle bin-tree hierarchy based on an effi-
cient mesh traversal and triangle numbering scheme. The
traversal order of triangles in the bin-tree hierarchy is equiv-
alent to the triangle strip ordering as shown in Figure 14.
Furthermore, each triangle is numbered such that the left
child of a triangle with number n receives the number 2n
and the right child is numbered 2n+1 if the level l of the par-
ent triangle is odd and vice versa if it is even as shown in
Figur  24. For a given triangle, bitwise logical operations
can be used to compute the adjacent triangle that shares the
common refinement vertex. Each vertex is associated with
the two numbers of the triangles that it refines.
FIGURE 24. Triangle numbering.
This ordering and triangle numbering imposes a binary
classification of triangles in a matching bin-tree triangula-
tion into up- or down-triangles. In a depth-first traversal of
the bin-tree hierarchy, an up-triangle can only be followed
by a triangle on the same or higher level (coarser triangle) in
the hierarchy. Similarly, a down-triangle can only have a
neighbor on the same or lower level of the hierarchy. There-
fore, the starting triangle and one bit per triangle is suffi-
cient to encode an adaptive bin-tree triangulation.
Furthermore, vertices only need to be specified on their first
occurrence in the bin-tree traversal. Based on this traversal
and numbering technique an efficient compressed represen-
tation of a triangle bin-tree hierarchy is proposed. Moreover,
it is shown how an arbitrary adaptive triangulation can effi-
ciently be extracted from the code stream that represents the
entire bin-tree hierarchy, and that can be read and processed
efficiently from disk.
The triangulation algorithm and data structure presented
in [Ger99] are particularly tailored towards efficient repre-
sentation and traversal of the binary triangle hierarchy. The
proposed encoding of the triangle bin-tree is very interesting
from the point of view that it can be used to access an adap-
tive triangulation efficiently even if the bin-tree is stored
sequentially on disk. The proposed multiresolution triangu-
lation framework provides most of the important features
such as continuous LOD, fast rendering, and compact repre-
sentation.
5. LOD Error Metric
In this section we review the major error metrics that have
been proposed for the discussed terrain triangulation algo-
rithms.
5.1 Object-Space Approximation Error
To render deformed parametric surfaces, several recursive
subdivision criteria are given in [VHB87] that take into account
local curvature, intersection of surfaces, and silhouette bound-
aries. While these subdivision criteria are not directly applica-
ble to terrain height-fields, the local curvature criterion, or
flatness, is similar to other geometric approximation error
metrics used for terrain triangulation.
The approximation error proposed in [SS92] is the verti-
cal distance of a removed vertex with respect to its linear
interpolation provided by the parent node as shown in
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Fig. 25 Triangle numbering.
This ordering and triangle numbering imposes a binary
classification of triangles in a conforming bin-tree triangula-
tion into up- or down-t iangles. In a d pth-first traversal of
the bin-tree hierarchy, an up-triangle can only be followed
by a triangle on the same or higher level (coarser triangle)
in the hierarchy. Similarly, a down-triangle can only have a
neighbor on th same or lower level of the hierarchy. There-
fore, the starting triangle and one bit per triangle is sufficient
to encode an adaptive bin-tree triangulation. Furthermore,
vertices only need to be specified on their first occurrence
in the bi -tree travers l. Based on this tr versal and number-
ing technique an efficient compressed representation of a tri-
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angle bin-tree hierarchy is proposed. Moreover, it is shown
how an arbitrary adaptive triangulation can efficiently be ex-
tracted from the code stream that represents the entire bin-
tree hierarchy, and that can be read and processed efficiently
from disk.
The triangulation algorithm and data structure presented
in [19] are particularly tailored towards efficient representa-
tion and traversal of the binary triangle hierarchy. The pro-
posed encoding of the triangle bin-tree is very interesting
from the point of view that it can be used to access an adap-
tive triangulation efficiently even if the bin-tree is stored se-
quentially on disk. The proposed multiresolution framework
provides most of the important features such as continuous
LOD, fast rendering, and compact representation.
4.3 Discussion
The different multiresolution terrain triangulation
approaches reviewed in this section all contribute unique
features and improvements to the class of restricted
quadtree and bin-tree triangulations. The basic adaptive
multiresolution triangulation framework has been
introduced in [58]. The approaches of [34] and [42] follow
this concept of an adaptive quadtree hierarchy, while the
methods presented in [13], [14] and [19] describe the same
class of triangulations from the point of a binary triangle
subdivision hierarchy.
Very efficient triangulation algorithms are the focus of
[34], [42], [35] and [5], which are based on a simple ver-
tex selection strategy, and [13], which is based on a priori-
tized triangle merge and split concept. Error saturation con-
forming to the restricted quadtree triangulation constraints
introduced in [42] and [19], has been extended to efficient
view-dependent error metrics and LOD selection algorithms
in [35], [20] and [5]. While effective, most other triangle
bin-tree based approaches are slightly more complex due
to recursively splitting triangles and resolving propagated
forced splits, and thus have some disadvantages compared
to the simple quadtree based vertex selection algorithms. All
surveyed methods are capable of generating smooth adap-
tive LODs for efficient terrain surface approximation, and,
though not explicitly described, RTIN [14] can generate tri-
angle strips for fast rendering.
The main objective of this kind of algorithms was to
compute on the CPU the minimum number of triangles to
render each frame, so that the graphic board was able to sus-
tain the rendering. More recently, the impressive improve-
ments of the graphics hardware both in term of computa-
tion and communication speed shifted the bottleneck of the
process from the GPU to the CPU. In the next section we
will show how these methods can be made more efficient in
terms of raw triangle throughput by employing cluster based
approaches.
5 Cluster Triangulations
The impressive improvement of graphics hardware in terms
of computation and communication speed is reshaping the
real-time rendering domain. A number of performance and
architectural aspects have a major impact on the design of
real-time rendering methods.
Todays GPUs are able to sustain speeds of hundreds
of millions of triangles per second; this fact has two
important implications for real-time rendering methods.
First of all, to sustain such speeds, the CPU workload of
the adaptive rendered has to be reduced to few instruction
cycles per rendered triangle. Second, since the target
rendering speed is two orders of magnitudes larger than
the number of screen pixels, there is an expectation for
high quality scenes with millions of triangles per frame.
On classic vertex- or triangle-based structures, managing
and storing very large dependency graphs at run-time
becomes a major bottleneck, mostly due to random-access
traversals with poor cache-coherence. Moreover, current
GPUs are optimized for retained mode graphics, and
their maximum performance is obtained only when using
specific preferential data paths. This typically means using
stripified, indexed, and well packed and aligned primitives
to exploit on-board vertex caches and fast render routes. In
addition, the number of primitive batches (i.e. the number of
DrawIndexedPrimitive calls) per frame has to be kept low,
as driver overhead would otherwise dominate rendering
time [64]. Finally, maximum performance is only obtained
when rendering from on-board memory. Editing on-board
memory introduces however synchronization issues
between CPU and GPU, which is a problem for dynamic
LOD techniques. In this setting, approaches which select,
at each frame, the minimum set of triangles to be rendered
in the CPU typically do not have a sufficient throughput to
feed the GPU at the top of its capacity, both because of the
per-triangle cost and the complexity associated to sending
geometry in the correct format through preferential paths.
Since the processing rate of GPUs is increasing faster than
that of CPUs, the gap between what could be rendered by
the graphics hardware and what the CPU is able to compute
on the fly to generate adaptive triangulations is doomed to
widen.
For such reasons many techniques have been recently
proposed to reduce the per-primitive workload by compos-
ing at run-time pre-assembled optimized surface patches,
making it possible to employ the retained-mode rendering
model instead of the less efficient direct rendering approach
for all CPU-GPU communication tasks. The main common
point of these methods, that we call here Cluster Triangu-
lations, is that they move the LOD unit up from points or
triangles to small contiguous portions of a mesh.
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5.1 Tiled Blocks
A classic example of a Cluster Triangulations approach
are tiled blocks techniques (e.g. [26,63]), which partition
the terrain into square patches tessellated at different
resolutions. A full survey of this subject is beyond this
survey, devoted to quadtree approaches. We restrict our
presentation to [55] which proposes a combination of tiled
blocks and restricted quadtree triangulations. The method
strives to improve CPU / GPU communication efficiency
by incremental batched communication of updates. In this
approach, the terrain mesh is partitioned into equal tiles
of size 257x257, with an overlap of one sample in either
direction. For each tile, a fixed set of restricted quadtree
meshes of increasing error is generated, resulting in a
nested mesh hierarchy per tile. At run-time a specific LOD
is selected independently for each tile, and the relevant
updates are sent to the GPU. Each finer level is represented
by all coarser level vertices plus the additional ones. By
caching the current mesh on the GPU, only the additional
vertices need to be sent, reducing the required bandwidth
by 50%. Since vertices are transferred by groups, efficient
vertex array techniques can be employed to boost transfer
efficiency. In [55] all vertex data for a given tile is stored
in a single vertex array, which grows by a block for each
LOD, while the connectivity is stored in a separate per
level element array. In order to smoothly transition surface
changes, the method exploits the concept of geomorphing
[27] which interpolates vertex attributes between LODs.
The main challenge for this technique, as for all tiled
block techniques, is to seamlessly stitch block boundaries,
which requires extra run-time work. In [55] boundaries of
neighboring tiles are detected and connected using run-time
generated triangles. This need to remesh boundaries
is avoided in the quadtree-based techniques that will
be presented next. Moreover, the technique is not fully
adaptive, and limits simplification to pure subsampling, in
order to support progressive vertex transmission.
5.2 Cached Triangle Bin-Trees
RUSTIC [47] and CABTT [31] are both extensions of the
ROAM [13] algorithm that improve rendering performance
through the addition of coarse-grained on-board caching.
RUSTIC is an extension of the basic ROAM algorithm in
which preprocessed static subtrees of the ROAM triangle
bin-tree are used. The CABTT approach is very similar
to RUSTIC, but triangle clusters are dynamically created,
cached and reused during rendering. Triangle clusters
form the unit for LOD refinement/coarsening operations,
and can be cached on the GPU as vertex arrays. Improved
performance over ROAM is gained by rendering the meshes
as triangle strips. Since all adaptively refined graphs are still
ROAM graphs, adaptive triangulations are guaranteed to be
conforming.
These methods demonstrate the performance benefits
of coarse grain LOD adaptation, but limited its application
to geometry caching. A particular contribution of these
methods was to show that, even though the number of
triangles per frame increased by a factor of 50%, with
respect to ROAM, the overall rendering performance was
boosted by a factor of four due to the order of magnitude
raw performance increase of the rendering interface.
5.3 Combining Regular and Irregular Triangulations
BDAM [7], P-BDAM [8], and HyperBlock-QuadTIN [30]
generalized the caching approach by combining regular
and irregular triangulations in the same GPU friendly
framework. The main insight of these methods is to
separate the coarse topology of the multiresolution method,
managed using semi-regular fine geometry of the objects,
managed using triangulations. In other words, the task of
the multiresolution structure is to generate adaptive regular
partitions of the terrain domain using data independent
techniques, while the task of the geometry is to approximate
the data inside the partition with a fixed triangle count mesh
with appropriate boundary constraints.
HyperBlock-QuadTIN. QuadTIN [44] is an efficient
quadtree-based triangulation approach to irregular input
point sets with improved storage cost and feature adaptive
sampling resolution. It preserves a regular quadtree
multiresolution hierarchy over the irregular input data set
(see Section 4.1). HyperBlock-QuadTIN [30] extends the
basic QuadTIN [44] method by creating a coarse grained
tree structure of blocks that store different triangulation
levels. Similar to the clustering performed by RUSTIC
[47] and CABTT [31] on ROAM hierarchies but with the
additional advantage of direct support of irregular point
sets. The construction process starts by a full QuadTIN
hierarchy which is then clustered into fixed size blocks by
traversing it coarse to fine. At run-time, the coarse block
hierarchy is traversed, and resolution levels are selected on
a block-by-block basis. A global crack-free triangulation
is ensured by adjusting the selected block levels so that
they meet restricted quadtree constraints. A simplified
illustration of an example of restricted quadtree blocks of
HyperBlock-QuadTIN [30] is given in Figure 26.
Fig. 26 Adaptive elevation grid and the corresponding LOD hyper-
blocks of levels 1 and 2.
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Batched Dynamic Adaptive Meshes (BDAM). The BDAM
approach [7] seamlessly combines the benefits of TINs and
restricted quadtree triangulation in a single data structure for
multiresolution terrain modeling. BDAM is a specialization
of the more general Batched Multi-Triangulation framework
[9]. It is based on the idea of exploiting the partitioning in-
duced by a recursive subdivision of the input domain in a hi-
erarchy of right triangle clusters to generate a coarse grained
multiresolution structure. The partitioning consists of a for-
est of triangle bin-trees (see also Section 4.2) covering the
input domain.
The partitioning consists of replacing a triangular region
σ with two triangular regions obtained by splitting σ at the
midpoint of its longest edge [51,52]. To guarantee that a
conforming mesh is always generated after a bisection, the
two triangular regions sharing σ ’s longest edge are split at
the same time. These pairs of triangular regions are called
diamonds and cover a square. The dependency graph encod-
ing the multiresolution structure is thus a DAG with at most
two parents and at most four children per node (conceptually
the same as in [34]).
This structure has the important property that, by selec-
tively refining or coarsening it on a diamond by diamond
basis, it is possible to extract conforming variable resolution
mesh representations. BDAM exploits this property to con-
struct a coarse grained LOD structure. This is done by as-
sociating to each triangle region s a small triangle patch, up
to a given triangle count, of the portion of the surface con-
tained in it. Each patch is constructed so that vertices along
the longest edge of the region are kept fixed during a dia-
mond coarsening operation (or, equivalently, so that vertices
along the shortest edge are kept fixed when refining). In this
way, it is ensured that each mesh composed by a collection
of small triangle patches arranged as a triangle bin-tree gen-
erates a globally correct and conforming triangulation (see
Figure 27).
a)
b)
level i
c)
level i−1
Fig. 27 a) BDAM triangle clusters of a diamond structure. Coarsening
of two diamonds in b) to one in c) with coarsening vertices along the
shared boundary (in yellow). Highlighted vertices (in red) shared with
neighboring diamonds remain unchanged.
At run-time, the LOD is chosen by a triangle bin-tree re-
finement over the triangle patches (based on saturated error
[7,8] or incremental refinement based on a dual queue tech-
nique [9]). The selection cost is thus amortized over patches
of thousands of triangles.
The highest resolution triangle patches sample the input
data at a matching resolution, while coarser level patches
contain TINs constructed by constrained edge-collapse sim-
plification of child patches. In a preprocess, simplification is
carried out fine-to-coarse level-by-level, and independently
for each diamond. The whole simplification process is inher-
ently massively parallel, because the grain of the individual
task is very fine and synchronization is required only at the
completion of each bin-tree level (see also Figure 28).
Fig. 28 Construction of a BDAM through a sequence of (parallel) sim-
plification and marking steps. Each triangle represents a terrain patch
composed by many triangles, as in Figure 27.
5.4 4-8 Mesh Cluster Hierarchies
An approach similar to BDAM, but described in terms of a
4-8 mesh hierarchy and optimized for regular grids is intro-
duced in [28]. The authors remark that, with current ren-
dering rates, it is now possible to render adaptive scenes
with triangles that have a projected size of one or few pix-
els. At this point, it is no longer desirable to make trian-
gles nonuniform in screen space due to variations in sur-
face roughness, since this will only lead to sub-pixel trian-
gles and thus to artifacts. The authors therefore rewrite the
BDAM approach in terms of regular grids, replacing geo-
metric patch simplification with low-pass filtering. In ad-
dition, while the original BDAM work encoded the hierar-
chy with triangle bin-trees, this work explicitly encodes the
graph of diamonds, and incrementally refines and coarsens
it using ROAM’s dual queue incremental method. Another
contribution of the work is that geometry and texture are
handled in the same framework. That is, both geometry and
textures are treated as small regular grids, called tiles, de-
fined for each diamond in the hierarchy. Each grid corre-
sponds to two patches sharing the main diagonal. The rela-
tive density of the grids are adjusted to maintain a fixed ratio
of texels per triangle.
6 LOD Error Metric
In this section we review the major error metrics that have
been proposed for the discussed terrain triangulation algo-
rithms.
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6.1 Object-Space Approximation Error
To render deformed parametric surfaces, several recursive
subdivision criteria are given in [62] that take into
account local curvature, intersection of surfaces, and
silhouette boundaries. While these subdivision criteria are
not directly applicable to terrain height-fields, the local
curvature criterion, or flatness, is similar to other geometric
approximation error metrics used for terrain triangulation.
The approximation error proposed in [58] is the vertical
distance of a removed vertex with respect to its linear inter-
polation provided by the parent node as shown in Figure 29.
The error of vertex B is its vertical distance to the average el-
evation of A and C. An example of mergible nodes, with re-
spect to Section 4.1, is given in Figure 29. Given that the ap-
proximation error of all removed vertices (outlined points in
Figure 29-b) is within the given tolerance, and given that no
other neighboring nodes violate the restricted quadtree con-
straint, the nodes and triangles of Figure 29-a can be merged
into the larger node Figure 29-b.
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Figure 25. The error of vertex B is its vertical distance to the
average elevation of A and C. An example of mergible
nodes, with respect to Section 3.2, is given in Figure 25.
Given that the approximation error of all removed vertices
(outlined points in Figure 25-b) is within the given toler-
ance, and given that no other neighboring nodes violate the
restricted quadtree constraint, the nodes and triangles of
Figure 25-a can be merged into the larger node Figure 25-b.
FIGURE 25. Initial four leaf nodes shown in a) that are
merged in b) with the outlined points denoting the removed
vertices in the merged node.
A major problem of the proposed bottom-up quadtree
initialization in [SS92] is the computation of the approxima-
tion error metric. While the vertical distance of a removed
vertex (B in Figure 25) with respect to its linear interpola-
tion (line between A and C in Figure 25) in the immediate
parent node may be below a given error threshold τ, it is not
clear that this removed vertex is within τ distance to the
final result of an iterative bottom-up merging process. As
shown for a 2D example in Figure 26, this error metric is not
monotonic. In fact, the resulting simplified surface based on
this method does not interpolate the removed vertices within
a bounded distance.
However, the top-down triangulation approach in [SS92]
computes the distance to the original surface for each vertex
with respect to the current adaptive restricted quadtree sur-
face approximation. Therefore, no accumulation of errors
beyond the given threshold τ can occur, and the recon-
structed surface map is a correct τ-approximation.
FIGURE 26. Merging of nodes satisfying the approximation
error threshold locally may result in intolerable large
accumulated errors with respect to the final result.
A similar vertical distance measure has been used in
[EKT01] and [Paj98a], modified to satisfy the monotonicity
requirement outlined in [DWS+97]. However, in contrast to
[EKT01], and also [DWS+97], which define the error metric
on triangles, the RQT approach [Paj98a] defines the error
metric on vertices. If precomputed per triangle it is straight
forward to make the error metric monotonic, setting it to the
maximum distance of vertices within the domain of the tri-
angle. However, a geometric approximation error attribute
has to be stored for each triangle that can ever be formed by
the adaptive multiresolution triangulation method. This can
be quite a costly approach in terms of memory usage as this
number is several times larger than the number of input ele-
ments (elevation values). The per-vertex error metric pro-
posed in [Paj98a] eliminates this memory cost.
It has been observed in [Paj98a, Paj98b] that for object-
space geometric error metrics the dependency graph shown
in Figure 11 can be encoded into the error metric itself by a
technique known as error saturation. As demonstrated in
Figure 27-a, the selection of a particular vertex P (black
square) due to its error value ε = 9, exceeding the allowed
tolerance τ = 5, causes several forced triangle splits (dashed
grey lines). To avoid such forced splits, error values are
propagated and maximized along the dependency graph, as
shown in Figure 27-b. This error saturation is performed in
the preprocess: Each vertex stores the maximum value of all
propagated errors and its own computed error, and propa-
gates this maximum further along the dependency graph.
This preprocess can be implemented by a simple traversal
over the grid-digital elevation values. Therefore, a fast top-
down selection of vertices according to their saturated error
metric directly yields an adaptive and matching triangula-
tion of a restricted quadtree, without the need of enforcing
any quadtree constraints, forced splits or resolving depen-
dency relations. This error saturation techniques has also
been observed in [GRW00] and can be applied in various
ways to enforce constraints on multiresolution hierarchies
such as topology preservation in isosurface extraction
[GP00].
FIGURE 27. Initial error metric shown in a) for selected
vertices, white vertices are below and black vertices above
the error threshold τ=5. Forced splits are indicated with
dashed grey lines. Propagation of error saturation shown in
b) for the vertex causing the forced splits.
Other geometric distance metrics, instead of the vertical
offset measure, must be treated in a similar way to preserve
monotonicity for an efficient output sensitive top-down
adaptive mesh refinement approach.
An object-space geometric approximation error metric is
defined in [DWS+97] by calculating for each triangle t in the
bin-tree hierarchy the thickness εt of a bounding wedgie that
encloses all children of its subtree as shown in Figure 28.
This measure bounds the maximal deviation of a simplified
mesh with respect to the full resolution input data, however,
has to be computed and stored for every triangle that can
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Figure 25. The error of vertex B is its vertical distance to the
average elevation of A and C. An example of mergible
nodes, with respect to Section 3.2, is given in Figure 25.
Given that the approximation r or of all removed vertices
(outlin d points in Figure 25-b) is within the given toler-
ance, and given that no other neighboring nodes violate the
restricted quadtree constraint, the nodes and triangles of
Figure 25-a can be merged into the larger node Figure 25-b.
FIGURE 25. Initial four l af nodes shown in a) that are
merged in b) with the outlined points denoting the removed
vertices in the merged node.
A major problem of the proposed bottom-up quadtree
initialization in [SS92] is the computation of the approxima-
tion error metric. While the vertical distance of a removed
vertex (B in Figure 25) with respect to its linear interpola-
tion (line between A and C in Figure 25) in the immediate
parent node may be below a given error threshold τ, it is not
clear that this removed vertex is within τ distance to the
final result of an iterative bottom-up merging process. As
shown for a 2D example in Figure 26, this error metric is not
monotonic. In fact, the resulting simplified surface based on
this method does not interpolate the removed vertices within
a bounded distance.
However, the top-down triangulation approach in [SS92]
computes the distance to the original surface for each vertex
with respect to the current daptive restricted quadtree sur-
fa e approximation. Therefore, no accumulation of errors
beyond the given threshold τ can occur, and the recon-
structed surfac  map is a orrect τ-approximation.
FIGURE 26. Merging of nodes satisfying the approximation
error threshold locally may result in intolerable large
accumulated errors with respect to the final result.
A similar vertical distance measure has been used in
[EKT01] and [Paj98a], modified to satisfy the monotonicity
requirement outlined in [DWS+97]. However, in contrast to
[EKT01], and also [DWS+97], which define the error metric
on triangles, the RQT approach [Paj98a] defines the error
metric on vertices. If precomputed per triangle it is straight
forward to make the error metric monotonic, setting it to the
maximum distance of vertices within the domain of the tri-
angle. However, a geometric approximation error attribute
has to be stored for each triangle that can ever be formed by
the adaptive multiresolution triangulation method. This can
be quite a costly approach in terms of memory usage as this
number is several times larger than the number of input ele-
ments (elevation values). The per-vertex error metric pro-
posed in [Paj98a] eliminates this memory cost.
It has been observed in [Paj98a, Paj98b] that for object-
space geometric error metrics the dependency graph shown
in Figure 11 can be encoded into the error metric itself by a
technique known as error saturation. As demonstrated in
Figure 27-a, the selection of  particular vertex P (black
squar ) due to its error value ε = 9, xceeding the allowed
tol rance τ = 5, causes several forced triangle splits (dashed
grey lines). T  avoid such forced splits, error values are
propag ted and aximized along the dep dency graph, as
shown in Figure 27-b. This error saturation is performed in
the preprocess: Each vertex stores the maxi um value of all
propagated errors and its own computed error, and propa-
gates this maximum further along the dependency graph.
This preprocess can be implemented by a simple traversal
over the grid-digital elevation values. Therefore, a fast top-
down selection of vertices according to their saturated error
metric directly yields an adaptive and matching triangula-
tion of a restricted quadtree, without the need of enforcing
any quadtree constraints, forced splits or resolving depen-
dency relations. This error saturation techniques has also
been observed in [GRW00] and can be applied in various
ways to enforce constraints on multiresolution hierarchies
such as topology preservation in isosurface extraction
[GP00].
FIGURE 27. Initial error metric shown in a) for selected
vertices, white vertices are below and black vertices above
the error threshold τ=5. Forced splits are indicated with
dashed grey lines. Propagation of error saturation shown in
b) for the vertex causing the forced splits.
Other geometric distance metrics, instead of the vertical
offset measure, must be treated in a similar way to preserve
monotonicity for an efficient output sensitive top-down
adaptive mesh refinement approach.
An object-space geometric approximation error metric is
defined in [DWS+97] by calculating for each triangle t in the
bin-tree hierarchy the thickness εt of a bounding wedgie that
encloses all children of its subtree as shown in Figure 28.
This measure bounds the maximal deviation of a simplified
mesh wit  respect to the full resolution input data, however,
has to be computed and stored for every triangle that can
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Fig. 29 Initial four leaf n des sh w in a) that are merg in b) with
the outlined points d noting the removed vertices in the merged node.
A maj r pr blem of t e proposed bottom-up quadtree
initialization in [58] is th computation of the app oximation
error metric. While th vertical distance of a removed vert x
(B in Figure 29) with respect to its linear interpolation (line
between A and C in Figure 29) in the immediat parent node
may be below given error threshold τ , it is not clear that
this removed vertex is within t distanc t th final result of
an iterative bottom-up merging process. As shown for a 2D
example in Figure 30, this error metric is not monotonic. In
fact, the resulting simplified surf ce based on this method
does n t interpolat the rem ved vertices within a bounded
distance.
However, the top-down triangulation approach in [58]
computes the distance to the original surface for each ver-
tex with respect to the current adaptive restricted quadtree
surface approximation. Therefore, no accumulation of er-
rors beyond the given threshold τ can occur, and the recon-
structed surface map is a correct τ-approximation.
A similar verti al distance measure has been used in [14]
and [42], modified to satisfy the monotonicity requirement
outlined in [13]. However, in contrast to [14], and also [13],
which define the error metric on triangles, the RQT approach
[42] defines the error metric on vertices. If precomputed per
triangle it is straight f rward to ak the error metric mono-
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Figure 25. The error of vertex B is its vertical distance to the
average elevation of A and C. An example of mergible
nodes, with respect to Section 3.2, is given in Figure 25.
Given that the approximation error of all removed vertices
(outlined points in Figure 25-b) is within the given toler-
ance, and given that no other neighboring nodes violate the
restricted quadtree constraint, the nodes and triangles of
Figure 25-a can be merged into the larger node Figure 25-b.
FIGURE 25. Initial four leaf nodes shown in a) that are
merged in b) with the outlined points denoting the removed
vertices in the merged node.
A major problem of the proposed bottom-up quadtree
initialization in [SS92] is the computation of the approxima-
tion error metric. While the vertical distance of a removed
vertex (B in Figure 25) with respect to its linear interpola-
tion (line between A and C in Figure 25) in the immediate
parent node may be below a given error threshold τ, it is not
clear that this removed vertex is within τ distance to the
final result of an iterative bottom-up merging process. As
shown for a 2D example in Figure 26, this error metric is not
monotonic. In fact, the resulting simplified surface based on
this method does not interpolate the removed vertices within
a bounded distance.
However, the top-down triangulation approach in [SS92]
computes the distance to the original surface for each vertex
with respect to the current adaptive restricted quadtree sur-
face approximation. Therefore, no accumulation of errors
beyond the given threshold τ can occur, and the recon-
structed surface map is a correct τ-approximation.
FIGURE 26. Merging of nodes satisfying the approximation
error threshold locally may result in intolerable large
accumulated errors with respect to the final result.
A similar vertical distance measure has been used in
[EKT01] and [Paj98a], modified to satisfy the monotonicity
requirement outlined in [DWS+97]. However, in contrast to
[EKT01], and also [DWS+97], which define the error metric
on triangles, the RQT approach [Paj98a] defines the error
metric on vertices. If precomputed per triangle it is straight
forward to make the error metric monotonic, setting it to the
maximum distance of vertices within the domain of the tri-
angle. However, a geometric approximation error attribute
has to be stored for each triangle that can ever be formed by
the adaptive multiresolution triangulation method. This can
be quite a costly approach in terms of memory usage as this
number is several times larger than the number of input ele-
ments (elevation values). The per-vertex error metric pro-
posed in [Paj98a] eliminates this memory cost.
It has been observed in [Paj98a, Paj98b] that for object-
space geometric error metrics the dependency graph shown
in Figure 11 can be encoded into the error metric itself by a
technique known as error saturation. As demonstrated in
Figure 27-a, the selection of a particular vertex P (black
square) due to its error value ε = 9, exceeding the allowed
tolerance τ = 5, causes several forced triangle splits (dashed
grey lines). To avoid such forced splits, error values are
propagated and maximized along the dependency graph, as
shown in Figure 27-b. This error saturation is performed in
the preprocess: Each vertex stores the maximum value of all
propagated errors and its own computed error, and propa-
gates this maximum further along the dependency graph.
This preprocess can be implemented by a simple traversal
over the grid-digital elevation values. Therefore, a fast top-
down selection of vertices according to their saturated error
metric directly yields an adaptive and matching triangula-
tion of a restricted quadtree, without the need of enforcing
any quadtree constraints, forced splits or resolving depen-
dency relations. This error saturation techniques has also
been observed in [GRW00] and can be applied in various
ways to enforce constraints on multiresolution hierarchies
such as topology preservation in isosurface extraction
[GP00].
FIGURE 27. Initial error metric shown in a) for selected
vertices, white vertices are below and black vertices above
the error threshold τ=5. Forced splits are indicated with
dashed grey lines. Propagation of error saturation shown in
b) for the vertex causing the forced splits.
Other geometric distance metrics, instead of the vertical
offset measure, must be treated in a similar way to preserve
monotonicity for an efficient output sensitive top-down
adaptive mesh refinement approach.
An object-space geometric approximation error metric is
defined in [DWS+97] by calculating for each triangle t in the
bin-tree hierarchy the thickness εt of a bounding wedgie that
encloses all children of its subtree as shown in Figure 28.
This measure bounds the maximal deviation of a simplified
mesh with respect to the full resolution input data, however,
has to be computed and stored for every triangle that can
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Fig. 30 Merging of nodes satisfying the approximation error threshold
locally may result in intolerable large accumulated errors with respect
to the final result.
tonic, setting it to the maximum distance of vertices withi
the domain of the triangle. However, a geometric approxi-
mation error att ibute has to be stored or each triangle that
can be f rmed by the adaptive mul iresolution triangu-
lation method. This can be quite a costly approach in terms
of me ory usage as this number is several times larger than
the number of input elements (elevation values). The per-
vertex error metric proposed in [42] eliminat s this memory
cost.
It has been observed in [42,43] and [41] that for
object-space geometric error metrics the dependency
graph shown in Figure 12 can be encoded into the error
metric itself by a technique known as error saturation. As
demonstrated in Figure 31-a, the selection of a particular
vertex P (black square) due to its error value ε = 9,
exceeding the allowed tolerance τ = 5, causes several
forced triangle splits ( ashed g ey line ). To avoid such
forced splits, error values are propa ated nd maximized
along the dependency graph, as shown in Figure 31-b.
This error saturation is performed in the preprocess: Each
vertex stores the maximum value of all propagated errors
and its own computed error, and propagates this maximum
furt r along the dependency graph. Thi preprocess can
be implemented by a simple trave l ov r the grid-digital
levation values. Therefore, a f st top-down selection of
vertices according to their saturated error metric directly
yields an adaptive and conforming triangulation of a
stricted quadtree, without the need of enforcing any
quadtree constraints, forced splits or resolving dependency
relations. This err r saturation tec nique has also been
observed in [22] and can be applied in various ways to
enforce constraints on multiresolution hierarchies such as
topology preservation in isosurface extraction [21].
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Figure 25. The error of vertex B is its vertical distance to the
average elevation of A and C. An example of mergible
nodes, with respect to Section 3.2, is given in Figure 25.
Given that the approximation error of all removed vertices
(outlined points in Figure 25-b) is within the given toler-
ance, and given that no other neighboring nodes violate the
restricted quadtree constraint, the nodes and triangles of
Figure 25-a can be merged into the larger node Figure 25-b.
FIGURE 25. Initial four leaf n des shown in a) that are
merged in b) with the utlined points denoting the removed
vertices in the merged node.
A major problem of the proposed bottom-up quadtree
initialization in [SS92] is the computation of the approxima-
tion error metric. While the vertical distance of a removed
vertex (B in F gure 25) with re p ct to its l near in erpola-
tion (line between A and C in Figure 25) in the immediate
parent node may be below a given rror threshold τ, it is not
clear that this removed rtex is within τ distance to the
final result of an iterative bottom-up merging process. As
shown for a 2D example in Figure 26, this error metric is not
monotonic. In fact, the resulting simplified surface based on
this method does not interpolate the removed vertices within
a bounded istanc .
However, the top-down triangulation approach in [SS92]
computes the distance to the original su face for each vertex
with respect to the cu rent adaptive restricted quadtree sur-
face approximation. Therefore, no accumulation of errors
b yond the given threshold τ can occur, and the recon-
structed surface map is a correct τ-approximation.
FIGURE 26. Merging of nodes satisfying the approximation
error threshold locally may result in intolerable large
accumulated errors with respect to the final result.
A similar vertic l distance measure has been used in
[EKT01] and [Paj98a], modified to satisfy the monotonicity
requirement outlined in [DWS+97]. However, in contrast to
[EKT01], and also [DWS+97], which define the error metric
on triangles, the RQT approach [Paj98a] defines the error
metric on vertices. If precomputed per triangle it is straight
forward to make the error metric monotonic, setting it to the
maximum distance of vertices within the domain of the tri-
angle. However, a geometric approximation error attribute
has to be stored f r each triangle that can ver be form d by
t e adaptive multiresolution triangulation method. This can
be quite a costly approach in terms of memory usage as this
n mber is several times l rger tha  the number of input ele-
ments (elevati  values). The per-vertex e ror metric pro-
posed in [Paj98a] eliminates this m mory cost.
It h s been obser d in [Paj98a, Paj98b] that for obj ct-
space ge metric error metri  th  ependency graph shown
in Figure 11 can be ncoded into the error metric itself by a
technique known as error saturation. As demonstrated in
Figure 27-a, the selection of a particular vertex P (black
square) due to its error value ε = 9, exceeding the allowed
tolerance τ = 5, causes several forced triangle sp its (dashed
grey lines). To avoid such forced splits, error values are
propagated and axi ized along the dependency graph, as
shown in Figure 27-b. This error saturation is performed in
the preprocess: Each vertex stores the maximum value of all
propagated errors and its own computed err r, and propa-
gates this maximum further along the d pendency graph.
This preprocess can be implemented by a simple trav rsal
over he grid-d gital elevation values. T erefore, a fast top-
down selection of vertices according to their saturated error
metric directly yield  an adaptive and matching triangula-
ti n of a re icted quadtree, with ut the need of enforcing
any quadtree constraints, forced splits or resolving depen-
dency relations. This error saturation techniques has also
been observed in [GRW00] and can be applied in various
ways to enforce constrai ts on multiresolution hierarchies
such as topology preservation in isosurface extraction
[GP00].
FIGURE 27. Initial error metric shown in a) for selected
vertices, white vertices are below and black vertices above
the error threshold τ=5. Forced splits are indicated with
dash d grey lines. Propagation of error satur tion shown in
b) for the vertex causing the forced splits.
Other geometric distance metrics, instead of the vertical
offset measure, must be treated in a similar way to preserve
monotonicity for an efficient output sensitive top-down
adaptive mesh refinement approach.
An object-space geometric approximation rror metric is
defined in [DWS+97] by calculating for each triangle t in the
bin-tree hierarchy the thickness εt of a bounding wedgie that
encloses all children of its subtree as shown in Figure 28.
This measure bounds the maximal deviation of a simplified
mesh with respect to the full resolution input data, however,
has to be computed and stored for every triangle that can
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Figure 25. The error of vert x B is its vertical dista ce to the
average elevation of A and C. An exa ple of mergible
nodes, with respect to Section 3.2, is given in Figur  25.
Given that the approximation error of all removed vertices
(outlined points in Figure 25-b) is within the given toler-
ance, and given that no other neighboring nodes violate the
restricted quadtree constraint, the nodes and triangles of
Figure 25-a can be merged into the larger node Figure 25-b.
FIGURE 25. Initial four leaf nodes shown in a) that are
merged in b) with the outlin d points denoting the removed
v rtic s in the m rged node.
A major problem of the prop sed bottom-up qua t e
initialization in [SS92] is the computation of the pproxima-
tion error metric. While the verti al distance of a removed
vertex (B in Figure 25) with re pe t to its linear interpola-
tion (li e between A and C in Figur  25) i  the immediate
parent node may be below a given er or threshold τ, it is not
clear that this remov d v rtex is wi hin τ distance to the
final result of an iterative bottom-up merging process. As
shown for a 2D exampl  in Figur  26, this error metric is not
monotonic. In fact, the resu ting simplified surface based on
this method does no  interpolate the r moved vertices within
a bou ded distance.
However, the op-down triangulation approach in [SS92]
compu es the distance to th  original surface for each vertex
with respect to the cu rent adaptive restrict d quadtree sur-
face approximation. Therefore, no accumulati n of errors
bey n  the given threshold τ can oc ur, and the recon-
stru ted surface map is a cor ect τ- pproximation.
FIGURE 26. Merging of nodes satisfying the approximation
error threshold locally may result in intolerable large
accumulated errors with respect to the final result.
A similar verti al distance measure has been used in
[EKT01] and [Paj98a], modified o satisfy the monotonicity
requirement outlined in [DWS+97]. However, in contrast to
[EKT01], and also [DWS+97], which define the error metric
on triangles, the RQT approach [Paj98a] defines the error
tri  on verti es. If precomputed per triangle it is straight
forw rd to make the erro  metric monotoni , setting it to the
maximum distance of vertices within the domain of the tri-
angle. However, a geometric appr ximation error attribute
has to be stored for each triangle that can ever be formed by
the adaptive multiresolution triangulation method. This can
be quite a costly approach in ter s of memory usage as this
number is several times larger than the number of input ele-
ments (elevation values). The per-vertex error metric pro-
posed in [Paj98a] eliminates this memory cost.
It has been observed in [Paj98a, Paj98b] that for object-
spac  geometric error metrics the dependency graph shown
in F gure 11 c n be encoded into the error metric itself by a
technique known as error saturation. As demonstrated in
Figure 27-a, the selection of a particular vertex P (black
square) due to its error value ε = 9, exceeding the allowed
tolerance τ = 5, ca ses several forced triangle splits (dash d
grey lines). To avoid such forced splits, error values are
propagated and m ximized along the dependency graph, as
shown in Figure 27-b. This error s tura i n is performed in
th  prepro ess: Each v rtex stores the maximum value of all
propagated errors a d its own compute  error, nd propa-
gates this maximum further long th  dependency graph.
This preproc ss can b  implemented by a simple traversal
over the grid-digital elevation values. T erefore, a fast top-
dow  selection of vertices according to thei  saturated error
metric directly yields an daptive and matching triangula-
tion of a estrict d qu dtree, without the e d of enforcing
any quadtree constraint , forced splits or resolving depen-
dency relations. This error saturat on techniques has also
be n observed in [GRW00] and can be applied in various
ways to e force constraints on multiresolution hierarchies
such as topology preservati n in isosu face extraction
[GP00].
FIGURE 27. Initial error metric shown in a) for selected
vertic s, white vertices re below and black vertices above
th  error thresh ld τ=5. Forced splits are indicated with
dash d gr y lines. Pr pagation of error aturation shown in
b) for the vertex causing the forced splits.
Other geometric distance metrics, instead of the vertical
offs t easure, must be treated in a similar way to preserve
monotonicity for an efficient output sensitive top-down
adaptive mesh refinement approach.
An object-space geometr c pproximation error metric is
defined in [DWS+97] by calculating for each triangle t in the
bin-tree hierarchy the thickness εt of a bounding wedgie that
encloses all ch ldren of its ubtree as shown in Figure 28.
This measure bounds the maximal deviation o  a simplified
m h with respect to the full resolution input data, however,
has to b  computed and stor d for every triangle that can
a) b)
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Fig. 31 Initial error metric shown in a) for selected vertices, white
vertices are below and black vertices above the error threshold τ = 5.
Forced splits are indicated with dashed gr y lines. Propagation of error
saturation shown in b) for the vertex causing th forc d splits.
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Other geometric distance metrics, instead of the verti-
cal offset measure, must be treated in a similar way to pre-
serve monotonicity for an efficient output sensitive top-down
adaptive mesh refinement approach.
An object-space geometric approximation error metric
is defined in [13] by calculating for each triangle t in the
bin-tree hierarchy the thickness εt of a bounding wedgie that
encloses all children of its subtree as shown in Figure 32.
This measure bounds the maximal deviation of a simplified
mesh with respect to the full resolution input data, however,
has to be computed and stored for every triangle that can
possibly be defined by the multiresolution hierarchy. This
basic object-space approximation bound is input to a view-
dependent image-space error metric as discussed in the fol-
lowing section.
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possibly be defined by the multiresolution hierarchy. This
basic object-space approximation bound is input to a view-
dependent image-space error metric as discussed in the fol-
lowing section.
FIGURE 28. The thickness of a bounding wedgie defines an
object-space geometric approximation error.
5.2 Image-Space Approximation Error
A static object-space geometric error metric is not sufficient
to adaptively simplify terrain for perspective rendering. This
is because far away regions must be simplified more aggres-
sively than nearby areas. As this depends on the observer’s
location and changes continually, the error metric must be
defined dynamically and view-dependently.
In [LKR+96] the definition of an efficient view-depen-
dent image-space error metric has been proposed that deter-
mines removal or inclusion of vertices for a given
viewpoint. As illustrated in Figure 29, the basic idea of this
error metric is that triangle pairs can be merged if the
change in slope εv at the removed base vertex v projected
into screen space is smaller than a given threshold τ. The
line segment  between the removed base vertex v
and its linear interpolation  is perspectively
projected onto the screen space viewing plane as ρv. If ρv is
smaller than the tolerance τ then the vertex v can be
removed and the corresponding triangle pairs merged. Note
that the projected delta segment ρv is not defined with
respect to the highest resolution mesh or the current LOD
mesh but rather based on the adjacent vertices vl and vr of
the next lower resolution in the quadtree. Therefore,
although hardly noticeable in practice, the metric as defined
in [LKR+96] suffers from the same limitations as the error
computation of the bottom-up triangulation method pre-
sented in [SS92] and does not provide a guaranteed error
bound on the final triangulation. For this, the error metric
must either be saturated correctly, or defined and maximized
on each triangle with respect to the full resolution mesh.
FIGURE 29. Vertical distance δbetween removed base
vertex v and its linear interpolation v.
For efficient block-based mesh simplification, the view-
dependent image-space error metric is extended to entire
quadtree blocks in [LKR+96]. In particular, if for a quadtree
region R the maximum delta projection of all higher resolu-
tion vertices within R is smaller than the threshold τ then
they can be ignored. For an axis-aligned bounding box of a
quadtree block R and given viewing parameters, one can
compute the smallest elevation delta εl and largest εh of that
box that when projected onto screen may exceed τ. There-
fore, if the maximum vertical error εmax of all vertices 
is smaller than εl then R can be replaced by a lower LOD
block, and if εmax is larger than εh then R has to be refined
into smaller blocks. Otherwise the screen space projected
errors ρv of all vertices  have to be computed and com-
pared to τ individually.
The thickness εt of a bounding wedgie as introduced in
[DWS+97] (see Figure 28) can be used to estimate the maxi-
mal image-space distortion ρt of a triangle t for view-depen-
dent simplification similar to the approach presented in
[LKR+96]. Consequently, for any given triangulation T, its
image-space distortion can be bounded by the maximum
projected length ρt of εt of all triangles . Additionally
to this image-space distortion error metric, [DWS+97] pro-
poses several other mesh refinement and simplification
measures such as: backface detail reduction, surface normal
distortion, texture-coordinate distortion, silhouette preserva-
tion, view frustum culling, atmospheric or depth attenua-
tion, and region of interest.
In [LP01] and [Ger03] it has been observed that also
view-dependent error metrics can, in a sense, conservatively
be saturated similar to [Paj98a, Paj98b] for object-space
measures. This works if the image-space error metric ρv of a
vertex v is based on a static geometric approximation error
εv which is perspectively projected into image-space
(divided by dv given the distance dv of the vertex v to the
viewer). For this to work, additionally to εv, a conservative
bounding sphere radius rv is needed for each vertex. This
attribute rv defines a nested bounding sphere hierarchy on
the restricted quadtree vertex dependency graph [LP01]. A
vertex v will be selected for the current LOD triangulation if its
conservative image-space error  is larger than the
given threshold τ.
In SMART [BPS04] the same basic error metric and view-
dependent vertex selection criterion  gives rise to a
τ-sphere defined for each vertex by the radius .
Hence vertex selection is simplified to all vertices whose τ-
spheres contain the viewpoint. Further it is elaborated in
[BPS04] that a so called τ-save-distance can dynamically be
maintained, which bounds for each vertex the deviation of the
viewpoint that does not change the LOD level of the vertex.
This concept allows for optimized LOD computations as well
as efficient vertex caching, and results in significantly
improved LOD meshing and rendering performance.
6. Cluster Triangulations
The impressive improvement of graphics hardware in terms
of computation and communication speed is reshaping the
real-time rendering domain. A number of performance and
architectural aspects have a major impact on the design of
real-time rendering methods.
Todays GPUs are able to sustain speeds of hundreds of
millions of triangles per second; this fact has two important
implications for real-time rendering methods. First of all, to
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Fig. 32 The thickness of a bounding wedgie defines an object-space
geometric approximation error.
6.2 Image-Space Approximation Error
A static object-space geometric error metric is not sufficient
to adaptively simplify terrain for perspective rendering. This
is because far away regions must be simplified more aggres-
sively than nearby areas. As this depends on the observers
location and changes continually, the error metric must be
defined dynamically and view-dependently.
In [34] the definition of an efficient view-dependent
image-space error metric has been proposed that determines
removal or inclusion of vertices for a given viewpoint. As
illustrated in Figure 33, the basic idea of this error metric
is that triangle pairs can be merged if the change in slope
εv at the removed base vertex v projected into screen space
is smaller than a given threshold τ . The line segment
ε = v− v¯ between the removed base vertex v and its linear
interpolation v¯ = (vl + vr)/2 is perspectively projected
onto the screen space viewing plane as ρv. If ρv is smaller
than the tolerance τ then the vertex v can be removed and
the corresponding triangle pairs merged. Note that the
projected delta segment ρv is not defined with respect to
the highest resolution mesh or the current LOD mesh
but rather based on the adjacent vertices vl and vr of the
next lower resolution in the quadtree. Therefore, although
hardly noticeable i practice, the metric as defined in [34]
suffers from the same limitations as e error computat on
of th bottom-up triangulation method presented in [58]
a d does ot provid a guaranteed rror bound on the
final triangulation. For this, the error metric must either
be saturated correctly, or defined and maximized on each
triangle with respect to the full resolution mesh.
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possibly be defined by the multiresolution hierarchy. This
basic object-space approximation bound is input to a view-
dependent image-space error metric as discussed in the fol-
lowing section.
FIGURE 28. The thickness of a bounding wedgie defines an
object-space geometric approximation error.
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A static object-space geometric error metric is not sufficient
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is because far away regions must be simplified more aggres-
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location and changes continually, the error metric must be
defined dynamically and view-dependently.
In [LKR+96] the definition of an efficient view-depen-
dent image-space error metric has been proposed that deter-
mines removal or inclusion of vertices for a given
viewpoint. As illustrated in Figure 29, the basic idea of this
error metric is that triangle pairs can be merged if the
change in slope εv at the removed base vertex v projected
into screen space is smaller than a given threshold τ. The
line segment  between the removed base vertex v
and its linear interpolation  is perspectively
projected onto the screen space viewing plane as ρv. If ρv is
smaller than the tolerance τ then the vertex v can be
removed and the corresponding triangle pairs merged. Note
that the projected delta segment ρv is not defined with
respect to the highest resolution mesh or the current LOD
mesh but rather based on the adjacent vertices vl and vr of
the next lower resolution in the quadtree. Therefore,
although hardly noticeable in practice, the metric as defined
in [LKR+96] suffers from the same limitations as the error
computation of the bottom-up triangulation method pre-
sented in [SS92] and does not provide a guaranteed error
bound on the final triangulation. For this, the error metric
must either be saturated correctly, or defined and maximized
on each triangle with respect to the full resolution mesh.
FIGURE 29. Vertical distance δbetween removed base
vertex v and its linear interpolation v.
For efficient block-based mesh simplification, the view-
dependent image-space error metric is extended to entire
quadtree blocks in [LKR+96]. In particular, if for a quadtree
region R the maximum delta projection of all higher resolu-
tion vertices within R is smaller than the threshold τ then
they can be ignored. For an axis-aligned bounding box of a
quadtree block R and given viewing parameters, one can
compute the smallest elevation delta εl and largest εh of that
box that when projected onto screen may exceed τ. There-
fore, if the maximum vertical error εmax of all vertices 
is smaller than εl then R can be replaced by a lower LOD
block, and if εmax is larger than εh then R has to be refined
into smaller blocks. Otherwise the screen space projected
errors ρv of all vertices  have to be computed and com-
pared to τ individually.
The thickness εt of a bounding wedgie as introduced in
[DWS+97] (see Figure 28) can be used to estimate the maxi-
mal image-space distortion ρt of a triangle t for view-depen-
dent simplification similar to the approach presented in
[LKR+96]. Consequently, for any given triangulation T, its
image-space distortion can be bounded by the maximum
projected length ρt of εt of all triangles . Additionally
to this image-space distortion error metric, [DWS+97] pro-
poses several other mesh refinement and simplification
measures such as: backface detail reduction, surface normal
distortion, texture-coordinate distortion, silhouette preserva-
tion, view frustum culling, atmospheric or depth attenua-
tion, and region of interest.
In [LP01] and [Ger03] it has been observed that also
view-dependent error metrics can, in a sense, conservatively
be saturated similar to [Paj98a, Paj98b] for object-space
measures. This works if the image-space error metric ρv of a
vertex v is based on a static geometric approximation error
εv which is perspectively projected into image-space
(divided by dv given the distance dv of the vertex v to the
viewer). For this to work, additionally to εv, a conservative
bounding sphere radius rv is needed for each vertex. This
attribute rv defines a nested bounding sphere hierarchy on
the restricted quadtree vertex dependency graph [LP01]. A
vertex v will be selected for the current LOD triangulation if its
conservative image-space error  is larger than the
given threshold τ.
In SMART [BPS04] the same basic error metric and view-
dependent vertex selection criterion  gives rise to a
τ-sphere defined for each vertex by the radius .
Hence vertex selection is simplified to all vertices whose τ-
spheres contain the viewpoint. Further it is elaborated in
[BPS04] that a so called τ-save-distance can dynamically be
maintained, which bounds for each vertex the deviation of the
viewpoint that does not change the LOD level of the vertex.
This concept allows for optimized LOD computations as well
as efficient vertex caching, and results in significantly
improved LOD meshing and rendering performance.
6. Cluster Triangulations
The impressive improvement of graphics hardware in terms
of computation and communication speed is reshaping the
real-time rendering domain. A number of performance and
architectural aspects have a major impact on the design of
real-time rendering methods.
Todays GPUs are able to sustain speeds of hundreds of
millions of triangles per second; this fact has two important
implications for real-time rendering methods. First of all, to
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Fig. 33 Vertical distan e εv between removed base vertex v and its
linear interpolation v¯.
For efficient block-based mesh simplificatio , the view-
dependent image-space error metric is extended to entire
quadtree blocks in [34]. In particular, if for a quadtree re-
gion R the maximum delta projection of all higher resolu-
tion vertices within R is smaller than the threshold τ then
they can be ignored. For an a is-ali ned bounding box of
quadtree block R and give iewing par meters, one can
compute the smallest elevation delta εl and largest εh of that
box that when projected onto screen may exceed τ . There-
fore, if the maximum vertical error εmax of all vertices v ∈ R
is smaller than εl then R can be replaced by a lower LOD
block, and if εmax is larger than εh then R has to be refined
into smaller blocks. Otherwise the screen space projected
errors ρv of all vertices v ∈ R have to be com uted an com-
pared to τ individ ally.
The thickness εt of a bounding wedgie as introduced in
[13] (see Figure 32) can be used to estimate the maximal
image-space distortion ρt of a triangle t for view-dependent
simplification similar to the approach presented in [34].
Consequently, for ny given triangulatio T , its image-space
distortion can be bound by the maximum projected
le gth ρt of et of al triangles t ∈ T . Ad itionally to this
image-space distor ion error metric, [13] proposes several
other mesh refinement and simplification measures such
as: backface detail reduction, surface normal distortion,
texture-coordinate distortion, silhouette preservation, view
frustum culling, atmospheric or depth attenuation, and
region of interest.
In [35,36] and [20] it has been observed that also view-
dependent error metrics can, in a sense, conservatively be
saturated similar to [42,42] for object-space measures. This
works if the image-space error metric ρv of a vertex v is
based on a static geometric approximation error εv which
is perspectively projected into image-space (divided by dv
given the distance dv of the vertex v to the viewer). For this
to work, additionally to εv, a conservative bounding sphere
radius rv is needed for each vertex. This attribute rv defines a
nested bounding sphere hierarchy on the restricted quadtree
vertex dependency grap [35,36]. A ve tex v will be selected
for th current LOD triangulation if its conser ative image-
space error ρv = εdv−rv is larger than the given threshold τ .
In SMART [5] the a e basic error metric and view-
dep ndent vertex selection criterion dv < εvτ +rv gives rise to
a τ-sphere defined for each ertex by the ra ius rτv = εvτ +rv.
Hence vertex selection is simplifi d to all v rtices whos t-
spheres con ain the viewpoint. Further it is elaborated in [5]
t at a so cal ed τ-save-distance can dynamically be main-
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tained, which bounds for each vertex the deviation of the
viewpoint that does not change the LOD level of the ver-
tex. This concept allows for optimized LOD computations as
well as efficient vertex caching, and results in significantly
improved LOD meshing and rendering performance.
6.3 Discussion
The error metric of triangle bin-tree approaches is defined on
the triangles in the binary hierarchy. Due to the property of
a binary tree having roughly 2n nodes for n leaf nodes and
a triangle mesh having 2n triangles for n vertices, storage
of a triangle based error metric requires maintaining about
4n error values. In contrast, the quadtree based approaches
define the error metric on vertices and only require n error
values to be stored. Simple geometric approximation error
metrics based on vertical displacement can be found in [58],
[14], [42] and [19]. More sophisticated view-dependent er-
ror metrics such as screen space distortion are discussed in
[34] and [13], and saturated view-dependent error metrics
are presented in [35] and [5]. Projection of a global geo-
metric approximation error metric into image-space will be
most efficient for large scale terrain visualization in practice.
In [13] it was observed that an error metric must be hierar-
chically monotonic to guarantee ε-bounded approximations.
RTIN [14] and RQT [42] in object-space as well as SOAR
[35,36] and SMART [5] in image-space provide such mono-
tonic geometric error metrics.
The type or error metric and error representation has thus
important consequences also on structure size and efficiency.
Arguably the most space efficient representation of a mul-
tiresolution triangulation of a height-field is an implicit hi-
erarchical structure, embedded in an array, with a saturated
error metric defined on the grid of elevation values as pro-
posed in [42] and [35]. This representation does not require
any information to be stored that describes the structure of
the multiresolution hierarchy, and only needs the elevation
and error values for each grid point. Furthermore, such an
elevation grid can also efficiently be partitioned and stored
on a remote server as shown in [42] and [43], or mapped
linearly to disk as demonstrated in [35]. However, this fully
implicit representation is only possible if the tree is com-
plete, i.e., if the input data is a uniformly sampled square.
Other related techniques fot the rfficient representation
and compression of a triangle bin-tree hierarchy is
discussed in [14] and [19]. However, both approaches use
triangle based error metrics which are space inefficient
due to the large number of error values that have to be
stored. Efficient LOD-based spatial access and triangulation
is discussed in [42], and extraction of an adaptive
triangulation in a sequentially stored and compressed
triangle bin-tree representation is considered in [19]. Very
efficient representations are further achieved in cluster
based triangulation approaches such as [7,7,63,28], since
errors and other structural information is only stored per
cluster.
7 System Issues
In this section we want to briefly review a few system and
database level aspects of terrain visualization in conjunction
with the LOD triangulation and rendering algorithms dis-
cussed so far. This includes topics such as dynamic scene
management, progressive or incremental meshing, data stor-
age and retrieval, or client-server architectures that are im-
portant for large scale real-time terrain visualization sys-
tems.
7.1 Dynamic Scene Management
Most of the discussed real-time terrain triangulation and vi-
sualization algorithms assume the entire terrain data set to
be accessed directly in virtual memory and do not explic-
itly consider dynamically loading terrain from disk or from
a database server. Also most algorithms can dynamically
extract a particular LOD triangle mesh from a hierarchical
multiresolution data structure holding the terrain data.
Fully main-memory resident approaches generally gen-
erate a space-LOD query for each rendered frame given the
current view frustum and LOD tolerance threshold t settings.
This query is generally answered using the multiresolution
terrain triangulation hierarchy. Efficient recursive top-down
LOD selection and triangulation algorithms for real-time ter-
rain rendering are presented in [58,34,13,42,14], of which
[34] and [42] address the issue of out-of-core data manage-
ment and are discussed in the following section.
Specifically designed for fast real-time LOD triangula-
tion and rendering in main memory is the system presented
in [13] (ROAM). As discussed in Section 4.2, the run-time
triangulation algorithm of ROAM is based on a greedy algo-
rithm that maintains two priority queues, the split queue Qs
and the merge queue Qm. For each frame the priority queues
Qm and Qs are used to incrementally simplify and refine the
current triangle mesh to reach a triangulation that satisfies
the given error threshold t. The priorities of Qs and Qm are
based on the error metric defined on the triangles.
The ROAM terrain rendering system [13] is designed to
support guaranteed frame rates in an interactive visualiza-
tion application. Despite the maintenance of priority queues
at run-time, which requires order O(n logn) cost for each
update, the method is efficient as it is output sensitive (for
monotonic error metrics) and because the triangulation can
be updated incrementally between rendered frames. In addi-
tion to the basic algorithms, a couple of system level issues
are discussed as well such as reducing the amount of CPU
time spent on updating priorities between frames, or limit-
ing the number of split and merge operations to bound the
triangle count and guarantee consistent frame rates.
Clustered triangulation approaches typically adapt their
representation by traversing an in-core structure that repre-
sents the coarse-grained multiresolution models. BDAM [7],
and P-BDAM [8] use a top-down refinement approach based
on saturated errors and bounding volumes similar to SOAR
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[35,36]. The 4-8 texture hierarchy system [28] use instead
the dual queue approach of ROAM [13]. All these systems
maintain in-core the dependency graph (for a conforming
triangulation) and incrementally fetch from external mem-
ory the required LOD data. The choice of the particular re-
finement strategy is less important for clustered triangulation
approaches than for the other methods surveyed here, since
the run-time dependency graph size is output sensitive and
small, and all operations are amortized over thousands of
rendered triangles.
7.2 Out-of-Core Data Organization
While early systems such as VGIS [29,34,33], ViRGIS [42,
45,46], [27] and TerraVision II [50], as well as extremely
successful viewers such as Google Earth or NASA World-
wind, generally manage the terrain data as a set of rectan-
gular elevation grid tiles, more recent approaches [35,36,5]
use clever indexing and, when possible, memory mapping
techniques.
In tile-based systems the terrain data can easily exceed
the main (or even virtual) memory capacity of the worksta-
tion used for rendering as the data is dynamically loaded
on-demand from disk. VGIS [29,34,33] maintains the ter-
rain data on disk partitioned into a hierarchy of blocks of
129x129 vertices each. Hence at run-time, retrieval of the
terrain data from disk is based on block access at fixed grid
resolutions. In main memory a partial global terrain quadtree
is maintained, and updated dynamically by loading eleva-
tion data blocks on demand from disk. Adaptive simplifica-
tion is performed from this in-core data for each frame based
on the view-dependent block- and vertex-level error metrics
discussed in Section 4.1.
In ViRGIS [42,45,46], a tiled sliding window concept is
applied that dynamically maintains a fraction of the entire
data set in main memory, similar to Figure 1. A dynamic
scene manager dynamically updates the set of visible tiles,
by loading from disk on demand, and maintains each tile it-
self as a RQT. To avoid excessive loading from disk, a strat-
egy of deferred cumulative updates is proposed which incre-
mentally updates grid tiles in-core based on the required ad-
ditional LOD. A multi-client capable terrain server manages
the elevation data in a quadtree database structure, support-
ing LOD-based rectangular range queries as well as LOD-
interval range queries for incremental tile updates. Given a
rectangular query range R an adaptive triangulation for any
specified LOD-interval can be retrieved as indicated in Fig-
ure 34. In that process, the boundary ∂R of the query re-
gion R is resolved such that a conforming triangulation of
the query region R is generated.
Instead of using grid tiles to partition the elevation data,
[4] combines spatial grouping with a LOD priority to clus-
ter elevation data on disk. Starting with a simple group of
vertices of the restricted quadtree triangulation hierarchy,
a cluster is formed by recursively adding same, or similar
LOD child nodes until: the size limit for a single cluster is
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the terrain data to be managed on a separate server and not
locally on the rendering workstation.
VGIS maintains the terrain data on disk partitioned into
files of 129x129 vertices each. All levels of the quadtree
hierarchy are stored on disk, each as a set of blocks of 1292
vertices. Due to this multi-level sub-sampling of the height-
field, elevation values are duplicated on multiple levels. At
run-time, retrieval of the terrain data from disk is strictly
constraint to accessing fixed grid resolutions of 129x129
vertex blocks at a time and no further LOD based access is
supported. In main memory, an approximation of the entire
data set as a global quadtree of the terrain is maintained that
can be dynamically updated by loading macro nodes of
129x129 vertex blocks from disk. On this macro-level, the
decision on which parts of the terrain are loaded at which
fixed grid resolution from disk into main memory is based
on the distance of the viewpoint from the surface. The
height-field data in main memory is then simplified for each
frame based on the view-dependent block- and vertex-level
error metrics discussed in Section 3.3 to render a continuous
adaptive LOD triangulation of the visible terrain.
In contrast, ViRGIS applies a windowing concept that
dynamically maintains a fraction of the entire data set in
main m mory, and uses a tiling of the visible scene. This til-
ing approach supports efficient dynamic scene management,
and updates from the terrain database can be composed from
fixed sized rectangular range-queries, one range-query for
every newly visible tile. The dynamic scene manager main-
tains each terrain tile as a restr cted quadtree triangulation
that generates adaptive LOD triangle strips for fast render-
ing. To avoid computing updates of the terrain triangulation
for each frame, a deferred cumulative updates strategy is
proposed to reduce data management costs without signifi-
cant loss of display quality. The terrain-server, accessible by
multiple concurrent ViRGIS rend ring-clients, maintains
the terrain height-field in a quadtree database that efficiently
supports LOD-based rectangular range queries as outlined
below. Furthermore, it supports LOD-interval range queries
which refine a client’s current ε-approximation by incre-
mentally loadi g more de il for a particular LOD update
interval.
The RQT approach in ViRGIS supports efficient space-
LOD access by supporting rectangular range queries for a
particular LOD [POS+98, PW01]. The query range can be
any height-field grid aligned rectangular region R, and the
LOD can be specified either by an error threshold, or toler-
ance interval. As shown in Figure 33, special attention is
paid to the border ∂R of the query region R. The geometrical
test wether a vertex is inside the query region or not, is
extended by constraints of the restricted quadtree triangula-
tion. The border ∂R must include vertices to form a match-
ing restr cted quadtre  tri ngulation of the query region R as
further discussed in [Paj98a, POS+98, PW01].
FIGURE 33. Rectangular range query shown in a) and
initial vertex selection given in b). RQT constraints are
enforced on the range query as shown in c).
Instead of using grid tiles to partition the elevation data,
[BP03] combines spatial grouping with a LOD priority to clus-
ter elevation data on disk. Starting with a simple group of verti-
ces of the restricted quadtree triangulation hierarchy, a cluster is
formed by recursively adding same, or similar LOD child
nodes until: the size limit for a single cluster is reached, or the
LOD priority of the vertices in the cluster exceeds a tolerated
evenness bound. Hence each cluster forms a part of the
quadtree hierarchy structure and preserves spatial selectivity as
well as uniform LOD distribution within the cluster.
In [Hop98] the entire terrain data set is block-partitioned
into quadratic patches on disk. Each patch may be pre-sim-
plified to a minimum tolerance and stored on disk, however,
block boundaries are preserved at the finest resolution to
guarantee matching triangulations. In main memory, the
interior of each quadratic block is adaptively simplified for
each frame. Simplification across the highly tessellated
block boundaries is performed in a second stage, after
block-internal simplification, to reduce artifacts between
block regions.
A different approach for out-of-core memory manage-
ment of multiresolution data has been presented in [LP01,
LP02] which relies purely on the virtual memory management
functionality of modern operating systems. The basic principle
is to sequentially order the grid-digital elevation samples based
on a hierarchical, recursively defined space-filling curve index-
ing scheme [ARR+97]. The space-filling property of such an
index preserves spatial proximity between index neighbors, and
the hierarchical definition – e.g. of the z-curve index as used in
[LP01] – provides a basic LOD ordering. The multiresolution
restricted quadtree, or bin-tree triangulation hierarchy is thus
mapped to a linear data layout that can be stored on external
memory. The out-of-core data management is then solved by
memory mapping this file at run-time to an array data structure.
View-dependent adaptive LOD triangulation and real-time ren-
dering can then be carried out fully in (virtual) main memory
without specific out-of-core data access mechanisms.
Clustered triangulation approaches obtain their effi-
ciency by moving the granularity of all LOD operations
from individual vertices or triangles to small mesh portions.
This reduces memory needs, since less dependency informa-
tion has to be stored, and offers the possibility to optimize
the throughput by exploiting block-transfer features and
compression at the level of individual mesh portions. As a
triangulation for
error tolerance τ
points and triangles
inside query region R
constrained triangulation
for query region R
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the terr in data to be managed on a sepa ate server and not
l cally on the rendering workstation.
VGIS maintains the terr in data on disk partitioned into
iles of 129x129 verti es each. A l levels of the quadtree
ierarchy are stored on disk, e ch as a set of blocks of 1292
vertic s. Due to th s multi-level sub-sampling of the height-
field, ele tion values are duplicated on multip e levels. At
run-tim , retrieval of the terr in data from disk is strictly
constraint to accessing fixed grid resolutions of 129x129
vertex blocks at  time and no further LOD bas d access is
supported. In main memory, an approximation of th  entire
d ta set as a global quadtre  of the terrain is main ained that
can be dynamically updated by loading macro nodes of
129x129 vertex bl cks from disk. On this macro-level, the
decision on which parts of the te rain are loaded at which
fixed grid resolution from disk into main memory is based
on the distance of the viewp int from the surface. The
height-field data in main memory i  then simplifi d for each
frame based on the view-dependent block- and v rtex-level
error metric  discuss d n Section 3.3 to render a c ntinuous
adaptive LOD triangulation of the visible terrain.
In contrast, ViRGIS applies a indowing concept that
dynamic lly maintains a fraction of th en ire data set in
main emory, and uses a tiling of the visible scene. This til-
ing approach supports efficient dynamic scene management,
and updates from the terr in databas an be comp sed from
fixed sized rectangular rang -queries, on  range-query for
ever newly v sible tile. The dynamic scene man ger main-
tains each terrain tile s a restricted quadtree triangulation
that gener tes adaptive LOD triangle st ips for fast render-
ing. To avoid computing updates of the terrain triangulation
for each frame, a deferred cumulative updates strategy is
propos  to reduce data management costs without signifi-
cant loss of display quality. The ter ain-serv r, accessible by
multiple co current ViRGIS renderi g-clients, maintains
the terrain height-field in a quad ree da abase that efficiently
supports LOD-based rectangular range queries as outlined
below. Furthermore, it supports LOD-interval rang  queries
wh ch refin  a client’s current ε-approximatio  by incre-
ment lly loading more detail for a particul r LOD update
interval.
The RQT approach in ViRGIS supports efficient space-
LOD access by supporting rectangular range que ies for a
particular L D [POS+98, PW01]. The query r ge can be
any height-f eld grid aligned rectangular region R, and the
LOD can be specifi d either by an error threshold, or toler-
an e interval. As shown in Figure 33, special attention is
paid t  the border ∂R of the query region R. The geometrical
test weth  a vertex is inside the query region or not, is
xtended by constraints of he restricted quadtree triangula-
tion. Th  border ∂R must include vertices to form a match-
ing restricted quadtre  triangulation of the query region R as
further discussed in [Paj98a, POS+98, PW01].
FIGURE 33. Rectangular range query shown i  a) and
initial v rtex selection given in b). RQT constraints are
enforced o  the range query as shown in c).
Instead of using grid tiles to partition the elev ion data,
[BP03] combines spatial grouping with a LOD priority to clus-
ter elev tion data on disk. Star ing with a simple group of verti-
c s of the restricted quadtree triangulation ierarchy, a cluster is
formed by r cursively adding same, or similar LOD child
nodes until: the s ze limit for a single cluster is reached, or the
LOD priority of he vertices in the clust r exceeds a tolerated
evenness bound. Hence each cluster forms a part of the
quadtree ierarchy structure and pre erves patial selectivity as
well as uniform LOD d stribu io within the cluster.
In [Hop98] the ntire terr in data set is block-partitioned
into quadratic patche  on disk. Each p tch may be pre-sim-
plified to a minimum tolerance an stored on disk, however,
lock boundaries are preserved at the finest resolution to
guarantee matchi  triangulations. In ain memory, the
interior of e ch quadratic block is adapt vely simplified for
e ch fra e. Simplific ti n across t e highly tessellated
lock boundaries is p rformed in a second stage, after
block-interna  simplification, to reduce artifacts between
block regions.
A different appr ach f r out-of-core me ory manage-
ment of multiresolution data has b en presented in [LP01,
LP02] which relies purely on the virtual memory management
functionality of modern operating ystems. The basic principle
is to sequentially order the rid-digital elevation amples based
on a erarchical, r cursively defined space-filling curve index-
ing scheme [ARR+97]. The space-filling pr perty of such an
ind x pre erves spatial proximity betw en index neighbors, and
the erarchical definition – e.g. of the z-curve index as used in
[LP01] – provides a basic LOD ordering. The multiresolution
restricted quadtree, or bin-tree triangulation ierarc y is thus
mapped to a linear data layout that can be stored o  external
memory. The out-of-core data management i  th n solved by
memory mapping this file at run-time to an rray da a structure.
Vi w-dependent adaptive LOD triangulation and r al-time ren-
dering can then be carried out fully in (virtual) main memory
without specific out-of-core data access mechanisms.
Clus ered triangul tion approaches obta n their effi-
ciency by movin  the granularity of all LOD perations
from indi idual vertices or triangles to small mesh portions.
This reduces memory needs, since less dependency informa-
tion has  be stored, and offers the possibility to optimize
the throughput by exploiting block-transfer features and
compression at the level of individual mesh portions. As a
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the terrain data to be managed on a s p rat  server and not
locally o  the ender ng workstation.
VGIS main ains the terrain data on disk partitioned into
files of 129x129 vertices each. Al  levels of the quadtree
hierarchy a  stored on disk, each as a set of blocks of 1292
vertice . Due to this multi-level sub-sampling of the height-
field, el vation v ues are duplicated on mu tiple levels. At
run-time, retrieval of the terrain data from di k is strictly
co straint t  access ng fixed grid resolutions of 129x129
vertex blocks at a time and no further LOD based access is
supported. I ai  mem ry, n approximation of the tire
data set as a global quadt ee of the terrain is maintained that
can be dynamicall  updated by loading macro n des of
129x129 vertex blocks from disk. On this macro-level, the
dec sion on which par s of the ter ain re lo ded at which
fixed grid resolution fro  disk into ain memory is based
o  the distance of the viewpoint from the surfac . The
he ght-field data ain memory is then simplified for each
frame bas d on the view- pendent block- and vertex-level
error metri s dis ussed in Section 3.3 to ender a continuous
adaptive LOD tri ngulation of the visible terrain.
In contrast, ViRGIS applies a i dowi g concept that
dynamically m intains a fraction of the entire data set in
ai  memory, a d uses a tiling of the visible scene. This til-
ing proach supports efficient dynamic sce e management,
and upda s from the terrain database can be composed from
fixed sized ect ng lar range-queri s, one range-query for
every newly visible tile. The dynamic sce e manager main-
t ins each terrain tile a  a restricte  quadtree tri ngulation
that generates adaptive LOD triangle strips for fast ender-
ing. To avoid comp ting updates of the terr in tri ngulation
for each fr me, a deferred cumulative updates strategy is
prop se  o re uce d ta management costs w thout signifi-
cant loss of displ y quality. The terrain- erv r, acc ssible by
m ltiple concurrent ViRGIS e der ng-clie ts, maintains
the errain he ght-field in  qu tree datab s  that efficiently
supports LOD-based ect ng lar range queries as outlined
below. Furth rmore, it supports LOD-interval range queries
whi h refine a client’s current ε-approx mation by incre-
mentally loading more deta l fo a p rticul r LOD update
interval.
The RQT pproach in ViRGIS supports efficient space-
LOD access by suppo ting rect ng lar range queries for a
particular LOD [POS+98, PW01]. The query range can be
any he ght-field grid aligned r ct gular region R, and the
LOD can be specified ither by an er or threshold, or toler-
ance interval. As shown in Figure 33, special attention is
paid to the border ∂R of the query re i n R. The geometrical
t st w ther a vertex s inside the query reg o  or not, is
extended by co straints of the restricte  quadtree tri ngula-
tion. The border ∂R must include vertices to form a match-
ing restricte  qua tree tri ngulation of the query region R as
further discussed in [Paj98a, POS+98, PW01].
FIGURE 33. Rectangular range query shown in a) and
initial vert x selectio given in b). RQT con tr ints are
nf rced on th range query as shown in c).
I stead of using grid tiles o partition the elevation data,
[BP03] combines spatial grouping w th a LOD pri rity to clus-
ter elevat on data on disk. Starting w th a simple group of verti-
ces of the r stricted quad ree tr angulation hiera chy, a cluster is
formed by recursively adding same, or similar LOD child
nodes until: the size limit for a s ngle lust r is r ached, or the
LOD priority of the vertices in th  clust r xceeds a tolerated
venness bound. H n each cluster forms a par  of the
quadtree hierarchy st uctur  and preserves spati l selectivity as
well as un fo m LOD distribution within the cluster.
In [Hop98] the entire t rrain data set s block-partitioned
into quadr ic patches on disk. E ch patch may be pre-sim-
plified to a minimum tol rance and stored on disk, however,
bl ck bound ies are preserved at the f nest resolution to
guara tee matching tri ngulat ons. In ain memory, the
interior of each quadratic block is adaptively simplified for
each frame. Simplification across he highly tessellated
block boundaries is performed in  second st g , after
block-internal simplifica ion, to reduce artifacts between
block regions.
A different pproach for out-of-core me ory manage-
ment of multiresolution data has be n prese ted in [LP01,
LP02] which reli s purely on the virtual me ory management
functionality of m dern operating systems. The basi  rinciple
is to sequentially order the gr d-digit l elevation sampl s based
on a hier rchi al, recursively efined spac -filling curve index-
ing scheme [ARR+97]. The spac -filling property of such an
index prese ves s atial proximity betwe n index neighbors, and
the hier rchical definition – e.g. of th  z-curv  index as used in
[LP01] – provide  a basic LOD ordering. The mu tiresolution
r stricte quadt ee, or bin-tree triangulation hierarchy is thus
mapped to  line r d a layout hat can b  stored on external
memory. The out-of-core d t  management is then solved by
me ory mapping this file at run-time to n arr y data structure.
View- pen en  adaptive LOD triangula on nd real-time ren-
deri g can then be carried out fully in (virtual) ain memory
without specific out-of-core data acc s  mechanisms.
Cluste ed tri ngul tion pproaches obta n the r effi-
ciency by moving the granularity of all LOD operations
from individual vertices r tri ngles to s all mesh portions.
This reduc s memory needs, since less pendency informa-
tion has to b  stored, and off rs he p ssibility to optimize
the t roughput by exploiti g block-transfer features and
compression at the level of individual mesh portions. As a
triangulation for
error tolerance τ
points and triangl s
inside query region R
cons ai ed triangulation
for query region R
a) b) c)a) b) c)
Fig. 34 Rectangular range query shown in a) and initial vertex selec-
tion given in b). RQT constraints are enforced on the range query as
shown in c).
re ched, or the LOD priority of the vertices in the cluster ex-
ceeds a tolerated evenness bound. Hence each cluster forms
a part of the quadtr e hierarchy stru ture an preserves spa-
tial sel ctivity as w ll as uniform LOD distribution wi hin
the cluster.
In [27] the entire terrain data set is block-partitioned into
quadratic patches on disk. Each patch may be pre-simplified
to a minimum tolerance and stored on disk, however, block
boundaries are pres rved at the finest resol i n to g arantee
conforming tria ulations. In main memor , t e interior of
each quadratic block is adaptively simplified for each frame.
Simplification across the highly tessellated block boundaries
is performed in a second stage, after block-inter al simplifi-
cati n, to redu e artifacts between block regions.
A diff rent roach out- f-core emory
manage ent of multiresolution data has been presented
i [35,36] which relies purely on the virtual memory
management functionality of modern operating systems.
The basic principle is to s qu ntial y order the grid-digital
elevatio amples based on a h era chical, recursively
define space-filling curve indexing scheme [1]. The
space-filling property of such an index preserves spatial
proximity between index neighbors, and the hierarchical
definition e.g. f th z-c ve index s used in [35] provides
a basic LOD ordering. The multiresolution restricted
quadtre , or bin-tree triangulation hierarchy is thus mapped
a linear data layout that can be stored on external
memory. The t-of-c re data anagement is then solved
by memory mapping this file at run-time to an array data
structure. View-depende t adapt ve LOD t iangulation and
real-time rendering can then be carried out fully in (virtual)
main memory without specific out-of-core data access
mechanisms.
Clustered triangulation approaches btain their
efficiency by moving the granularity of all LOD operations
from individual vertices or triangles to small mesh portions.
This reduces memory needs, since less dependency
information has to be stored, and offers the possibility
to optimize the throughput by exploiting block-transfer
features and compression at the level of individual mesh
portions. As a representative example, the BDAM and
P-BDAM [7,8] systems encode the hierarchy of right
triangles that guide their multiresolution partitioning as
a triangle bin-tree, and store the geometry associated to
each bin-tree region in a out-of-core patch repository which
is accessed on a patch by patch basis. This repository
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is constructed in a preprocessing step by a distributed
algorithm that builds the patches bottom-up using
edge collapse simplification with appropriate boundary
constraints. Patches are stored in the repository in a packed
stripified form ready for rendering. Similarly to [36], the
data layout is optimized to improve memory coherency
by sorting patches by level and spatial position. Spatial
sorting is realized using an indexing function based on
a space-filling curve. A separate index, kept in-core,
establishes the relation between triangle bin-tree regions
and stored mesh patches. At run time, the most recently
used patches are cached on the GPU using a LRU strategy,
while the new patches are retrieved by accessing the
repository through memory-mapping primitives. When
dealing with textured terrains, a tiled texture quadtree,
stored in compressed DXT format is overlaid on the
geometry.
The 4-8 texture hierarchy system [28] improves over the
previous approach by integrating geometry and texture in the
same framework. In this case, the diamond region is used in
the data structure rather than the bin-tree triangles. Both ge-
ometry and textures are treated as small regular grids, called
tiles, defined for each diamond in the hierarchy and paged-in
from disk on demand. Loading a new diamond corresponds
to loading two patches sharing the main diagonal. For effi-
cient input and output, files and disk blocks are laid out using
a diamond indexing scheme based on the Sierpinski space-
filling curve. In [23], the client and data access components
are separated to support thin clients and network servers.
7.3 Compression
Various authors have concentrated on combining data com-
pression methods with multiresolution schemes to reduce
data transfer bandwidths and memory footprints. Tiled block
techniques typically use standard 2D compressors to inde-
pendently compress each tile. In [28], the authors point out
that, when using a 4-8 hierarchy, the rectangular tiles as-
sociated to each diamond could be also compressed using
standard 2D image compression methods.
Geometry clipmaps [37] organize the terrain height data
in a pyramidal multiresolution scheme and the residual be-
tween levels are compressed using an advanced image coder
that supports fast access to image regions [40]. Storing in a
compressed form just the heights and reconstructing at run-
time both normal and color data (using a simple height color
mapping) provides a very compact representation that can
be maintained in main memory even for large datasets. The
method is possibly the current state-of-the-art in terms of
compression rates.
The Compressed Batched Dynamic Adaptive Meshes
(C-BDAM) technique [23], an extension of the BDAM
and P-BDAM chunked level-of-detail hierarchy, strives to
combine the generality and adaptivity of chunked bin-tree
multiresolution structures with the compression rates of
nested regular grid techniques. Similarly to BDAM, coarse
grain refinement operations are associated to regions in a
bin-tree hierarchy. Each region, called diamond, is formed
by two triangular patches that share their longest edge. In
BDAM, each patch is a general precomputed triangulated
surface region. In the C-BDAM approach, however, all
patches share the same regular triangulation connectivity
and incrementally encode their vertex attributes when
descending in the multiresolution hierarchy. The encoding
follows a two-stage wavelet based near-lossless scheme
in which lossy wavelet prediction are corrected to keep
approximated values within user imposed bounds. The
approach supports both mean-square error and maximum
error metrics allowing to introduce a strict bound on the
maximum error introduced in the visualization process. The
scheme requires storage of two small square matrices of
residuals per diamond, which are maintained in a repository.
At run-time, a compact in-core multiresolution structure
is traversed, and incrementally refined or coarsened on a
diamond-by-diamond basis until screen space error criteria
are met. The data required for refining is either retrieved
from the repository or procedurally generated to support
runtime detail synthesis. At each frame, updates are
communicated to the GPU with a batched communication
model.
The main take home message of the C-BDAM work is
that it is not necessary to use non-adaptive techniques, such
as geometry clipmaps, to incorporate aggressive compres-
sion in a high performance view-dependent terrain renderer.
This comes, however, at the cost of increased implementa-
tion complexity.
7.4 Numerical Accuracy
Numerical accuracy issues are one of the most neglected as-
pects in the management of huge data sets. Sending posi-
tions to the graphics hardware pipeline needs particular care,
given that the highest precision data-type is the IEEE float-
ing point, whose 23 bit mantissa leads to noticeable vertex
coalescing problem for metric data sets on the Earth and to
camera jitter problems in the general case [50]. In P-BDAM
[8], BDAM’s structural properties that guarantee overall ge-
ometric continuity are exploited for planetary sized render-
ing applications. Programmable graphics hardware is in par-
ticular exploited to cope with the accuracy issues introduced
by single precision floating point numbers, resulting in the
first fully hardware accelerated system able to provide sub-
metric positioning accuracy on the Earth.
The method uses as basic primitive a general triangula-
tion of points on a displaced triangle (see Figure 35). Each
corner vertex contains a pair of parametric coordinates Ti,
that correspond to the position of the vertex in (u,v) coor-
dinates, as well as a planetocentric position Pi and a nor-
mal vector Ni, that are computed from Ti during the patch
construction preprocess as a function of the particular pro-
jection used. The vertices of the internal triangulation are
stored by specifying a barycentric coordinate and an offset
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along the interpolated normal direction, and all the informa-
tion required at rendering time is linearly interpolated from
the base corner vertex data. As for BDAM, the interior of
the patch is an arbitrary triangulation of the vertices, that
is represented by a cache-coherent generalized triangle strip
stored as a single ordered list of vertex indices. The only as-
pect that requires particular care is the computation of plan-
etocentric positions, since all other information is local to
the patch. P-BDAM therefore stores Pi in double precision.
At each frame, all patches are rendered in camera coordi-
nates, simply subtracting the camera position from Pi on the
host before converting them to single precision for transfer
to the GPU. This way a single reference frame is used for
each frame, and positional accuracy decreases with the dis-
tance from the camera, which is exactly what is needed. In
contrast to common linear transformation approaches [33,
50], neighboring patches remain unconditionally connected
because displaced vertex values only depend on the com-
mon base corner vertices (along the edges, the weight for
the opposite vertex is null). The conversion cost (9 subtrac-
tions and 9 floating point conversion) is negligible, since it is
amortized over all the internal triangles. Moreover, the trans-
formation from barycentric to Cartesian/texture coordinates
can be efficiently computed from corner data on the GPU.
This has the important advantage that, since the vertices of
the internal triangulation are invariant in barycentric coordi-
nates, they can be cached in a static vertex array directly in
graphics memory. Moreover, the rendering routine can fully
benefit from the post-transform-and-lighting cache of cur-
rent graphics architectures, which is fully exploited when
drawing from the indexed representation.
Fig. 35 P-BDAM patches are represented as arbitrary triangulations of
points over a displaced triangle.
8 Conclusions
The investigation of multiresolution methods to dynamically
adapt rendered model complexity has been, and still is, a
very active computer graphics research area, which is ob-
viously impossible to fully cover in a short survey. In this
article, we analyzed the most common semi-regular multi-
resolution approaches for grid-digital terrain models. De-
spite the slightly increased size of the produced LOD tri-
angle meshes compared to fully irregular approaches, the
semi-regular multiresolution methods described in this pa-
per are among the best choices for real-time visualization of
very large scale height-field data sets. The various reviewed
approaches provide different alternatives in data structures,
triangulation algorithms, error metrics, dynamic scene man-
agement and rendering methods that can be exploited for an
optimized implementation.
Models based on tiled blocks and nested regular grids
are generally simple to implement and maintain, and offer
optimized interfaces to the graphics hardware at the cost of
limited adaptivitity and/or approximation quality and/or do-
main generality. Quadtree and triangle bin-trees triangula-
tions offer a sound mathematical basis upon which efficient
dynamic structures providing fully adaptive conforming tri-
angulations can be programmed. Cluster based approaches,
that build upon this basis, have recently shown how these
methods can efficiently harness the performance of current
commodity graphics platforms, at the cost of a slight reduc-
tion in adaptivity.
Even though the domain is mature and has a long history,
open problems remain. In particular, while networked and
out-of-core rendering systems have been demonstrated for
most of the structures discussed in this survey, limited solu-
tions have been proposed for fully out-of-core data construc-
tion. Moreover efficient techniques for incrementally updat-
ing an already constructed multiresolution hierarchy are still
to be devised.
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